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Management Summary 
In September 2007, the Dutch Government Service for Land and Water Management (DLG) and the 
Dutch consultancy company HKVCONSULTANTS submitted a project proposal to the Dutch funding 
programme Partners for Water. This programme provides funds for innovative water projects that 
involve multiple Dutch organizations abroad. The proposal ‘Room for the River in Cat’s bend, 
Romania’ concerned the participatory development of integrated spatial plans for flood risk 
management in a region along the Danube river, just upstream the Danube Delta. Commissioner and 
main beneficiary of the project was the Romanian Ministry of Environment and Forests (MEF). 
Project implementation was done in cooperation with the Danube Delta National Institute (DDNI) 
and the non-governmental organizations (NGOs) Eco-Counseling Centre Galaţi (ECCG), Alma-Ro and 
WWF Danube Carpathian Programme (WWF-DCP). Following the floods in 2005 and 2006, MEF 
already initiated a study on the potential for floodplain restoration along the Danube river. This 
project was initiated as a pilot for the implementation of integrated flood risk management 
strategies.  
 
In this report, we present the above mentioned project as a case study of the PhD research ‘Applying 
Dutch water expertise abroad: How to contribute effectively in the Romanian context?’. The main 
components of our case study descriptions and analyses are: (1) the case study project and its 
context; (2) the motivations, cognitions and resources of experts and stakeholders involved; and (3) 
the effectiveness of the project (from a Dutch perspective). The case study was explorative and 
based on qualitative methods. Data has been gathered by means of observation, small interviews 
and informal conversations (during the interactive project activities and during meetings about the 
project afterwards), interviews with the project partners (implementing experts) and document 
analysis (project documents, policy documents, legislation and the like). During the meetings, the 
researcher had mostly an observatory role and tried to avoid any interference with the project. By 
analyzing the case study in-depth, using multiple sources of evidence, we tried to arrive at well-
informed explanations and conclusions.  
 
Floods represent the most important natural disaster in Romania. Especially after major floods in 
2005 and 2006, the strategy of MEF aims to approach flood risk management in a more integrated 
and pro-active manner. Various studies and programmes are underway that aim at combining flood 
risk management with nature conservation and socio-economic development. The basis for the this 
project was formed by the strategy underlying the study that was undertaken by DDNI on the 
restoration of floodplains along the Lower Danube and the Dutch ‘Room for the River’ concept which 
basically implies that creating more space for the rivers is preferred above heightening dikes. With 
these basic ideas, the project leader of DLG went for the first time to Romania for some preparatory 
meetings with the Romanian project partners September 2008. Following this visit, the project 
preparations begun. In February 2009, the Dutch-Romanian project team met each other for the first 
team and a start-up meeting was organized for about twenty national, regional and local 
stakeholders. In June 2009, a series of interactive design workshops was organized according to the 
Sketch Match method developed by DLG. The Sketch Match consisted of various plenary sessions, a 
field visit and workshops in which participants were working in groups on the development of 
various spatial plans for the area. Although the project initially focused on flood risk management, it 
soon appeared that socio-economic problems were perceived as being much more pressing in the 
area. Hence, the scope of the project shifted and the scenario’s that were developed contribute both 
to flood risk reduction and to socio-economic development of the area. In December 2009, the 
results of the interactive design process were presented and discussed during a regional meeting 
and a national meeting. During this meeting, a project brochure that was prepared by DLG was also 
distributed. Simultaneously to the interactive process, a hydraulic model was prepared with which 
the impacts of various directions for solutions on the water level of the Danube were assessed. 
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These calculations show that all developed spatial plans, of a combination of these plans, could 
contribute to flood risk reduction in the area. 
 
In our analysis of the actors involved, we distinguish between Dutch experts, Romanian experts and 
Romanian stakeholders. Experts are the actors involved that are paid for their contribution, whereas 
stakeholders are involved for their interest. The first aspect of our actor analysis concerns the 
motivations of actors involved, what drives their participation? The project scope fits very well with 
the organizational objectives all experts involved. Most experts also strongly believed that they had 
expertise with which they could contribute to the project. For Romanian experts, an important 
source of motivation was also to learn something from the Dutch experts, which was indeed the 
case. Stakeholders were generally interested, but sceptical about their potential to influence the 
decision-making process.  
 
The second aspect of our actor analysis concerns the cognitions of actors involved about the 
problem, its solutions and the potential of the project in the given context. Dutch experts initially 
framed the problems in the area as floods, which should be dealt with by creating more space for 
the river. As none of the experts involved had experience with the implementation of projects in 
Romania, they had doubts about whether their participatory approach would work. For Romanian 
experts, flood risks are just one of the problems in the region. The main problems are related to 
landownership, that most land is owned by big, powerful owners and that local inhabitants have no 
access to resources anymore. They perceived the main risks of the project itself were data 
availability and stakeholder communication. They further emphasize the political instability and lack 
of funds in Romania, which may affect continuation. Local and regional stakeholders mention a wide 
variety of problems, most of them related to the poor socio-economic situation and their lack of 
possibilities to influence this (no resources or participation). They therefore expect that the process 
will be staged, that Dutch experts will enforce their solutions, which they do not like.  
 
The third aspect of our actor analysis concerns the resources contributed by and attributed to actors 
involved. We distinguish between involvement (human resources), knowledge (information and 
expertise), funding (financial resources) and power to get things done (institutional resources). From 
DLG about ten persons were somehow involved in the project. Only the process manager was able 
to attend all activities in Romania as the project leader left DLG just before the project was 
completed. The involvement of the landscape architects in the Sketch Match was perceived by other 
actors involved as the most important success factor in the process. The expertise of DLG on this 
method was also a source of power, as the experts of DLG were the only actor involved with 
expertise on this method. From HKV two technical experts were involved for the hydraulic modelling 
component. They also played an important role in the preparation of maps and provided support 
with organizational aspects. The value of Dutch expertise and the intentions of Dutch experts were 
initially doubted by Romanian participations. This only changed in a positive direction once the 
results of the process were presented. The Dutch origin of both organizations implies that they were 
the only actor involved who had access to Partners for Water funds. It also meant that they could 
introduce new concepts and approaches in Romania and could easily influence high-level decision-
makers, also via the Dutch embassy.  
 
The main Romanian counterpart was DDNI, its experts contributed to the technical component of 
the project, mostly with data and information, and to the organization of the interactive process. 
DDNI is located closely to the project area and has much context-specific knowledge, which they 
used in approaching, informing, interviewing and selecting stakeholders. In terms of substantive 
expertise, DDNI contributed less than expected by the Dutch experts. The other expert with area-
specific knowledge was ECCG, which is also located in the project area. This environmental NGO was 
involved as co-organizer and advisor. It had a small role and was more occupied with organizational 
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aspects, including translation, as expected. Its involvement and contribution was less as it expected 
itself and as expected by others. WWF-DCP was also involved as environmental NGO. Just as ECCG it 
has a big network in the field of environment in the Danube river basin and beyond. Its role as 
advisor is different from the role it usually has and their representative stayed rather at the 
background during the project. For facilitation of the interactive process, Alma-Ro, a NGO located in 
Bucharest, was approached. It has extensive experience in facilitation of environmental, interactive 
processes. Alma-Ro itself and other experts were satisfied about their facilitation. To all Romanian 
experts, some kind of unique expertise was attributed that was required to implement the project. 
As regards continuation, some power to influence the implementation of the results is attributed to 
DDNI. DDNI itself does not perceive it has the power to influence the political decision process about 
implementation. 
 
The Romanian stakeholders include representatives of national, regional and local authorities, 
various governmental agencies and other local stakeholders. The start-up and evaluation meetings 
were mostly focused on informing and consulting actors with administrative responsibilities. The 
Sketch Match sessions were organized to actively involve stakeholders with area-specific knowledge 
and interests in the development of the spatial plans. The latter involved mostly stakeholders who 
were working and living in the area and had very specific knowledge about past, ongoing and future 
developments in the area. Various Romanian stakeholders had negative participation experiences 
are doubted whether this process would give them the chance to contribute to decision-making. 
Afterwards, they were very positive about the process and its outcomes as their contributions were 
taken into account. They were all willing to implement the results and willing to establish a joint 
association to pool resources. They further believed that support from national level was 
indispensible. Probably also because of political changes, this support was not given by MEF. Hence, 
the resources to implement the process are still lacking. 
 
Further examination of the project shows that not all project components were implemented as 
planned. Adjustments include changes in the problem scope (widened), the number of visits to 
Romania (enlarged and reduced), the time plan (postponement of project start and several 
meetings) and in activities (no 3-D GIS visualizations and an alternative hydraulic model). The project 
did also not involve various institutional actors and experts as planned. Some of these adjustments 
were the result of new insights, others were of organizational nature. Project results included 
tangible products (a brochure and report), an agreed upon knowledge base and outcomes in the 
relational, cognitive, motivational and resources domain. The latter results include that Dutch 
experts learnt about being effective in Romania, that Romanian experts would like to involve Dutch 
expertise on participatory methods in future projects, that stakeholders discovered win-win 
solutions and actively support implementation of project results. Once the project was finished, 
various Dutch and Romanian experts tried to push for follow-up. So far, follow-up was very limited. 
The 2010-floods renewed the attention for the project results, but no concrete policy impact has 
been observed.  
 
For this case study, we initially assessed the effectiveness of the project based on the achievement 
of actor-specific, project-specific and programme goals. Actors involved were generally satisfied 
about the project itself, but disappointed about its lacking policy impact. Most project goals were 
realized, except for the formulation of a follow-up plan. Whether the project contributed to the 
cooperation between regional actors is questionable. The assessment of actor-specific and project-
specific goals, however, appeared to be inadequate to evaluate the quality of the intervention. 
Therefore, we propose to focus the evaluation of effectiveness on the extent to which a project 
contributes to the realization of programme goals. This means that judgement should be based on 
the degree to which a project contributes to the solving of water management problems in the 
benefiting country and to the generation of new projects for the Dutch water sector. Both goals 
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were not realized in the case study. This may also be caused by the fact that goals at the programme 
level often only become visible on the longer term. We therefore propose to judge Dutch-Romanian 
water projects on the likelihood of realization. 
 
Based on the case study results and literature, we identified a set of process-related and outcome 
related criteria that may assist to predict the likelihood of realization. Like any other water project, 
NL-RO projects should engage relevant stakeholders and civil servants, executives and politicians at 
various levels (institutional embedding). Sufficient contact moments and communication (and if 
necessary translation) should guarantee internal and external transparency. The project should be 
treated as a pilot, which means that explicit attention is paid to a diffusion strategy. In case of new 
insights or changing circumstances, project designs should be adapted. Further, Dutch experts 
should actively involve experts with context-specific knowledge. If projects are implemented in this 
way, we expect that there is a higher chance on realization of programme goals. In some project, 
some of the project goals may already be realized on the short-term. If this is not the case, we may 
predict the likelihood of such outcomes on the basis of the motivations, cognitions and resources of 
users. With users, we mean the actors with a role in realizing the programme goals. If users are 
motivated, develop a negotiated knowledge base and have all necessary resources, cooperation is to 
be expected. If they also have positive relational experiences, this cooperation is expected to be 
more stable. Our recommendation to the Dutch water sector is to consider the identified process 
criteria when designing and implementing a project.  
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This case study report presents the first project that I have been observing from nearly the beginning 
until the end, and even beyond. Participating in this project was very interesting from a research 
perspective, but also great fun. I am really grateful to Ronald Broekhuizen, the project leader, and 
his team for giving me the opportunity to observe this project. I also thank all project team members 
for their openness, both during the project and during the interviews. I am especially grateful to 
Anca Pintilie, who assisted me with the observations. Anca, thank you for your support and for your 
critical comments. I also thank Kristof van Assche for inviting me to contribute to the forthcoming 
book ‘The Biopolitics of the Danube Delta: Nature, History and Policies’. I thank both of the editors 
(Kristof and Constantin Iordachi) for their useful comments on the draft version of my contribution, 
which provided me with many valuable insights in this case study. I also thank various members of 
the project team for their comments on this book chapter.  
 
This PhD research would not have been possible without the financial support of the Institute for 
Governance Studies at the University of Twente and the Province of Overijssel, the working place 
provided by Haskoning Romania and the supervision provided by the Water Engineering and 
Management (WEM) Department and the Twente Centre for Technology and Sustainable 
Development (CSTM). The following persons are involved as supervisor: 
- Prof. Dr. Ir. S.J.M.H. Hulscher, Professor in Water Management (WEM) 
- Prof. Dr. J. Th. A. Bressers, Professor of Policy Studies and Environmental Policy (CSTM) 
- Dr. ir. D.C.M. Augustijn, Associate professor in Environmental Management (WEM) 
 
In addition to these supervisors, this research project is also supported by a user committee, 
consisting of representatives of seven Dutch organizations. I thank my supervisors and all members 
of the user committee for their ideas and support. In relation to this case, I owe special thanks to 
Dennis van Peppen, coordinator of the Romania platform of the Netherlands Water Partnership, 
who led me to this interesting case study. 
 
This is the final version of this report and I thank my supervisors and Camelia Ionescu for their 
comments on previous version. I also still appreciate any other comments, suggestions or questions 
that may assist to further improve my insights in this case study. I hope that you enjoy reading this 
report!  
 
Joanne Vinke-de Kruijf 
(joanne.vinke@utwente.nl) 
 
Bucharest, 24 January 2011 
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1 Introduction1  
This report presents the project ‘Room for the River in Cat’s bend, Romania’ as one of the case 
studies in the PhD project ‘Applying Dutch water expertise abroad: How to contribute effectively in 
the Romanian context?’. This four-year research project investigates Dutch-Romanian (NL-RO) 
projects in the field of flood risk management, with a particular focus on the role of Dutch expertise. 
This chapter introduces the context and scope of this research and of the case study. The first 
section explains how this case study relates to the overall research. Section 1.2 presents the strategy 
and methods used for this case study. Subsection 1.3 elaborates on the research process, i.e. how 
the investigation unfolded. The basic analytical framework which is used to analyze this case study is 
presented in subsection 1.4. The last section presents the outline of this report.     

1.1 Research context of the case study 
This case study report is part of a four-year research project about the application of Dutch expertise 
abroad. The overall objective of this research is: 

“To provide insights in the role of Dutch expertise in handling flood risk management problems in transition 
countries such as Romania, by evaluating the role of Dutch expertise and the course and outcomes of several 

Dutch-Romanian case study projects, and how these projects are influenced by contextual factors.” 

In this case study report, we aim to address the following aspects of this objective: 
1. Project and context: What is the specific context of this case study? How did developments in 

the project context influence the project course and its outcomes?  
2. Project course and outcomes: How did the process evolve? How were substantive outcomes 

generated? What was the role of various sources of expertise? 
3. Characteristics of actors involved: What were the motivations, cognitions and resources of 

actors involved? How did they develop during the process of interaction? 
4. Evaluation: How effective was the project and which factors contributed to this? 
 
One of the central concepts in this research is ‘expertise’. Expertise refers to knowledge on a 
particular subject, including the experiences and the skills to use this knowledge. The reason for 
employing the term expertise is that we are especially interested in the application of knowledge in 
a specific context. Expertise is a form of knowledge that includes wisdom. Wisdom refers to the “the 
judgment, selection and use of specific knowledge for a specific context”… [and]… “relates to the 
ability to effectively choose and apply the appropriate knowledge in a given situation” (Bierly et al. 
2000, p. 597). An expert may have expertise in one of the following fields: (1) substantive expertise, 
which includes specific knowledge about problems and potential solutions; (2) procedural expertise, 
dealing with the organization and management of the process (e.g. the facilitation of meetings); and 
(3) political expertise, dealing with the policy network (e.g. with relevant social groups and power 
relations) (Leeuwis and Van den Ban 2004; Wesselink et al. 2009). 
 
Our main research units are ‘NL-RO projects’. These are projects executed in Romania, in which 
Dutch experts are involved with their expertise and money. NL-RO projects are, just like other 
change or policy processes, interventions in the sense that they refer to “an action taken within a 
social context for the purpose of producing some intended result” (Babbie 1992 p. 347). They are 
especially examples of what Leeuwis and Van de Ban (2004) call processes of extension: “a series of 
embedded communicative interventions that are meant, among others, to develop and/or induce 

                                                        
1 Some parts of this report have also been submitted for publication in: Vinke-de Kruijf, J., Bressers, H. T. A., 
and Augustijn, D. C. M. (forthcoming). "Integrated management of the lower Danube River: experiences with 
the application of Dutch policy concepts and interactive planning methods." In: C. Iordachi and K. Van Assche, 
eds., The Biopolitics of the Danube Delta: Nature, History and Policies, CEU Press, Budapest New York.  
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innovations which supposedly help to resolve (usually multi-actor) problematic situations” (2004 p. 
27). A major distinction between regular water projects and NL-RO projects is that the latter involves 
different type of actors2. NL-RO projects usually include external professional experts (change 
agents), an external agency that subsidizes or pays for the intervention and benefiting actors. Like 
regular water projects, they are usually legitimized by the existence of a problematic situation (a 
water management problem in our case). An important strategy to handle this problematic situation 
is usually communication, which aims at cognitive change and learning. In addition, NL-RO projects 
often aim at innovation in the sense that they seek to contribute to “novel patterns of coordination 
and adjustment between people, technical devices and natural phenomena” (ibid p. 28). In this 
sense, NL-RO projects are often pilot projects that aim to test an innovation within a specific context 
before the innovation is implemented further (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010)      
 
Within the context of our overall research, we intend to study several NL-RO projects and their 
context. Some of these interventions are studied in retrospective (projects that were already 
completed at the time of analysis) and some are studied through real-time observations. One 
retrospective study has already been completed (Vinke-de Kruijf 2009c p. 294). This is the first report 
of a real-time study, two more reports of real-time studies are to be expected (‘Pilot Implementation 
of a Flood Information and Warning System (FLIWAS)’ and ‘Integrated Water Management for the 
Tecucel River Basin’). The advantage of retrospective studies is that the overall course and outcomes 
are already known. This prior knowledge may, however, also bias a study and it does not allow 
observations of how the process unfolds (Van de Ven 2007). In our opinion, both methods are 
complementary and we therefore combine them in our research.  

1.2 Research philosophy and methods 
To get insight in the application of Dutch expertise abroad, we chose qualitative case study research 
as our main research strategy. A case study refers to “the intensive study of a single case for the 
purpose of understanding a larger class of similar units (a population of cases)” (Gerring 2006 p. 
211). The reason for doing real-time case studies is “to investigate a contemporary phenomenon in 
depth and within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and 
context are not clearly evident” (Yin 2009 p. 18). To study a project in its proper context is thus one 
of the characteristics of case study research. This includes “both the small, local context, which gives 
phenomena their immediate meaning, and the larger, international and global context in which 
phenomena can be appreciated for their general and conceptual significance” (Flyvbjerg 2004). In 
this report, most attention is given to the small, local or project-specific context. The institutional 
and wider context are described in more detail in other (forthcoming and completed) reports (Vinke-
de Kruijf 2009b; Vinke-de Kruijf forthcoming).  
 
The main reason for conducting this case study research is to better understand the dynamic 
interaction between various actors and the role of Dutch expertise in NL-RO projects. This means 
that this research is rooted in an interpretative research tradition. Interpretative researchers are 
focusing on meanings of others and reflect on how we, as researchers, make sense of these 
meanings (Yanow and Schwartz-Shea 2006). Our focus on ‘understanding’ becomes mostly visible in 
the part of this report in which we view projects as ‘processes of social interaction’. Our descriptions 
of the characteristics of actors involved are not based on brute facts (facts that exist without any 
human institution), they are our interpretations. This understanding is supported by knowledge 
about the project and its context, i.e. the water system, administrative structures, institutions or 
project objectives. These ‘facts’ are mainly derived from written texts (and not from interviews and 
observations) and form the context for our understanding of processes of social interaction. Of 
course, even these facts are still subjective in the way we chose to select and present them. 

                                                        
2 An actor refers here to any individual, group or organization that is involved in the investigated intervention. 
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Given that all knowledge presented in this report is subjective, what can be concluded from this case 
study? Not much, if you are looking for ‘objective knowledge’. What we strive for is rather probable 
arguments or ‘educated guesses’. The related mode of gathering knowledge is also referred to as 
abduction (or retroduction). This means that we are not reasoning from the general to the specific, 
i.e. deducing and testing hypotheses on the basis of general theories (deduction). We are also not 
reasoning from the specific to the general, i.e. inferring general laws on the basis of empirical data 
(induction). Abduction rather holds the middle-position between the general and the specific; it is 
more open than deduction and more insightful than induction. Abduction aims at tentative 
explanations why something is as it is. The kind of conclusions resulting from abduction are 
suggestions – based on insights and judgments of the researcher – that ‘something may be’ (Van Dijk 
2008, with reference to Peirce, Eco and Hanson).  
 
To arrive at well-informed explanations, we are using multiple sources of evidence. For this case 
study, all commonly used sources for case study evidence (Yin 2009) have been used:  
1. Documentation: policy documents, legal framework, documented interviews carried out by 

project team members, project documents and reports (see Annex A); 
2. Archival records: statistical data and maps of the project area; 
3. Interviews: for the project itself, the project team prepared a questionnaire (filled out by 6 

persons) and interviews (twelve). Following the design workshops eight participants were 
interviewed. After the project was completed, the author interviewed nine Dutch and Romanian 
project team members (see Annex A); 

4. Direct observations: during all interactive project activities (meetings and workshops) with the 
assistance of a Romanian observer (see Annex A); 

5. Participant observation: during meetings with the project team; 
6. Physical artefacts: pictures and videos during the field visit and workshops.   
    
Other ways in which we try to arrive at informed conclusions, is by asking key informants to review 
draft versions of our work. We are also making use of multiple observers and reflect on our own role 
as a researcher. Abduction also requires a continuous interplay between theoretical concepts and 
empirical data (Van Maanen et al. 2007). In constructing our arguments, theory and cross-case study 
analysis therefore play an important role. To make our research transparent, we furthermore aim at 
thick description, i.e. describe the project in sufficient detail, and providing quantitative information 
where possible, without ignoring the potential of qualitative information (Van Maanen et al. 2007). 
Furthermore, we present in the next section how our process of abduction actually developed, what 
our ‘context of discovery’ looks like.  

1.3 Research process 
This section describes how we actually investigated this case study. As the section is written from 
the personal perspective of the author, it is written in the first person singular.  
 
My first research experiences with the real-time analysis of a participatory water project dates back 
to 2006 and 2007, when I was for my MSc thesis involved in ‘fundamental discussion’ in the 
Southwest Delta of the Netherlands (cf. Hommes et al. 2009; Vinke-de Kruijf et al. 2010). Since then, 
stakeholder involvement has always been one of the topics that interested me. When Dennis van 
Peppen informed me about this project, I was therefore very interested to become involved as a 
researcher. At that moment, I had just been moving to Romania and was still looking for case 
studies. I decided to send an email to the project leader of DLG (July 2008) and received a positive 
reaction. The project was about to start as the project contract between DLG and Partners for Water 
(funding agency) had just been signed. My first involvement in the project dates from September 
2008, when I had my first meeting with the project leader (in the Netherlands). We agreed that I 
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would be informed about the project activities and would participate as an observer during the 
meetings in Romania. I could also contribute to the interview questions, which the project team was 
planning to organize as part of the project. We were both eager to see how the participatory 
approach of the project would work out in Romania. So far, I only heard that it was very difficult to 
actively involve Romanians in discussions.  
 
Then it remained silent for some time. Project preparations were ongoing, but not all contracts were 
signed and no concrete dates were settled. In this period, I exchanged some emails and phone-calls 
with Ronald and I met one of the Romanian project partners, Eliza Teodorescu of Alma-Ro. I also 
made a case study proposal and approached Anca Pintilie (who I knew from another NL-RO project) 
to assist me with the observations. I also approached landscape architects of DLG to attend one of 
the Sketch Match sessions (interactive design workshops) in the Netherlands. In the end, I never 
managed to attend one of these sessions. In December 2008, there was a plan to organize a start-up 
meeting in Romania in January 2009. This plan was aborted because it was too soon after Christmas 
holidays and the meetings were postponed to February. After the Dutch team arrived in Bucharest, I 
travelled with them to Galaţi. Two meetings were organized, during which Anca and I made detailed 
notes (direct observation). In the evenings and during breaks, we often had informal conversations 
with project team members and participants (participant observation). During our informal contacts, 
we tried to avoid as much as possible to influence the project. Nevertheless, we shared sometimes 
minor observations with the project team. For example, we observed that the terms ‘interactive’ 
and ‘integrated’ remained vague during the presentations. The Dutch project team used these 
comments to adjust their presentations. 
 
Following the start-up meetings, I had some contact with the project team about the exchange of 
pictures, participants lists and notes. I also shared my notes of the stakeholder meeting with the 
project leader. Following this, we exchanged some emails about the dates of the Sketch Match. 
During the meetings in February, it was agreed that the Sketch Match would take place in May, a 
few weeks before European elections, and that a feedback meeting would be organized at the end 
of June, just before summer holidays. The dates of the Sketch Match did not fit in the agenda of one 
of the key experts of the Dutch team, so new dates had to be selected. In April, I had some contact 
with the communication expert of DLG about the formulation of the questions in the stakeholders 
interviews. The questions were sent to DDNI, who executed the interviews. The idea was that the 
Dutch project team would receive a report about the interviews, but eventually this was only a short 
summary of the results. When I visited DDNI in the summer, I received some interview transcripts 
and had a look at the questionnaires. However, I did not really use them eventually for this report. 
 
The Sketch Match itself was organized in June. Together with Anca, I observed the workshops. We 
also attended discussions of the project team, had informal discussions with participants and project 
team members and carried out some interviews at the end of the meeting. These interviews 
consisted just of a few questions and were carried out by project team members and Anca. Of the 
observations during the Sketch Match, I prepared a separate report. An anonymous version of this 
report was distributed (among those who were interested) together with the final brochure. 
Following the Sketch Match, I also asked the project team members for their reactions about the 
workshops. After the Sketch Match, nothing happened again for some time. The idea was to 
organize an evaluation meeting in September, but I heard nothing until October, when emails were 
exchanged about the final project brochure. DLG also sent some questionnaires to the project 
participants, of which the results were later also shared with me. The scheduling of a last project 
meeting was complicated, as November and December were the months of parliamentary and 
presidential elections. Eventually, the last meetings were  scheduled in December 2009. Before 
these meetings, I already interviewed the project leader, who was leaving DLG and handed the 
project leadership over to a colleague. When the project was ending, I already started working on a 
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book chapter for which I used the experiences of this case study. I received comments of various 
project team members on the draft version of this chapter. Soon after the project, I also started to 
interview various project team members. As there was no concrete follow-up of the project yet, this 
was of course one of the issues I always discussed with the interviewees. It seemed that nobody felt 
really responsible to take the project to the next step. One interviewee joked that we just had to 
wait for the next flood, so that something would happen.  
 
In July 2010, Romania was hit by a number of floods and the water level on the Danube was rising. I 
decided to inform at least also the Dutch team about this, one of the Romanian project team 
members did the same shortly afterwards. In the same period, the project also got renewed 
attention in the region, at national level and from the Dutch embassy. Even now the project is 
finished I decided to follow its progress as much as possible. I also tried to promote the project 
whenever this was possible, for example, by distributing project brochures. Last September, I also 
participated in a meeting in Galaţi during which the potential role of Dutch experts in flood risk 
management was discussed. I am curious what the project will eventually deliver and try to stay 
informed as much as possible.   

1.4 Analytical framework 
This case study is the first real-time case study in a line of case studies. The analytical framework 
presented here elaborates further on the analytical framework that was presented in previous 
reports (Vinke-de Kruijf 2009b; Vinke-de Kruijf 2009c). On the basis of our first retrospective case 
study, new elements were added to this framework. Our case study description and analysis in this 
report basically consists of the following elements: (1) a detailed description of (the development of) 
the project in terms of context, process and content; (2) a description and analysis of (the 
development of) the characteristics of actors involved; and (3) a preliminary assessment of the 
effectiveness of the project on the basis of a further examination of the process, its outcomes and 
follow-up. The next sections explain the theoretical background of each of these elements.  

1.4.1 The development of the project and its context 
The first element of our case study analysis is a description of the project as a process with a content 
dimension and a process dimension, which takes place within a certain context. This distinction 
between content, process and context is quite common to describe the development of complex, 
multi-actor projects over time (see e.g. Hommes 2006; Van Buuren 2006). We distinguish between 
three contextual layers: (1) the wider problem, political, economic, cultural and technological 
contexts; (2) the structural or institutional context; and (3) the project specific context (Bressers 
2009). In this report, we focus on the project-specific context and on those other contextual factors 
that actually interacted with the project. Project-specific context refers to those previous decisions 
and specific circumstances that form the direct input or the starting-point of a process (Bressers 
2009). The process dimension focuses on the interaction between actors involved; on who was 
involved in which activities. The content dimension focuses on the substantive outcomes of these 
activities. For these descriptions, the intervention process is divided in four phases: preparation, 
inception, core process and completion (Krywkow 2009). As our focus is on expertise, we pay special 
attention to the role of various sources of expertise during the intervention. In participatory 
processes expertise is basically provided by experts (persons who are paid to contribute with their 
expertise) and by stakeholders (persons invited for their interest and expertise) (Vinke-de Kruijf et al. 
forthcoming). For interventions, we can distinguish further between relative ‘outsiders’ (people from 
outside the area) and ‘insiders’ (people from the area) (Leeuwis and Van den Ban 2004). Whereas 
the former were found to be relatively important in providing general knowledge (e.g. theories, 
methods or concepts), the latter are needed to gain access to context-specific knowledge (Vinke-de 
Kruijf 2009c). Besides general and specific knowledge, a third type of knowledge is often relevant in 
interventions, i.e. personal attributes. These attributes, such as creativity, intuition and human 
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understanding, may either support or impede the application of specific or general knowledge 
(Gummesson 2000). How we conceptualize the intervention for our description of the project and its 
context is schematized in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 - Conceptual scheme for the description of the project and its context 

1.4.2 The dynamic interaction between actors involved 
The second element of our analysis concerns the dynamic interaction between the actors involved. 
This analysis is based on the recognition that water problems are generally characterized by a multi-
actor context in which resources are distributed among multiple actors (Bressers 2009). To get 
insights in the interaction process between these actors, we use the insights of the Contextual 
Interaction Theory developed by Bressers (2004) as our conceptual basis. The basic assumptions of 
this theory are that the course and outcomes of policy processes (including water projects) basically 
result from the dynamic interaction between the characteristics of actors involved. These 
characteristics are their motivations, cognitions and resources (including expertise). Dynamic 
interaction refers to the idea that actor characteristics shape the interaction process, are shaped by 
this process and are shaped by each other (see also Figure 2). These characteristics are also 
influenced by a wider, structural and specific context. Our definitions of actor characteristics are 
based on the definitions of Bressers (2004; 2009). The scope of our analysis is based on results of our 
retrospective case study (Vinke-de Kruijf 2009c) and (Owens 2008). This results in the following 
interpretations of actors characteristics: 
- Motivations are what drives the actions of actors involved. Sources of these motivations are first 

of all the own goals and values of actors involved, i.e. the project (content or the interaction 
process) contributes to the realization of an actors personal or organizational objectives. 
External pressure may also play a role in the sense that an actors regards it as its civic duty or 
has financial, social or political reasons to participate. Self-effectiveness assessment refers to the 
relation between motivation and resources availability. It may positively influence a motivation 
if an actor believes in its capacity to contribute to the project or that the project will contribute 
to an actors’ capacity. We focus on those motivations related to participation in the project itself 
and in potential follow-up actions.  

- Cognitions refers to the knowledge an actor holds to be true within the context of the 
intervention. Cognitions are interpretations, which are influenced by observations of reality and 
frames of reference. We focus on cognitions about the content (the problem at stake, i.e. its 
nature, meaning and urgency, and potential solutions) and the project and its context (the 
relevance and potential of the project in dealing with particular problems, including possibilities 
for follow-up).  

- Resources provide actors with the capacity to act and may also be used as sources of power. The 
capacity to act largely depends on the resources that are available and accessible. Whether 
these resources are also sources of power is largely the result of attribution of resources to an 
actors by other actors involved. We focus on the following type of resources: involvement 
(human resources), knowledge (information and expertise), funding (financial resources) and 
power to get things done (institutional resources). 
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Figure 2 – The dynamic interaction between characteristics of actors involved and the interaction process (adapted after 
Bressers 2009) 

We are especially interested in the dynamics of these actor characteristics, i.e. how they change 
over time. We expect that interaction processes will result in changes in the motivational, cognitive 
and resources domain. Literature on problem structuring shows that water projects tend to emerge 
in a multi-actor setting. This means that they are often characterized by diverging objectives, 
uncertain and/or disagreed upon knowledge and fragmented resources (Koppenjan and Klĳn 2004; 
Hommes et al. 2009). Inspired by literature on social learning, we believe that interaction and 
communication can contribute to “a set of social outcomes, such as the generation of new 
knowledge, the acquisition of technical and social skills as well as the development of trust and 
relationships which in turn may form the basis for a common understanding of the system or 
problem at hand, agreement and collective actions” (Muro and Jeffrey 2008 p. 339). What 
contributes to joint action is that actors involved: arrive at a joint, motivating goal; create an agreed 
upon, valid and context-specific knowledge base; and mobilize or pool all necessary resources 
(Vinke-de Kruijf 2009b). The knowledge base needed as a basis for problem solving is also referred to 
as ‘negotiated knowledge’, this is knowledge which is relevant, agreed upon and scientifically valid 
(Van de Riet 2003; Koppenjan and Klĳn 2004; De Bruijn et al. 2010). Interaction and communication 
between various actors contributes to the development of such knowledge base as it enhances 
learning processes and helps to integrate various sources of knowledge. If actors are involved in the 
development of a knowledge base, they are more likely to accept it (Hommes et al. 2009). We are 
interested in developments that contribute to collective action. However, we also realize that 
problem-solving is not necessarily collective or based upon shared perspectives. Actors may also 
decide to do nothing, enforce an action or agree upon an action they do not prefer (e.g. because of 
external pressure or financial incentives).  
 
Interaction processes may also contribute to developments in the relational domain. Such 
developments are not directly connected to the motivations, cognitions or resources of actors 
involved. It rather refers to the development of a ‘common resource’ that emerges directly from the 
interactive process. Very relevant in this context is the development of interpersonal trust, which 
refers to “… the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions 
or behaviour of another” (Rousseau et al. 1998 p. 395). Interpersonal trust is no pre-requisite for 
cooperation as actors may also decide to cooperate on the basis of other incentives, such as 
institutional mechanisms or financial incentives (Cook et al. 2005; Raymond 2006). However, we also 
believe that cooperative arrangements are unlikely to emerge without trust (Pretty 2003). Also 
because in countries like Romania, the basis for institutional trust in the form of collectively binding 
rules and standards is less developed. Which implies that individual sources of power and personal 
trust are relatively more important (Bachmann 2001). Empirical research shows that repeated 
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interactions change the basis of trust, not necessarily the level of trust (Rousseau et al. 1998; Levin 
et al. 2006). In relatively new relationships, willingness to trust is based on limited information, such 
as reputation. Hence, trust will also be limited to specific exchanges. Repeated interactions provide 
actors with additional information from within the relationship. On the basis of these relational 
experiences, such as the fulfilment of expectations, actors may either become more or less willing to 
trust (Rousseau et al. 1998). As we did not measure the emergence of interpersonal trust directly in 
this case study, our assessment is limited to relational experiences. On the basis of literature, we 
expect that these relational experiences are an indications for the development of trust.   

1.4.3 Evaluation of the process and its outcomes 
The third component of our research is to evaluate the effectiveness of our case study projects. An 
evaluation can be applied to any explicit attempt to solve a problem or to bring about change. It 
refers to research activities that examine and judge the process and outcomes of an intervention 
(Patton 2002). Our evaluation initially concentrates on the effectiveness of the intervention in terms 
of goal achievement, i.e. the extent to which the intervention produced the intended outcomes 
(Scriven 1991; Rossi et al. 2004). This judgment is also based on a further examination of the 
process, its results and short-term follow-up. On the basis of this examination, we eventually aim to 
develop criteria on the basis of which we could distinguish effective from less effective intervention 
processes. We further reflect on the development of such criteria in Chapter 6.   
 
Two distinct characteristics of Dutch-Romanian projects are that they involve multiple actors (Dutch 
experts and benefiting actors) and are financed through Dutch funding programmes. This means 
that they involve three different levels at which we can analyze the match between intended and 
actual outcomes. These levels are: the actor level, the project level or the programme level (see 
Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3 – Projects as means to realize actor-specific, project-specific and programme goals    

NL-RO projects are, first of all, embedded in Dutch programmes that support the export of Dutch 
water management. According to the National Water Plan, the Dutch government is supporting this 
for the following reasons. Firstly, it aims to contribute to complex global issues, such as climate 
change adaptation and the Millennium Development Goals. Secondly, it aims to support countries 
with Dutch expertise (e.g. on water governance, flood prevention and water quality) and to learn 
from other countries’ experiences. Thirdly, it aims to strengthen the international position of the 
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Dutch water sector (Min. V&W 2009). One of the programmes through which projects are supported 
is the so-called ‘Partners for Water’ programme. By supporting international water projects, this 
programme aims to generate spin-off in the following domains: (1) spin-off for the Netherlands (e.g. 
improved cooperation or reputation) and benefiting country (e.g. poverty alleviation); (2) policy 
influence in the benefiting country; (3) knowledge transfer, including education and awareness 
raising (Partners for Water 2008). Besides this programme, there are also other programmes 
through which the Dutch government supports international water projects, such as the programme 
of the National Water Board Bank. All these programmes basically aim to achieve one of the 
following goals: (1) to contribute to the solving of certain water management issues in the benefiting 
country (e.g. through capacity building or by influencing policies); and (2) to generate (commercial) 
projects for the Dutch water sector (e.g. through an improved reputation or new knowledge). In 
order to contribute to the goals of the programme, each project is also having its own objectives. 
These objectives are usually to contribute to the solving of a specific water management problem by 
means of a certain process, with the support of a specific type of Dutch expertise. In addition, each 
of the actors involved is also having its own objectives.  
 
It is widely argued that evaluations should pay attention to the process and its outcomes (and other 
relevant aspects, such as comparisons). Process evaluation concentrates on the intervention itself, 
i.e. what is happening between input and output. Outcomes evaluation focuses on effects of an 
intervention (Scriven 1991). A typical way to evaluate a process is to assess the extent to which an 
intervention is implemented conform its design (Rossi et al. 2004). In addition, process evaluation 
usually also includes a judgment of the quality of implementation. It may further include certain 
indicators that are expected to correlate with long-term outcomes (Scriven 1991). To evaluate the 
extent to which the project was implemented as designed, we take the project proposal as a 
starting-point. We complement this analysis with judgments about the process quality. Our process 
evaluation concentrates on the following topics: (1) implementation of project activities; (2) 
involvement of experts and stakeholders; (2) integration of expertise (including judgments about 
Dutch expertise). 
 
Outcomes refer to the effects on an intervention. In analyzing these outcomes, we distinguish 
between immediate outcomes (proximal or end-of-treatment outcomes) and long-term outcomes 
(or distal outcomes). In addition, outcomes may be intended or unintended (Scriven 1991; Rossi et 
al. 2004). As our evaluation is based on real-time case studies, our information is usually limited to 
the process, the project results (immediate outcomes) and follow-up activities on the short-term. 
These outcomes do usually not represent the ultimate outcomes an intervention aims to generate. 
The achievement of these goals are usually only reflected in distal or longer-term outcomes on 
which a project has less direct influence (Rossi et al. 2004). In this sense, our evaluation is very 
limited as it is mostly based on the process, its results and short-term follow-up (see Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4 – Elements for further examination to estimate the likelihood of ultimate outcomes  

The ultimate success criterion for water projects is normally the improvement of the water system. 
As this is often yet unknown, evaluation is often limited to factors such as perceived effects, level of 
agreement, outreach and so on (Leach et al. 2002). One of the immediate outcomes of collaborative 
projects are its outputs, i.e. all tangible items, such as plans, agreements and policies, that are 
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created during the collaborative process (Innes and Booher 1999; Koontz and Thomas 2006; 
Mandarano 2008). In addition, collaborative projects may also contribute to intangible results, such 
as social, intellectual and political capital (Innes and Booher 1999). Our outcome evaluation 
distinguishes between tow main types of outcomes: collective versus actor-specific outcomes. 
Collective outcomes include the concrete outputs, the development of negotiated knowledge and 
results in the relational domain. Actor-specific outcomes refer to transformations in the 
motivational, cognitive or resources domain. We are especially interested in results related to the 
solving of a specific water management issue and to the application of Dutch expertise. As regards 
follow-up activities, we are interested in expectations about follow-up and concrete follow-up 
activities. 
 
On the basis of the components mentioned above, we are able to draw some conclusions on the 
achievement of goals at various levels. What is yet unknown is what kind of process and or 
outcomes contribute to an effective process. Once we have more insight in this, we might be able to 
develop also certain criteria that distinguish effective from less effective interventions.  

1.5 Reading guide 
The remainder of this report is structured as follows. The next chapter introduces the project and its 
context, i.e. the problem context, the public administrative context and the project-specific context. 
Chapter 3 describes the course and outcomes of the project in terms of content, process and 
expertise. Chapter 4 concentrates on the motivations, cognitions and resources of actors involved 
and how these characteristics have been changing during the project. Chapter 5 evaluates the 
effectiveness of the project on the basis of the project implementation, its results and its follow-up. 
The results of the case study are reflected upon and discussed in chapter 6. The last section presents 
our main conclusions and recommendations.  
 
In addition to these chapters, this report also includes a management summary, a list of 
abbreviations, a list of references and three appendices. Annex A presents an overview of our main 
case study material. In the text, we refer to this material as follows: document [D followed by a 
document number], interview [I followed by an interview number] and observations [O followed by 
an observation number]; the numbers can be found in Annex A. Annex B presents an overview of the 
participants involved in various project activities. Annex C presents an overview of the interaction 
within the NL-RO project team.  
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2 Introduction of the project and its context  
This chapter presents the case study with a focus on its context. The project addresses flood risk 
problems. Section 2.1 explains the context of this problem in terms of the physical landscape and the 
policy-planning landscape. Section 2.2. explains the public administration context of the project, 
including Romania’s administrative set-up and an overview of relevant authorities. The last section 
describes the background and starting-points of the project.      

2.1 Problem context 
This section describes the physical landscape and the policy-planning landscape at the international 
level and at the national level.  

2.1.1 Physical landscape  
The majority of Romania (about 97%), including the project area, is located in the Danube River 
basin. The Danube extends over a length of 2860 km, of which 1075 km (the lower section and the  
and the delta section) is flowing through Romania. The project area (Cat’s bend) is named after a 
bend in the lower Danube River and located just upstream of the Danube Delta (see Figure 5). This 
project was initiated because of the increasing number and intensity of floods in Romania and in this 
area. In total about 42 floods were recorded in the 20th century (Gabor and Serban 2004). The two 
last severe floods in the project area were in 2005 and 2006. In 2005, floods took place along the 
tributaries of the Danube (31 casualties and € 1,5 billion economic damage). In 2006, the discharges 
on the lower Danube river reached the highest water level since 1895. About 95,900 ha of land was 
flooded (this includes 21,000 ha controlled flooding) and many settlements, industries and 
infrastructure were damaged (Schwarz et al. 2006). 

 
Figure 5 – Location of the project area in the Danube River Basin (Wong et al. 2007) 

One of the causes of the increase of floods is the reduction of floodplains as a result of the 
construction of flood protection dikes that narrowed the river. This process started in the Lower 
Danube Delta after World War II, with huge losses of floodplains in the seventies and eighties. It is 
estimated that the morphological floodplain of the lower Danube reduced with circa 73% (from 8173 
km2 to 2193 km2) (WWF Germany 2009). Most of the Cat’s bend region also used to be part of the 
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Danube floodplains. However, during the last decades, lakes and wetlands in the area were gradually 
drained in favour of agriculture. In recent years, the region has been flooded several times (Groot 
and Termes 2009).  

2.1.2 International policy-planning landscape 
Since 2007, Romania is a member state of the European Union. Despite a variety of pre-accession 
programmes, Romania’s environmental infrastructure was and is still lagging considerably behind EU 
standards. The Sectoral Operational Programme Environment (SOP ENV) 2007-20133 defines six 
priority axes related to the protection and improvement of environment and living standards in 
Romania. Priority axis 5 concerns “implementation of adequate infrastructure of natural risk 
prevention in most vulnerable areas” (MESD 2007). Given the frequency and intensity of floods and 
their consequences, floods are regarded as being the most important natural risk in Romania. Within 
the context of the SOP ENV, the National Administration Romanian Waters (NARW) can apply for EU 
cohesion funds to support sustainable flood management projects.  
 
Relevant directives at European level are the Water Framework Directive (WFD, 2000/60/EC) and 
the Flood Directive (FD, 2007/60/EC). The WFD aims at improving the quality of all waters in the EU 
in order to achieve a good status by a 2015. For this, river basin management had to be developed 
for every river basin by the end of 2009. The directive also aims to contribute to the mitigation of the 
effects of floods. According to the work plan of the case study projects, the implementation of the 
WFD is also relevant in the sense that it includes stakeholder participation and ecological aspects. 
The work plan does not mention the EU FD. The implementation of this directive is currently 
starting. It aims at reducing the adverse consequences of floods by providing a framework for the 
assessment and management of floods. Flood risk management plans need to be prepared by the 
end of 2015. 
 
The countries located in the Danube river basin are cooperating with each other in the 
implementation of EU directives. In December 2004, a joint Flood Action Programme for the Danube 
river basin was signed by countries involved. This programme includes the preparation of flood 
action plans for seventeen sub-river basins. These plans were published in December 2009. More 
recently, Romania also initiated the ‘Danube Floodrisk: stakeholder oriented assessment of flood 
risks for the Danube floodplains’. The project is led by the Romanian Ministry of Environment and 
involves over twenty partners. It was approved in March 2009 and is mentioned as one of the 
projects with which the results of the case study project could be integrated.   

2.1.3 National policy-planning landscape  
Following the devastating floods in 2005, the Romanian government initiated and approved a 
National Plan for the Prevention, Protection and Mitigation of Floods (Governmental Ordinance No. 
1309/ 2005) and a short-term National Strategy for Flood Risk Management (Governmental 
Ordinance No. 1854/2005). The developed strategy is in line with the ICPDR Flood Action 
Programme and serves as a framework for specific actions and measures to be taken. It pays – 
among others – attention to sustainability (from a social, economic and ecological perspective), an 
integrated approach and public participation. The strategy includes the development of flood risk 
plans for every river basin as required by the EU Flood Directive. These plans are developed by 
NARW. In addition, a strategy for the medium and long term (2010-2035) was drafted during the last 
two years. This National Strategy for Flood Risk Management on the Medium and Long term was 
approved in August 2010 (Governmental Decision 846/2010).  
                                                        
3 Within the context of Romania’s EU accession, Romania and the EU agreed upon a National Development 
Plan for the period 2007-2013. In order to realize this plan (with the support of EU funds) operational 
programmes in which priorities are defined for various sectors were drafted. EU funds, which cover about 80% 
of the investment costs, are available for dealing with the defined priorities.    
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The project does not relate directly to the implementation of the national strategy, but was 
developed to implement the study ‘Ecological and Economic Restoration of the Danube floodplains 
in the Romanian sector’ (REELD). This study was initiated following the extremely high discharge on 
the Danube river in 2006 (Governmental Ordinance No. 1208/2006). The purpose of the first part of 
the study is to define the scientific and technical priorities for a flood risk management plan for the 
Romanian sector of the Danube floodplains. This first part was divided into two phases, which were 
both led by  the Danube Delta National Institute (DDNI) and covered by the national budget of 2006 
and 2007, respectively. Concrete objectives of this part were: (1) reassessment of the flood defence 
lines; (2) reassessment of economic activities in floodplains; and (3) floodplain restoration (to 
restore wetland functions). The study results distinguish between three future scenario’s for existing 
floodplains: (1) agriculture; (2) combination of agriculture and water storage; and (3) ecological 
restoration of wetlands. The second scenario is envisaged for Cat’s bend region. The results are 
discussed during two public debates, one in Galati (April 2008) and one in Bucharest (July 2008). One 
of the interviewees attended the meeting in Galati and observed strong tensions between mayors 
that were and mayors that were not affected by floods. The latter were opposing the study results, 
probably because of a lack of information, interest and unwillingness to take upstream interests into 
account [I8]. The minutes of the public debate in Bucharest read that the discussion emerged around 
the following position. On one extreme were the ‘environmentalists’ supporting the overall 
ecological restoration of floodplains. On the other extreme were the ‘engineers’ supporting the idea 
of maintaining the full flood defence system. As the discussion evolved a more moderate point of 
view emerged emphasizing the need for a balanced approach in which existing infrastructure would 
not be removed, but combined with a series of wetlands. In addition, some temporary water storage 
would be created to be used in case of extremely high water levels. In addition, agrarians found it 
important that existing agricultural land would remain protected. The next phase of the study would 
be the implementation of the study results. This phase was planned in the period 2008-2010 and to 
be funded by the national budget and external funds (MEF 2008).  

 
Figure 6 – Proposal in the REELD study for the use of flood plains along the lower part of the Lower Danube river 
(adapted after Nichersu et al. 2009)  
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Another programme, which is mentioned in the work plan of Cat’s bend project, is the 
implementation of the ‘Lower Danube Green Corridor’. This programme was initiated by the 
Worldwide Fund for Nature (WWF) and is supported by all four countries located in the Lower 
Danube (Romania, Bulgaria, Moldova and Ukraine). The aim of this project is to protect and restore 
former floodplains to increase the natural storage capacity of the river. The project was initiated 
about ten years ago and already achieved a higher amount of protection area than foreseen. 
Wetland restoration is however still lagging behind the initial targets (WWF 2010).  

2.2 Public administration context  
This section gives a short general overview of public administration in Romania and an overview of 
the authorities that were actually involved in the project. 

2.2.1 General administrative structure 
Public administration in Romania is structured following a three-tier system: national, county and 
local (Dragos and Neamtu 2007). The national government consists of a President who is elected 
every five years. The president shares power with and appoints the Prime-Minister. The Prime-
Minister appoints the Council of Ministers. The legislative government branch, the Parliament, 
consists of two chambers and is elected every four years. Last legislative elections took place in 
November 2008, a new government was formed. This also involved the appointment of a new 
politicians at MEF. In October 2009, the newly formed government already fell because of a lack of 
confidence. A new government was formed after the presidential elections in December 2009. The 
President was re-elected and re-appointed the Prime-Minister, who formed a new government. The 
President and Prime-Minister both represent the Democratic Liberal Party.  
 
In total, Romania is divided into 41 counties (administrative divisions). Counties are formed by 
communes, cities and towns. Coordination of common interest projects or the operation of public 
services is taken care of at county level. The county council is elected directly by the county 
population and elects a President from its members. At county level there is also a representative of 
the national government, the Prefect. The duty of the Prefect is to oversee the administrative 
activities of the counties, communes, cities and towns. The Prefect is a high public servant with a 
non-political status. At local level, every city, town or commune has a Mayor and a Local Council. 
Both are elected directly by the population (Dragos and Neamtu 2007).   
 
The designated project area is located in the counties of Galati, Braila and Tulcea. However, during 
the project only representatives from Galati County and Tulcea County participated. The political 
landscape in both counties changed considerably following elections in June 2008, with the 
president being replaced by a representative of another political party. From local level the following 
communities (located in the counties of Galati and Tulcea) participated in the project: Smârdan, 
Grindu, I.C. Brătianu, Luncaviţa, Văcăreni, Isaccea and Tulucesti (see Figure 7). 

2.2.2 Overview of relevant authorities 
The case study region is located in the lower part of the Danube River Basin (see Figure 5). Water 
management in this Basin is coordinated by the ICPDR. The contracting parties of the Danube River 
Basin Convention (DRBC), fourteen countries and the EU, cooperate in a variety of fundamental 
water management issues. In Romania, water management falls under the authority of the Ministry 
of Environment and Forestry (MEF)4. The water sector is coordinated by a Water Department which 

                                                        
4 Following the last elections (December 2009), the Ministry of Environment is called the Ministry of 
Environment and Forestry. Other (recent) names are the Ministry of Environment and Sustainable 
Development (2007-2008) and the Ministry of Environment and Water Management (2004-2007) 
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is managed by a State Secretary for water management5. The Water Department is divided into 
several directorates and has several agencies under its authority. It also coordinates the activities of 
several national research institutes, among which the Danube Delta National Institute (DDNI). Flood 
risk management is taken care of by the Directorate for Emergency Situation Management (DESM).   

 
Figure 7 – Overview of the counties and communities involved in the project 

MEF also has under its direct authority the water authorities NARW. NARW is responsible for the 
administration, operation and maintenance of the quantity and quality of Romanian waters. It is 
divided into 11 Regional Water Branches6 (RWB), each with several operational units at county level, 
so-called Water Management Systems (WMS). The designated project area is located in the 
following water branches: Prut, Siret and Dobrogea-Littoral. NARW also has under its authority the 
National Institute for Hydrology and Water Management (NIHWM). Since 2003, the Ministry also has 
an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under its authority. This National agency is responsible 
for environmental planning, monitoring, permitting, policy implementation and reporting to the EU. 
It operates through eight regional agencies, one for every development region. These agencies 
function as intermediate bodies between national and regional/local authorities.  
 

                                                        
5 This recently changed (around July 2010): the function the State Secretary for Water Management has 
disappeared and an ‘Authority for Floods and Water Management’ was established (currently headed by the 
last former State Secretary for Water Management).   
6 These branches used to be called Water Directorates (until the end 2009) 
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Water management often also involves other Ministries. Especially relevant for spatial projects is the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD). MARD have several agencies under it 
authority, from which the following participated in the project: National Administration for Land 
Improvement (NALI), Agency for State Domains (ADS) and the Agency for Agricultural Payments and 
Intervention (AAPI). As the project area is located close to the border with Ukraine and Moldova, the 
Border Police under the authority of the Ministry of Administration and Interior (MAI) also 
participated in project activities. 

2.3 Project background and design 

2.3.1 Development of the project proposal 
Starting from 1995, Romania and the Netherlands cooperate in water management. Also within this 
context, experts from the Dutch Service for Land and Water Management (DLG) visited the 
Romanian Ministry of Environment to discuss possibilities for cooperation. These visits took place in 
the period August 2006 – March 2007. During the first visit, the project idea was roughly discussed, 
i.e. create more space for the river and the implementation of results of the REELD study for a 
specific area. During a second visit to Romania (end of November 2006), the former State Secretary 
suggested to locate the pilot project in the Cat’s bend region. During the next two missions, 
meetings were organized with various Romanian stakeholders, including DDNI, WWF Danube 
Carpathian Programme (WWF-DCP), the County of Galati and NARW. The whole project plan was 
developed in close cooperation with the main beneficiary, the MEF [D3].   
 
When the project idea took shape, a project leader was appointed at DLG, who prepared a project 
proposal for the Dutch programme ‘Partners for Water’. This programme aims at strengthening the 
international position of the Dutch water sector, among others, by funding projects abroad in which 
various Dutch organizations participate (Partners for Water 2010). To become eligible for this fund, 
DLG decided to cooperate with the Dutch consultancy firm HKVCONSULTANCY (HKV). Based on previous 
visits to Romania, the MEF was selected as project commissioner and main beneficiary. Initially, it 
was expected that NARW would become the main project partner in the project, but this eventually 
became DDNI. According to the project leader, NARW did hardly respond while DDNI was very 
enthusiastic from the beginning [I1]. The NGO Eco-Counseling Centre Galati (ECCG) was approached 
for their local network and WWF-DCP for their basin-wide involvement in the Lower Danube Green 
Corridor. Eventually, the NGO Alma-Ro was approached for process facilitation. In addition, third 
parties (stakeholders), such as governmental organizations, NGOs and private sector representatives 
will be actively involved in design workshops, evaluation and presentation [D3]. The project is 
expected to indirectly involve NARW, RWB Prut and RWB Dobrogea-Litoral, regional EPA and the 
prefectures of Galati County and Tulcea County. The composition of the project team is schematized 
in Figure 8.  
 
The project proposal was submitted by DLG in September 2007. During a meeting in November 
2007, it was discussed in more detail with Partners for Water. This resulted in some additions, such 
as further specification of the role of various parties involved, the appointment of a Romanian 
project leader and additional international promotional activities [D3]. The plan was that the project 
would start in April 2008 and completed in April 2009. However, the contract between DLG and 
Partners for Water was only signed in June 2008. Following this, agreements could be signed 
between DLG and the Romanian project partners. Once this was done (around October/November 
2008), the first phase of the project started. 
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Figure 8 – Composition of the project team 

2.3.2 Objectives, methods and time plan 
The work plan [D2] describes the project objective as follows: 

“In an interactive process together with regional partners (i.e. policymakers and other stakeholders), this 

project aims to draw up integrated regional plans for the Cat’s bend region, based on the flood protection 
strategy as defined in the Romanian REELD feasibility study and using the Dutch ‘Room for the Rivers’ 

approach”. 

One of the (Dutch) project objectives was to ‘position Dutch expertise’ and to show ‘the added value 
of Dutch expertise in the fields of area-specific approaches to flood risk management and integrated 
water management in general [D1]. Starting-point is the ‘Room for the River’ concept, which is 
currently implemented in the Netherlands (see the text box below).  

Concept ‘Room for the River’ 

Starting-point in preparing the flood scenario’s is the ‘Room for the River’ concept. This concept integrates 

aspects such as safety, nature development and socio-economic development. This concept was developed by 

the Dutch government following high water levels in 1993 and 1995. This led to reconsideration of the existing 

flood protection strategy. Further heightening of dikes was no longer regarded as a sustainable solution in the 

long-term, as climate change is expected to further increase flood risks. Therefore, it was decided to adopt a 

new policy that aims at creating more space for the river. This ‘Room for the River’ programme was approved 

by the Dutch government in 2006. Its basic idea is to combine flood protection with improvement of 

environmental quality and adaptation to expected climate change. This is realized through, for example, the 

displacement of dikes, the creation of flood channels and the adjustment of flood plains. The programme is 

implemented in the form of a ‘Spatial Planning Key Decision’. This decision includes the implementation of 

certain safety measures on the short-term and the reservation of extra space rivers are expected to need in the 

coming decades (Min. V&W 2006). Similar measures for flood protection are currently taken in other European 

countries (e.g. ‘Freude am Fluss’ in Germany). The European Flood Directive (2007/60/EC) also promotes such 

measures. Preamble 14 of this directive reads: “Flood risk management plans should focus on prevention, 

protection and preparedness. With a view to giving rivers more space, they should consider where possible the 

maintenance and/or restoration of floodplains…” 
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Specific goals were formulated both in relation to the content and the process. As regards the 
content, the project goal is “to work out relatively abstract flood scenario(s) into more detailed 
spatial designs, in which various functions are harmonised with each other, and in which the 
development possibilities within the Room for the Rivers approach for the Cat’s bend region are 
explored” [D2]. Concrete outcomes include ‘three to four regional spatial plans for the region’, 
which are visualized by means of 3-D Geographic Information System (GIS). The project work plan 
states that “The 3-D GIS visualizations are tangible end products of the project” [D2]. It is a way of 
communicating and presenting the scenario’s, with which DLG has experience. The expected results 
are video images, which visualize the flow rate, the water level and the flood extent. These 
visualizations are based on hydraulic calculations. The hydraulic model, as it has been developed in 
the REELD study, will be used as a basis. As it covers the whole Danube, the model has to be refined 
and adapted [D2].  
  
As regards the process, the project aims “To stimulate support and involvement from stakeholders 
for the implementation of flood protection measures in the Cat’s bend region by consulting and 
involving these people in the design process and making use of a coherent package of interactive 
methods. This ensures that both specialists’ and laypersons’ voices are heard in the discussion.” and 
“To contribute to the strengthening of cooperation between regional partners.” [D2] The envisaged 
products are ‘collectively developed scenarios’ and a ‘step-by-step plan for follow-up actions’. 
Methods that will support the interactive process are socio-anthropological research in the form of 
stakeholder interviews (a maximum of ten qualitative interviews) and an interactive design method 
called ‘Sketch Match’ (see the text box below). The rationale behind the interviews was to “assure 
sufficient and correct representation of local concerns and wishes in the Sketch Match design 
process” [D2].  

Interactive design workshops ‘Sketch Match’ 

The ‘Sketch Match’ is an interactive planning method developed by the Dutch Government Service for Land and 

Water management (DLG). In the Netherlands, the method is frequently used to support the involvement of 

various actors (e.g. policymakers, managers or local stakeholders) in collectively analyzing, defining and solving 

a spatial problem. ‘Sketch’ refers to the idea that all ideas are visualized by sketching them out on maps. This 

sketching – quick conceptual drawing – is done by one or more landscape architects. ‘Match’ refers to the idea 

that a ‘Sketch Match’ combines and integrates various user functions, interests and objectives. The method is 

just one of the methods used to support ‘interactive governance’ or ‘interactive decision-making’ in the 

Netherlands. In particular in the past decade, there has been lots of experimentation with the active 

involvement of stakeholders in early stages of the policy-planning process (Edelenbos and Klijn 2005). What 

characterizes this method is that it is extremely visual and intensive. Design workshops are usually spread over 

a few days in which participants work intensively on the development of spatial plans.  

The project was divided into six phases or steps. These steps were planned to include the following 
activities:  
1. Project preparation: includes an actor analysis, data collection and analysis and organization of 

start-up meetings (internal and external).  
2. Sketch Match preparation: includes the stakeholder interviews and the development of a 

hydraulic model, including a 3-D GIS visualization of the historical and current situation, and the 
organization of feedback with Romanian experts.  

3. Sketch Match: is the preparation and execution of the interactive design workshops itself.  
4. Hydraulic calculations: hydraulic modelling and 3-D GIS visualization of scenario’s. 
5. Feedback with workshop participants: presentation of 3-D GIS visualizations, process evaluation 

and formulation of follow-up 
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6. Presentation and reports: brochure; presentations for stakeholders, national authorities, ICPDR 
and international audience. 

 
Concrete outputs were defined for each phase: a process and decision document for phase 1 and 2, 
scenario’s for phase 3 and 4, a plan in phase 5 and a brochure and final report in phase 6. 
Stakeholders would be actively involved in the following project phases: start-up consultation 
workshop (phase 1), an socio-anthropological study (phase 2), the design workshops (phase 3), 
feedback of Romanian experts (phase 4), feedback with participants (phase 5) and presentations 
(phase 6) [D2]. The project was expected to take circa twelve months, with relatively a lot of time for 
phase 1 (almost six months) and phase 2 (almost three months) [D4]. How the project actually 
developed is described in the next chapters. 
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3 The project course and its outcomes 
This chapter presents the actual course and outcomes of the project. It starts with a description of 
the interactive process. Additional documentation can be found in Annex B and C. Annex B presents 
an overview of the organizations that were represented during various participatory activities. 
Annex C presents an overview of the interaction between members of the project team. Section 3.2 
presents the development of the substantive outcomes. Which expertise was contributed by experts 
(project team members) and stakeholders is presented in section 3.3.  

3.1 Process: interactive activities 
From a process perspective, the project aimed at increased participation and cooperation by 
organizing interaction between relevant stakeholders. This section focuses on the course and 
process outcomes of these interactive activities. For this, we divide the project into four phases: (1) 
preparation; (2) inception; (3) core process; and (4) completion (cf. Krywkow 2009). These phases 
are also schematized in Figure 9.  

 
Figure 9 – Overview of participatory activities during various project phases  

3.1.1 Preparation 
After exploratory visits by employees of DLG, a project leader and communication expert of DLG 
started preparing a project proposal. The involvement of other partners during this phase was 
limited; HKV contributed to the part on hydraulic modelling, the RO project partners had the 
possibility to comment on the proposal. According to DDNI, its contribution to the project proposal 
consisted of the suggestion to include the use of GIS material and to conduct a socio-anthropological 
study [I9]. The proposal was submitted and, following a discussion in November 2007, approved by 
Partners for Water. The first interaction with Romanian partners about the project was in September 
2008 when the project leader paid a visit to Romania. During this visit he attended a conference 
about the REELD study organized by DDNI and he met with partners from DDNI, ECCG and Alma-Ro.  
 
An internal start-up of the NL project team was organized in November 2008. During this meeting, 
the project progress and the project activities were discussed. It was decided that a another 
preparatory meeting would be organized with hydraulic experts of HKV and landscape architects of 
DLG. This gathering was a small workshop in which the interactive design method was discussed, 
using maps of the area. Possible bottlenecks and solutions related to the water management 
problem were also discussed. Around the same period (November 2008) a first list of potential 
stakeholders was prepared by ECCG. This list was complemented and updated further for the start-
up meeting. Prior to the start-up meeting, there was no contact between the Romanian partners 
about the project, except for some contact between ECCG and DDNI about the organization of the 
start-up in the end of 2008. Most of the RO project partners already knew each other. The NGOs 
knew each other from other projects and ECCG and WWF-DCP had been cooperating with DDNI in 
previous projects.  
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3.1.2 Inception 
The two main activities during the inception phase were the start-up meeting, stakeholder 
interviews and hydraulic modelling preparations. The start-up meeting was initially planned to take 
place in January 2009, but was postponed to February 2009 (because stakeholders were expected to 
be on holiday and there was insufficient time for preparation). Two persons from DLG and one from 
HKV came to Romania for the meeting. On the first day, a meeting with the NL-RO project team is 
organized at the office of ECCG. During this meeting, expectations of the team members and the 
problems in the area were discussed. The time plan and the project concepts and methods were also 
explained by the Dutch team.  
 
On the second day, a start-up meeting is organized for national, regional and local stakeholders. All 
invited stakeholders (around twenty) attended the meeting or sent an acting representative. The 
counties of Galaţi and Tulcea were represented by several civil servants. Six local communities (all 
located in Tulcea County) were represented by a mayor and/or civil servants. Furthermore, various 
stakeholders with a specific role in flood protection, environmental protection or inland navigation 
attended the meeting. The national water authority was represented by the Prut Branch of NARW 
(for an overview of participants, see Annex B). The County of Galati provided the location of this 
meeting on request of ECCG. Prior to the meeting participants received together with an invitation 
letter also some information about the project itself. The meeting started with an introduction 
round and presentations of the REELD study (DDNI) and the project (DLG and HKV). After a break, 
there was the opportunity to ask questions. Most questions came from the local council 
representatives (mayors and counsellors). Their questions were answered by a director of the MEF 
and by project team members. 
 
It was planned that following the start-up meeting, an employee of DLG would come separately to 
Romania to prepare for the stakeholder interviews. Later it was decided to skip this visit to Romania 
and use more days for the start-up meeting. The questions for the interviews were prepared by DLG 
and carried out by DDNI. In total, fourteen local stakeholders were interviewed and six local 
stakeholders filled out a questionnaire. Both focused on the perceptions of local inhabitants. The 
interview results were not published in a report, as was planned, but a short summary of the main 
results were distributed by email prior to the design workshop [Email 29 May 2009]. To secure the 
participation of relevant stakeholders during the design workshops, DDNI visited participants to 
convince them to come. They also discussed the project with mayors, so that they could select their 
representatives [I9].    
 
For the hydraulic modelling component, experts of HKV started contacting experts of DDNI in the 
end of 2008. In April 2009, two HKV experts stayed more than a week in Romania to gather and 
analyze existing hydraulic data and models. They also meet with the representative of ECCG and 
jointly visited some potential locations for the design workshops. As regards the project content, 
they prepared some GIS files in cooperation with DDNI, they gathered data about, e.g. land use and 
water levels and approached RWB-Prut for discharge data of the Prut river. They also asked for the 
hydraulic model which was developed during the REELD study. They received the section that was 
relevant for the project at the end of their stay. In the meanwhile they also started with the 
development of a very basic hydraulic model [D17]. HKV also decided to visit Romania a week prior 
to the design workshops. They expected to work on further development of the hydraulic model, 
which one of them did. The other expert was most of the time involved in the preparation of maps 
for the design workshops. DDNI had a digital terrain model, but that was too detailed. Printing of the 
maps also appeared to be a problem, the plotter at DDNI had insufficient memory and at a printing 
company it was broken. During the weekend, HKV experts finally managed to plot the maps at 
another company. Just before the design workshops, they also decided not to use the hydraulic 
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model as it was developed in the REELD study; calculated water levels were diverging too much from 
measured water levels. Hence, they decided to use the basic hydraulic model, which they developed 
in the programme Excel, using hydraulic data provided by the RWB-Prut and DDNI [I5, O3].  

3.1.3 Core process 
During the start-up meeting, it was agreed upon that the design workshops, the Sketch Match, 
would take place in May 2009. As one of the key experts of DLG could not attend the meeting, it was 
postponed with one month. It was also quite difficult to find an affordable location in the project 
area where the workshops could be organized and participants could eat and sleep. As the 
workshops were eventually organized during summer holidays (21-24 June 2009), it could take place 
in a lyceum in the town of Măcin (see also Figure 7). During these workshops stakeholders worked 
under the supervision of landscape architects on the development of integrated spatial plans. 
Among the workshop activities were a visit to the project area, plenary sessions for sharing 
expectations and presentations, and three design workshops. In the design workshops, participants 
worked in groups (initially four, later three) varying between five and ten people on a certain topic, 
under the supervision of a landscape architect. The results of each group workshop were presented 
and discussed plenary. DLG initially planned to do the workshops in English, which was not feasible. 
Some of the Romanian project team members therefore acted as translators during the sessions.  
 

  

  

Figure 10 – Impression of the Sketch Match: plenary session, field visit and two design workshop sessions 

Around twenty-five local and regional stakeholders confirmed their participation, the actual 
participation varied between thirteen and nineteen persons. About fourteen persons participated in 
nearly all activities (full time) and about eight persons participated now and than, part time (see also 
Annex B). A few of these participants also attended the start-up meeting or were interviewed 
before. Participants represented the following stakeholder groups: local farmers, local business 
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(fishery and agriculture), local councils (five communities located in Tulcea County and one located 
in Galaţi County), county councils (Tulcea and Galaţi), a local interest group, government agencies 
(land improvement, state domains, environmental protection, agriculture and border police) and 
water managers (RWB-Prut). Environmental NGOs were represented by the Romanian project team 
members. Participants representing the following interest or organization did not show up: Forestry 
Directorate Tulcea; RWB-Dobrogea Litoral (Tulcea County), a community (I.C. Brătianu, Tulcea 
County), a local inhabitant (Măcin, Tulcea County) and agribusiness (Isaccea, Tulcea County).  
 
During the design workshops, HKV was calculating with their basic hydraulic model what the effect 
of suggested measures would be on the water levels during the 2006 floods. Prior to the second 
workshop (in the morning of the second day) an expert from HKV presented the impact of potential 
solutions on the water level. A detailed description of the Sketch Match event is provided in a 
separate observation report (Vinke-de Kruijf 2009a). 

3.1.4 Completion 
During the start-up meeting, it was agreed to organize a feedback session at the end of June. As the 
Sketch Match was postponed, this session also had to be postponed. At the end of the Sketch Match 
in Măcin, the Dutch team promised the participants that they would organize a regional and national 
evaluation meeting in September. They would also develop some products, like a poster or a 
booklet. After the Sketch Match, the landscape architects of DLG therefore directly started to 
develop a brochure [I3]. The draft version of the brochure was, however, only sent around in 
October, together with the proposal to organize the evaluation meetings in November. As this was 
also the middle of the election period (legislative elections on 30 November and presidential 
elections on 22 November and 6 December), it was decided to postpone the meetings until 
December. The brochure, which was produced both in Romanian and English, was distributed during 
these meetings. A Romanian version was initially not foreseen, but still prepared following some 
internal discussions at DLG [I1]. 
 
In total three meetings were organized: a meeting with the project team members (at the office of 
ECCG on the morning of 9 December), a meeting with local and regional stakeholders (in Galati  at 
the same location as the start-up meeting on the afternoon of 9 December) and a meeting with 
national stakeholders (at MEF in Bucharest on the morning of 11 December). During each of these 
meetings, the project brochure was distributed and the project outcomes and its continuation were 
discussed. The regional meeting was attended by twenty persons, of which eight also participated in 
the design workshops. The local communities and Galaţi County were well-represented, but other 
important stakeholders, such as NARW and Tulcea County, were not represented. The national 
meeting was organized by the MEF, which invited representatives of sixteen national authorities 
(ministries, institutes and agencies with responsibilities in the field of financing, environment, water, 
agriculture and transportation). Partly because of the political crisis, only the following organizations 
were present: RALD, NALI, NIHWM, MEF (including DESM) and the border police (see also Annex B).     

3.2 Content: integrated scenario’s and spatial plans 
As regards the content, the project objective was to elaborate on flood scenarios into detailed 
spatial plans, 3-D visualization by means of Geographic Information Systems (GIS). This section 
describes how the content of the project was developed during various project phases.  

3.2.1 Preparation 
Concrete substantive outputs of the preparation phase were a project proposal and a work plan 
(mainly prepared by Dutch partners in consultation with MEF). In these plans, the problem was 
framed as follows. In 2004, 2005 and 2006 large parts of the Cat’s Bend region were flooded and 
large-scale evacuations were required. These floods were caused by a lack of discharge capacity 
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(space) to cope with peak flows of the Danube. This relates to recent canalization and the 
construction of dikes to protect agricultural land that replaced nature. In addition, deforestation and 
climate change result in higher and more frequent peak flows. In order to deal with these floods, 
Romania should come up ‘with a new and different water policy’ that focuses on providing more 
space for the river and nature instead of raising and reinforcing dikes. In conclusion, floods were 
perceived as spatial planning issues for which ‘Room for the River’ measures were expected to offer 
a solution.     

3.2.2 Inception  
During the first project team meeting, it appeared that the Romanian project team members did not 
regard floods as the most pressing problem in the area. Since the floods in 2006, dikes were already 
improved and only one area close to the town of Galati was still flood-prone. In their opinion, the 
main issues in the area were rather: (1) landownership, especially the fact that most land is owned 
by large, powerful landowners, which means that inhabitants do not have access to resources to 
ensure a living, resulting in poverty; and (2) the consequences of hydro-morphological changes in 
the river to improve navigation. Based on the input of various project team members, the main 
problems in the area were reformulated as: (1) an environmental problem, the climate has been 
changing (more extreme weather-related events), increasing the number and frequency of floods 
and droughts; and (2) an economic problem, this is that short-term profit is prevailing, resulting in 
misuse of land (e.g. deforestation and drainage) and poverty (as a result of unequal access to 
resources). 
 
During the start-up meeting, local stakeholders confirmed that landownership, access to resources 
and a poor socio-economic situation were among the main issues in the area. They posed many 
questions about the way in which the participatory process would be organized. They also expressed 
their disappointment about previous participation and had little trust in national authorities. They 
mentioned, for example, their lack of possibilities to influence the implementation of the EU 
directives for Birds and Habitats (Natura 2000) and that the results of previous planning processes 
were never implemented. The summary of the interviews with inhabitants emphasizes that there 
are many conflicts and conflicting interests in the area. For example between people from the area 
versus outsiders, economic versus ecological interests, irrigation of state-owned versus privately 
owned land and about agricultural land use (affecting the micro-climate in the area) [email from 
DDNI, 29 May 2009]. 
 
During this period, it was also planned to develop 3-D GIS visualizations of the current and historical 
situation, also based on hydraulic modelling. As described in 3.1.2, the hydraulic modelling activities 
did not develop as planned, but they developed a simple functional hydraulic model. The use of GIS 
applications was limited to the development of maps, and not used for the development of 3-D GIS 
visualizations. The latter was meant to visualize the impact of the measures on the water level in 3-D 
form.  

3.2.3 Core process 
Based on the results of the preparation and inception phase, the project team decided to broaden 
the problem formulation. At the beginning of the workshop sessions, they presented the project as 
being a combination of water quantity issues (floods and droughts) and of socio-economic issues 
(land use and poverty). The expectations of participants about the process varied. Some expected 
that it would result in concrete solutions for nature or agriculture, others had more abstract 
expectations, for example, sustainable development or improvement of socio-economic conditions. 
Perceptions of participants diverged and resulted in strong discussions during the field visit. 
Participants disagreed, for example, about the profitability of agriculture versus fishery and about 
the necessity and effectiveness of inundation areas. 
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In the design workshops, each group approached the area from a different perspective (see the 
topics listed in Figure 11). The first workshop provided many new insights related to the problems 
and potential of the area. In addition to the problems that were already mentioned, participants also 
mentioned landslides, a lack of fish and the poor use and performance of irrigation systems. The 
facilitating landscape architects also steered discussions in the direction of possible ‘Room for the 
River’ measures. This resulted in ideas for channels and lakes that could benefit the socio-economic 
situation, by improving irrigation, micro-climate, fishery, nature and recreation. Participants did not 
agree about whether these measures would also contribute to flood risk reduction. When hydraulic 
experts presented the results of their calculations, they informed participants that creating more 
space for water would result in a reduction of the peak discharge. This raised many questions among 
participants. During the second workshop, each group further developed one of the topics that 
emerged during the first workshop. The first and the second workshop both focused on the area 
located along the south-bank of the Danube. The third workshop also resulted in ideas for two areas 
along the north-bank of the Danube.  

 
Figure 11 – Overview of topics discussed during the design workshops  

On the last day, the landscape architects integrated the plans developed within the groups. In a 
plenary presentation, the landscape architects highlighted three design concepts that emerged 
during the second day (see Figure 12):  
1. Restoration of an old channel: by connecting the old Danube creeks and wetlands with the 

current Danube, a new navigable channel can be created in the area. This channel stimulates the 
micro-climate, economic development and reduces the water level on the Danube in case of 
high discharges. 

2. Improvement of agriculture: by improving and connecting the existing irrigation system, 
agriculture and micro-climate in the area can be improved. 

3. Creating more ‘Room for the River’: by replacing the dike north of the village of Grindu 
northwards and creating a flood channel south of the village of Grindu, it is possible to reduce 
water levels on the Danube.    

 
They also showed that the three design concepts could be integrated in one ‘integrated plan’. All 
participants confirmed that the presented results represented what was actually discussed during 
the workshops.  

3.2.4 Completion 
The most concrete substantive output of the project is the project brochure (DLG 2009). This 
brochure highlights that the project focus shifted from flood protection to integrated water 
management (including economic, ecologic and hydraulic aspects). This shift is also reflected in the 
title of the project brochure, ‘Room for the River and People in Cat’s Bend Romania’. The brochure 
also presents the three design concepts and the results of the hydraulic study. It is concluded that 
the third design concept, results in the largest reduction of the water level in case of peak 
discharges. A combination of all three design concept would, however, be most effective. The 
impact of each of the design concepts on the water level in Galaţi City, compared to the maximum 
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level in 2006, would have been a reduction with circa 6 cm for scenario 1, 13 cm for scenario 2, 7 cm 
for scenario 3 and 24 cm for a combination of all three scenario’s (Groot and Termes 2009).      
 
The last meetings focused on ‘who should take the project to the next stage and how’. In order to 
continue the project, DLG recommended regional and national authorities to indicate with which 
elements of the design concepts they would like to continue and how they are going to involve 
stakeholders in subsequent steps. It is also recommended to connect this project to upstream areas 
in order to develop a coherent set of measures along the whole Danube. The project team and 
stakeholders from the area supported the idea to continue the planning process and came up with 
several suggestions for project continuation. Support from national authorities was, however, 
regarded indispensible for continuation as funds are distributed through them. This support was not 
given during the last meeting, also because of the unstable political situation. As a result, the 
meetings did not lead to any concrete agreement about the continuation of the project. 

 
Figure 12 – The three design concepts represented in one ‘integrated plan’ (DLG 2009) 

During the last meetings, several policies and plans were mentioned in relation to project follow-up. 
ECCG mentioned that within the context of the Action Programme on Sustainable Flood Protection 
in the Danube River Basin of the ICPDR, flood action plans had been prepared in 2009. DDNI 
mentioned the possibility of using the project as a pilot in the Danube Floodrisk project. DDNI is one 
of the twenty project partners in this project. Another option for follow-up would be to apply for EU 
funding through the Sectoral Operational Programme for Environment (SOP ENV). This programme 
aims to bring Romania’s environmental infrastructure in line with EU requirements. This programme 
also pays attention to nature protection and flood risk management.  
 
What was not explicitly mentioned during the project is the implementation of Romania’s National 
Strategy for Flood Risk Management and the EU Floods Directive (FD). This strategy serves as a 
framework for specific actions and measures in the field of flood risk management. It pays – among 
others – attention to sustainability (from a social, economic and ecological perspective), an 
integrated approach and public participation. The strategy includes the development of flood risk 
plans for every river basin as required by the EU Flood Directive. These plans are currently 
developed by various directorates of NARW. 
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3.3 Expertise: contributions by experts and stakeholders 
This section focuses on expertise that has been contributed to the project by Dutch experts, 
Romanian experts and Romanian stakeholders. Table 1 summarizes the role and responsibilities of 
various experts. A more detailed description of the contributions by various parties is summarized in 
section 4.3.   

Table 1 – Composition of the Dutch-Romanian project team  

Organization Role and responsibilities during the project 
Dutch organizations: 

Dutch Service for Land and Water 
Management (DLG) 

Project management, supervision of interactive activities, 
facilitation of design workshops, development of project 
brochure  

Consultancy firm HKV Hydraulic modelling and gathering of data  
Romanian organizations: 

Danube Delta National Institute 
(DDNI) 

Project management (Romanian side), gathering of data 
(technical and social) and assist with hydraulic modelling  

Alma-Ro Supervision and facilitation of interactive activities 
Eco-Counselling Centre Galaţi 
(ECCG) 

Regional advisor on relevant stakeholders, policy and 
problems 

WWF – Danube-Carpathian 
Programme 

Advisor on environmental policy and interests 

3.3.1 Dutch experts  
Leading organization in preparing and executing the project was DLG. Experts from DLG initiated the 
project in cooperation with the Ministry, and provided the project leader, the process supervisor and 
landscape architects. The role of HKV was mainly in gathering and analyzing hydraulic data and 
assessing the hydraulic effects of proposed measures. Eventually they also played an important role 
in preparing maps of the area. The experts of DLG were the only persons involved with experience in 
applying the interactive planning method, and thus the only ones that knew what to expect from the 
design workshops. Therefore, they played a crucial role in the design workshops. Besides this, they 
were also steering as they did not only sketch the ideas of participants, but also raised questions, 
translated ideas into design concepts and integrated the results. They were all very experienced in 
the facilitation of design workshops and had dealt with similar problems in the Netherlands. In order 
to prepare for this specific workshop, the Dutch project team also organized a small preparatory 
workshop in the Netherlands in which maps of the project area were studied and ideas for potential 
solutions were developed. Among these ideas were already some of the final design concepts, such 
as the restoration of the old channel and the replacement of dikes close to the village of Grindu. As it 
was agreed – also with the funding agency and the MEF – that the project would focus on flood 
problems in the area. This was also the reason for involving HKV in hydraulic modelling. At the same 
time, experts of DLG also wanted to define the assignment together with stakeholders. This is why 
the project scope was broadened, but still included flood risk problems. Based on their experiences, 
Dutch experts provided general substantive and procedural expertise related to, for example, 
hydraulic modelling, spatial planning and stakeholder involvement. They used their expertise also to 
steer the discussion in order to comply with the initial assignment.    

3.3.2 Romanian experts  
The commissioner and main beneficiary of the project was the water department of the MEF. One of 
their advisors actively participated in all meetings and organized the last project meeting. So far, 
MEF did not connect this project to one of their other ongoing projects or programmes. Leading 
project organization in Romania was DDNI. This institute is located in Tulcea and has been involved 
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as project leader in the REELD-study and in other environmental projects along the Danube River 
and in the Danube Delta. The experts of DDNI have extensive knowledge of the area, both of the 
natural system and the people. They therefore played an important role in providing area-specific 
knowledge and in organizing meetings and workshops. Another organization with region-specific 
expertise was ECCG. Expert of ECCG assisted in preparing the list of stakeholders, translation and 
relating the project to ongoing developments in the whole Danube River basin. From WWF-DCP, an 
advisor was involved with expertise in the field of water management, nature conservation and 
wetland restoration. Experts of ECCG and WWF-DCP helped to include environmental aspects in the 
project. Experts of Alma-Ro were involved in the facilitation of the interactive process. They have an 
extensive experience in the facilitation of meetings, conflict resolution and the establishment of 
networks. In this project, they closely cooperated with the process supervisor from DLG. Most of the 
Romanian experts involved had experience with international cooperation and stakeholder 
participation. Together, they provided a range of substantive, procedural and political expertise. This 
expertise was generally more context-specific than the expertise provided by Dutch experts. 
However, as they were not familiar with the interactive design method, it was difficult for them to 
anticipate on the outcomes.  

3.3.3 Stakeholders 
As Annex B shows, a wide variety of national, regional and local stakeholders participated in one or 
more project activities. Their expertise was especially used to formulate the spatial plans during the 
design workshops. The majority of the persons that participated in the workshops live and work in 
the area, mostly as politician, civil servant or businessman (agriculture or fishery). They contributed 
specific substantive expertise on various topics, including changed land use (the drainage of lakes 
and wetlands in favour of agriculture), the consequences of various land uses (e.g. cattle-breeding, 
cultivation of rice or vegetables and fishery), current land use (i.e. location of farms, industry and 
nature areas), socio-economic issues (e.g. unemployment, population decline, poverty and isolation) 
and infrastructure (e.g. roads, irrigation channels or pumping stations). Stakeholders also 
contributed political expertise, especially during the stakeholder meeting in the completion phase. 
One of the participants raised the need to establish an Inter-communal Development Association. 
This association would allow local communities to contribute to implementation and give them a 
sense of ownership. Another participant added that such an association already existed and that 
only one more community needed to be included. They also mentioned that project follow-up would 
be impossible without support from the national government.   
 
At the beginning of the design workshop, participants were generally sceptical about their role and 
Dutch expertise (see also 4.2.3). One of the participants said afterwards that he expected Dutch 
experts to enforce their ideas without taking participants’ contributions into account. According to 
him this was not the case, the project results reflected the ideas of participants. Other participants 
emphasized that everyone had the opportunity to express their opinion and that it had been taken 
into account. In the end, the input of Dutch experts was highly valued. Participants appreciated their 
extensive experience, process management skills and calm attitude [O3, I0]. 
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4 Dynamic interaction between actors involved 
This chapter describes and evaluates the project from an interactive or actor centred perspective. It 
focuses on following characteristics of actors involved: motivations, cognitions and resources. Each 
section distinguishes between three actor groups: Dutch experts, Romanian experts and (Romanian) 
stakeholders. The latter group includes the beneficiary MEF. The information in this chapter is 
mainly derived from project documents and interviews with key stakeholders. The references 
between [brackets] refer to the documents, interviews and observations in Annex A. 

4.1 Motivations: the reasons for participation 
This section discusses what drives the actions of various actors involved and how this changed over 
time. Motivations may concern the project itself and the potential follow-up activities. Note that an 
actor may not only be interested in the content, but also in the interaction process. For example, 
because the project enables an actor to develop or maintain a relationship or to show off. 
Motivations may be rooted in: own goals and values, i.e. the project (content or process) fit with the 
organizational objectives or the personal objectives and beliefs of an actor; external pressure, i.e. an 
actor perceives it as its civic duty to participate or has financial, social or political reasons to 
participate in the process; or self-effectiveness assessment, i.e. an actors’ believe in its own capacity 
to contribute to the project or that the project will increase this capacity. 

4.1.1 Dutch project team 
GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY: DLG 

The project was initiated and led by DLG, which is an agency of the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature 
and Food Quality (Min. LNV). Its organizational goal is to translate abstract rural policies into 
concrete projects. Most of their activities are in the Netherlands, but they are also involved in 
international projects in the field of ‘sustainable integrated rural development’ with the aim to 
“share and learn from each other’s experience” (DLG 2010). International projects usually take place 
on a government-to-government basis and are aimed at exporting DLG knowledge and experience 
[I2]. During project preparation, DLG stated it would be interesting to employ its knowledge and 
experience in other projects (of the government or other parties) in Romania [D3]. During the start-
up meeting, DLG experts expressed the following expectations: “to achieve sustainable outcomes” 
and “to see if the Sketch Match works”[O1]. Two of the experts involved had personal bonds with 
Romania, another expert said he just liked to do international projects [I2, I3, I4]. According to DLG 
experts, the substance of the project fits very well with the scope of international affairs of DLG. 
However, international projects are not core business of DLG and have no priority [I1]. There is also 
no concrete strategy on international affairs, objectives are adjusted on the basis of the availability 
of funds [I2]. Whether or not DLG should be involved in international projects is currently also part 
of an internal debate. Personally, one of the experts believed that international projects could be a 
very useful training for landscape architects, as they have to apply their expertise in an unknown 
setting (people, culture and language) [I4]. Another expert noted that DLG can really be of added 
value abroad in the field of land and water management [I3]. DLG experts thus have a positive self-
effectiveness assessment in the sense that they believed that they can contribute something to the 
project. International projects are, however, not a core business of DLG.   
 
As regards the project itself, all DLG experts are satisfied. We have been able to establish an 
attractive project that connects both soft, participative elements and hard, technical elements. Our 
objective was to implement a good Sketch Match and we succeeded in this. These are important 
results [I2]. What the experts involved regret is that there is no agreement about any follow-up 
activity. One expert is very satisfied with the project, but also disappointed that it did not result in 
any subsequent agreements. To initiate a subsequent Sketch Match would be a little effort and, 
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especially if we would come in our own time (unpaid) [I4]. Another expert would personally also like 
very much to continue with the results of the project. This is not supported by its own international 
department, which is much more focused on ecology. DLG could play a role in the form of training. 
However, this is all open and the request should come from Romania [I3]. That the initiative should 
come from Romania, because they have access to funds, is confirmed by another DLG expert. DLG 
decided not to do any active acquisition as this is not financially attractive. How to continue 
promotion of the Sketch Match is questionable and the Dutch embassy is currently doing an 
inventory in this field. As regards implementation, the initiative should come from the Cat’s bend 
region. If they are interested to continue, they can approach us [I2]. All experts were thus personally 
interested to continue with similar projects and believed that DLG can contribute something in this 
field. At the same time, to play an active role in this does not fit with the objectives of DLG. In this 
sense the motivations of DLG experts regarding follow-up (not the project itself) slightly changed. 
This project was actively initiated by DLG. DLG experts are personally all enthusiastic to continue the 
project and their self-effectiveness assessment did not change, it was rather confirmed. Still, they 
are not willing to take the initiative for continuation, this should come from Romania.      

CONSULTANCY FIRM: HKV 

HKV delivers research and consultancy in the fields of water and safety, inside as well as outside the 
Netherlands. Application of its expertise abroad is among its primary objectives: in 2009, HKV was 
involved in projects in Germany, Bulgaria, Georgië, Hungary, Romania, the United States and 
Indonesia (HKV 2010). Their motivation to participate in this project partly relates to previous 
experiences with flood risk management projects in Romania. They discovered that there is a need 
to implement these projects in a participatory way. This is also why HKV is interested to cooperate 
with DLG, which is having expertise in this field. Another reason to participate is to stay involved in 
water projects in Romania, now and in the future [D3]. As regards the project content, the hydraulic 
calculations perfectly fit with the type of consultancy services that HKV offers. In 2009, they were 
also involved in ‘Room for the River’ projects in the Netherlands, in which their role was to optimize 
plans from a hydraulic point of view (HKV 2010). Personal reasons for motivation are that it is nice to 
be involved in international projects and that this project provided the opportunity to create an 
international curriculum vitae. As regards the substantive outcomes, HKV hoped that the project 
would generate concrete results, that they would be able to show that water levels could be 
reduced in the area [I5]. They were reserved about the potential of the Sketch Match, the 
preparatory meetings in the Netherlands gave the impression that it would not generate very 
concrete results [email, 3 July 2009, I5]. Just before the Sketch Match, they were not so confident 
about the project anymore. Besides that they did not know what to expect from the Sketch Match, 
they also experienced several bottlenecks during their visits in Romania, especially in relation to the 
hydraulic model and the preparation of maps. In the latter, they fulfilled a major role, which was not 
foreseen by the Dutch team [I5]. After the Sketch Match, they became more positive again, 
especially as the Sketch Match generated much more concrete results than they expected. They also 
felt that their calculations were of added value during the design sessions [email, 3 July 2009, I5]. 
Their role in the project and the content of the project fits very well with the objectives of HKV and 
of HKV experts involved. During the project, their assessment of the project and their role in the 
project has been quite dynamic as a result of unfulfilled expectations and not knowing what to 
expect. Afterwards, both HKV experts are very satisfied with the results [email, 3 July 2009, I5]. As 
regards follow-up, HKV initially stated that it would like to continue cooperation with DLG and do 
active acquisition for new projects or potential follow-up projects [D3]. One expert noted that HKV is 
satisfied with the result of this project and would be interested to continue their cooperation with 
DLG. The project did not directly create a basis for further cooperation with the Romanian partners 
[I5]. The project thus contributed to the motivation of HKV to continue cooperation with DLG. It did 
not contribute to the willingness of HKV to be involved in any follow-up projects.    
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4.1.2 Romanian experts 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE: DDNI 

DDNI is a national institute for research and development. Its objective is to undertake “basic and 
applied research on ecology and environmental protection for the management substantiation in 
the Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve (DDBR) and in other wetlands of national and international 
importance for the biodiversity conservation and sustainable development” (DDNI 2010). The 
involvement of DDNI directly relates to its involvement in the REELD study (see also 2.1.3). DDNI 
experts were interested to elaborate on the results of the REELD study [O1]. DDNI was interested to 
continue with a project in which they could use the experiences of this study, especially as the 
implementation of the REELD study itself was stopped (no political decision was taken). Cat’s bend 
now runs the same risk as no politician dares to take the initiative to implement it. The personal 
reasons to participate of the project leader were to see how the Sketch Match method and the 
Room for the River approach could be applied. The latter concept attracted this experts’ attention 
during another meeting with Dutch experts [I9]. Another DDNI expert was less attracted by the 
Sketch Match itself, this expert did not perceive it as a very special method, rather as something 
similar to brainstorming techniques, think-tanks or focus groups [O1]. Eventually, they are very 
positive about this method and shared that it had much better results than they expected (personal 
communication 27 June 2009). The evaluation form reads that the Sketch Match “was more than 
expected”, “a new approach of combining and integrating the information” and “has a very strong 
utility in the spatial planning domain, it helps in our field of work to find new relations between the 
components of the Socio-Ecological System” [D26]. DDNI seriously considers using the Sketch Match 
in other projects. They already asked one DLG expert whether he would be interested to contribute 
to this project. They are also motivated to further elaborate on the results of this project. For this, 
they are waiting for a politician to decide so that a feasibility study will be commissioned [I9].   
 
As regards the content of the project, they initially hoped for the development of guidelines, which 
could be used for the development of a guideline book. This was important to them, but decided as 
being beyond the project scope [O1]. Others observed that DDNI very much hoped that the project 
would contribute to wetland restoration and seemed to be a little disappointed that the outcome of 
the project was not wetland restoration. At the same time they were really happy with the results 
[I5]. Wetland restoration is one of the major topics DDNI has been working on during the past years 
[I9]. DDNI was selected by DLG as counterpart for its technical knowledge and information and their 
experiences with the REELD study [D3]. DDNI itself also perceived that they developed various types 
of expertise during previous (international) projects that were also relevant for this project [I9]. At 
the same time, they observed that the way in which the project deals with spatial planning is very 
new in Romania and something in which they had no experience. They were, for example, very 
interested to see how the results of a socio-anthropological study could be used in spatial planning. 
[O1, I9]. Even though the project seemed to interest DDNI, they had some hesitation with signing 
the contract. The Dutch team subscribed this either to the project content (DDNI hesitated to 
participate as a research institute in a planning process) or to the process (DDNI was afraid to 
interfere with the water authorities NARW) [D7 and personal communication 24 November 2009]. 
According to DDNI, the actual reason for their hesitation was the limited project budget [I9]. The 
project fits with and elaborates on previous experiences of DDNI, it fits their objectives and they can 
contribute with their expertise. At the same time, it also introduces many new interesting aspects, 
which meant that they could learn from it. They would like to be involved in further elaboration of 
Cat’s bend, but the initiative for this is beyond their capacity (negative self-effectiveness 
assessment). They seriously consider to apply the Sketch Match in one of the other projects they are 
involved in. For this, they also consider involving DLG experts again. 
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FACILITATING NGO: ALMA-RO 

Alma-Ro is a small NGO, located in Bucharest, with expertise in public participation, sustainable 
development, and environmental conflict resolution. The objectives of their NGO are to promote 
sustainable development and to increase “involvement in the elaboration, implementation and 
monitoring of public policies” (Alma-Ro 2010). They were mainly interested in the participatory 
aspects of the project, which could be useful in other areas as well [O1]. For them it was further 
important that the project would not be a political process, but would focus on the problems in the 
area [I6]. As the project focused on participation, it matched well with the organizational goals of 
Alma-Ro. They were very much interested to cooperate with the DLG experts that were experienced 
in applying participatory methods. They perceived their role as supporting the Dutch team in this 
field. They had no experience with the application of the specific methods used, but they had a long 
experience in facilitation and stakeholder participation in environmental management [I6]. As 
regards the future, Alma-Ro would like to facilitate similar processes. If it would like to establish 
another Sketch Match in Romania, they would again involve Dutch experts as this kind of expertise is 
not available in Romania [I6]. Self-effectiveness assessment thus formed an important source of 
their motivation; they believed it was within their capacity to contribute to the project and that the 
project would help them in the further development of this capacity. They would be interested to 
facilitate similar processes, which would also require the involvement of Dutch experts again.    

LOCAL NGO: ECCG 

The mission of ECCG, a small NGO in Galati, is “to integrate the environmental perspective in the 
development of the Romanian civil society through projects, action, information, educational 
activities, and cooperation at national, regional and international level” (ECCG 2010). ECCG also acts 
as spokesperson for the Danube Environmental Forum (DEF), an international association that 
observes the ICPDR and acts as representative of NGOs in the Danube River Basin. ECCG also acts as 
NGO representative in the River Basin Management Committee of the Prut river [I8] (ECCG 2010). 
The content of the project interests ECCG because it addresses floods, which is one of the pressing 
water management issues in the area [D6 and O2]. They hope that the project will produce concrete 
results, so that it can also become an example, and that it will have its own place within the larger 
policy context [O1]. The initial expectations of EECG were not very high. They doubted whether the 
Sketch Match would work with the local people and if they would be prepared to participate, 
especially as continuation was not ensured. These expectations raised after the start-up, the 
practical potential of the project became clear. What also motivated them was that NGOs were 
partners in the project, which is very unusual in Romania. When they were approached by DLG 
about the project, they also recommended to involve other NGOs (Alma-Ro and WWF-DCP) [I8]. 
ECCG also expected that it would be able to contribute with its knowledge about the area to the 
project. All of its employees have been working in the area for over ten years [O1]. They were 
familiar with the mindset of the people and had access to information about the whole river basin as 
spokesperson of DEF. They were not familiar with the Sketch Match, but learnt a lot about it during 
the project [I8]. What motivated ECCG to participate was a combination of content, process and self-
effectiveness assessment. They believed that they could contribute to the project and learn from it, 
they appreciated that NGOs were provided the opportunity to be partner in this project (which fits 
with their objective on cooperation) and believed (with ups and downs) in its potential to contribute 
to the development of Romania. It perceived that its own capacity to contribute to follow-up are 
very limited, except for promoting the project and giving access to information [I8, D23].     

NATIONAL NGO: WWF-DCP   

WWF is one of the worlds’ largest organizations for nature conversation. In realizing their objectives 
for nature conversation, WWF intends to cooperate with other organizations and local communities. 
This project involved WWF-DCP (based in Bucharest) which is mainly working on: management of 
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forests and protected areas, Lower Danube Green Corridor (LDGC, see also 2.1.3), sustainable 
development of rural areas and climate change (WWF Romania 2010). The content of this project 
has similarities with the LDGC programme, which aims at the restoration of former floodplains of the 
Danube in order to enlarge the rivers’ natural storage capacity [D2]. The personal interest of the 
WWF-DCP expert involved was mostly to learn about the participatory method [O1]. According to 
this expert, the participatory method differs from the regular methods that are used in Romania. 
This makes the project also extremely useful to WWF-DCP as it provides them with the opportunity 
to learn about another approach. This approach could help WWF-DCP to make their own projects 
more successful and sustainable in the future. WWF-DCP was involved as advisor in the project, a 
role which they are not used to as they are usually implementing projects. It meant that the WWF-
DCP contribution was more indirect, for example, by promoting the project at national level [I7]. This 
means that the main reason for WWF-DCP to participate in this project was to learn, i.e. to increase 
their self-effectiveness. WWF-DCP considers it could use the experiences of the project to change 
their approach to projects in the future. The advisor of WWF-DCP involved liked the project very 
much and perceived it as very interesting. The advisor also recognizes that there is a need to train 
the right persons in Romania, so that they could develop skills similar to the skills of the Dutch 
landscape architects [I7]. This shows that WWF-DCP is motivated to use the methods more often 
and acknowledges that this requires capacity building in Romania.    

4.1.3 Romanian stakeholders 
PROJECT COMMISIONER: MEF 

The official request for the project came from the former State Secretary of MEF (see also 2.3.1) 
[D3]. The project proposal reads that the most important reason for MEF to participate in the project 
is to further elaborate the results of the REELD study in a pilot project (see also 2.1.3). In an ICPDR 
meeting, the former State Secretary of MEF also emphasized the need for “harmonization of flood 
control measures, nature conservation and development of the economic activities” [D1]. The need 
for an integrated approach, which pays attention to water management, nature and people, was 
also emphasized by the director of MEF during the first meeting. It was important for him that 
people from various backgrounds together discuss the issues in the area [O2]. The advisor of MEF 
who was involved in the whole project was awaiting. According to this advisor, MEF is mainly having 
a role in the implementation phase. In terms of process, it is positive that NGOs are actively involved 
as partner in the project [O1]. During various meetings, the advisor kept emphasizing the added 
value of stakeholder participation [O3, O6]. In the evaluation form, MEF stated that the added value 
of the Sketch Match is to bring people together and to exchange opinions [D27]. The advisor liked 
the method, because it involves local stakeholders. The latter is important as these persons have the 
local knowledge [O3]. During the workshops, the advisor discovered how important it is to involve 
stakeholders in such negotiation processes to arrive at joint solutions [O6]. According to the director 
of MEF it proved to be a useful way to inform and consult stakeholders as it helps to identify widely 
supported solutions [O3]. MEF was thus mainly interested in the participatory, integrated approach 
of the project. The process itself was interesting for them and they supported the active involvement 
of others, but they did not foresee an active role in this for themselves, except for being there as 
representative of MEF. As regards the Sketch Match, the advisor involved of MEF is very positive 
about its possibilities to bring local stakeholders together. MEF could apply the method again in 
similar situations. One of the problems is that the process was not supported by all relevant policy 
makers [D27]. During the last meeting and later meetings, it becomes clear that MEF is not willing to 
take the lead in further continuation of the project activities [O6, meeting 23 April 2010]. This is not 
so much related to a change in the personal motivation of actors involved, but to the fact that new 
persons were put in place at decision-making positions.  
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PROCESS PARTICIPANTS 

Most of the Romanian stakeholders that spoke out during the first stakeholder meeting were 
representatives of local councils (mayor or local counsellor). From their reactions, we learn that they 
mainly perceived the meeting as a possibility to represent the interests of their communities. They 
raised the needs of their communities and wondered how these needs would be dealt with in the 
process. Some of them also had very clear ideas about what the outcomes of the project should look 
like. One mayor mentioned that it should be ‘wetland restoration’, another one mentioned that it 
should take the accessibility of his village into account. At the same time they doubted whether the 
whole project would lead to something concrete. Their experiences with participation were mostly 
negative, this is why they also doubted the extent to which they would be able to influence the final 
decision [O2]. If and how the project would fit their objectives was not clear to them. What probably 
brought them to the first meeting was a mix of curiosity and of showing ones face (there was quite 
some press attending the meeting). 
 
The design workshops were attended by a wide variety of people. Whereas during the first meeting, 
all persons who confirmed actually attended the meeting, the overall turnout at the design 
workshops was much lower (see also 3.1.3). There was a core of about fourteen persons who 
attended nearly all activities, there were also several persons turning up now and than. Among the 
main reasons to participate were: contributing with expertise (technical expertise or experience with 
previous similar projects), representation of a specific interest (business, communities, nature, 
agriculture or water) or just to see how the participatory process develops. Some participations also 
explained (sometimes in informal conversations) that they just attended because they were send by 
their managers or because they felt it as their duty to participate [O3]. Most of them participated, 
however, to contribute to or influence the process outcomes. At the same time, they were also very 
sceptical about the possibility to contribute something to the project. Some participants were afraid 
that the project team would use the project to enforce their solution, i.e. to create more space for 
water. During informal conversations, participants said, for example, that the whole process was a 
joke and that they expected to be manipulated. Participants were very sceptical about whether their 
ideas would be taken into account. They were surprised that the presented results actually reflected 
their ideas [O3, I6].  
 
The project team initially planned to organize an evaluation meeting about the Sketch Match in 
September. This meeting was in the end postponed to December and combined with the end 
presentation. About twenty persons attended the meeting, which was expected to be much more. 
Among the people that attended this meeting, there was still a lot of energy to continue with the 
project [O4, I4, I6]. Two participants of the Sketch Match were also willing to participate in a panel 
during the regional evaluation meeting and one of them even travelled to Bucharest to speak out 
during the national meeting [O5, O6]. The two main reactions of participants in the regional meeting 
is that they liked the project content very much, but that they were afraid that it would remain a 
plan. One mayor suggests that communities should join forces by establishing a joint association 
[O5]. The mayor participating during the last meeting would be very happy to play a role in further 
implementation of the project [O6].   
 
The above shows that motivations were changing over time. The first meeting was well-attended 
probably because people were curious to hear about the project. During the project, participants 
became more enthusiastic for the project content. What remained is that they lacked confidence in 
the project implementation as long as there was no strong support from national level.    
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4.1.4 Synthesis 
There may be various aspects that drive the motivations of actors involved. For the experts involved, 
sources of motivations were not just their organizational and personal values, but also their positive 
self-effectiveness assessment. All of them had clear ideas about how they could contribute to the 
project with their expertise. For Romanian experts, the project also formed an important 
opportunity to increase their self-effectiveness assessment, especially in relation to participatory 
methods. Being involved in a process in which such participatory methods would be applied was 
therefore also an important reason to participate. The project proved to all project team members 
that these kind of methods are useful in Romania. Romanian stakeholders are willing to apply the 
method again, but also perceived that the capacity to apply this kind of methods is not available in 
Romania. Hence, it is concluded that there is a need for involving Dutch experts again for the 
execution of similar projects and for capacity-building.  
 
The project content, this is that the project would generate concrete results, was highly important to 
HKV, DDNI and ECCG. Initially all of these organizations had considerable doubts about this, which is 
understandable as, except for DLG, none of the project team members had any experience with the 
method. Stakeholders also had doubts about the project, not only about whether it could generate 
concrete results, but also about whether they could contribute to the project. In this sense, the 
Sketch Match had a very positive influence on the motivations of all actors involved. It proved to the 
other project team members that the method really worked. It proved to stakeholders that their 
contribution was taken seriously. This created a willingness among local and regional stakeholders to 
further elaborate the results. However, there was no active support of MEF for this. Especially DDNI 
was very willing to play a role in elaboration of the project results, but perceived that it is beyond its 
capacity to initiate this. On the Dutch side, it was mainly a priority of HKV to be involved in 
Romanian projects. For HKV, this project did not really create a basis for new projects. 

4.2 Cognitions: what actors believe to be true  
Cognition refers to the knowledge an actor holds to be true. They are not only a matter of 
observation and information processing capacity; they are subjective interpretations influenced by 
frames and observations of reality (Bressers 2009). Cognitions may concern a broad variety of topics, 
we limit ourselves to cognitions regarding: the nature, meaning and urgency of the problem at stake; 
the expected and generated directions for solutions; and the relevance and potential of the project 
in dealing with the problem situation (also in relation to the problem context). 

4.2.1 Dutch project team 
PROBLEMS AND CAUSES 

The Dutch team initially frames recurring floods as one of the main priorities in Romania: 

“Recurring floods along the big rivers in Romania are causing large economic damage and deathly casualties. 
As the probability of floods, especially in the Danube Delta area, will increase in the future, measures should 

be taken on the short-term” [D1, own translation]. 

This problem is caused by various developments, including the following: 

“Because the Danube was recently channelized and enclosed by dikes, there is hardly room for the reduction 
of peak flow during rainy periods or for the development of nature along the river. Due to climate change 

and large-scale deforestation, these peak flows are occurring not only more frequently, but they also carry a 
greater volume of water over a shorter time” [D2]. 
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This perception gradually changed; at the beginning of the design workshops, the team presented 
the problems in the area as a combination of problems (floods, droughts, poverty and land use) 
which are caused by climate, economy and the variable discharge of the Danube (see Figure 13).     

 
Figure 13 - The problem as it was presented at the beginning of the design workshop 

Looking back, the DLG experts recognize that the actual problems in the area diverged from what 
they had been expecting. One of them explained that the Dutch team was in the beginning, focusing 
on floods and looking at the problems from a ‘Room for the River’ perspective. After HKV visited the 
area, they started to doubt whether this was the actual problem. The exploration of chances and 
bottlenecks during the Sketch Match was therefore meant to investigate the bandwidth of the 
problems. It appeared to be much more about droughts, agriculture and economic issues [I3]. This 
shift of the problem focus is described in the project brochure as follows: 

“The original project goal was to develop flood protection scenarios for Cat’s bend. But during the project a 
shift was made towards a more multi-disciplinary approach including also aspects such as regional economic 

development and improvement of microclimate (coping with droughts and high temperatures). It was an 
important result of this project that these aspects appeared to be just as relevant – if not more – to water 

management solutions, as the initially defined aspects of flood protection (DLG 2009)   

Note that this shifting focus did not impose any problem, on the contrary, methods like the Sketch 
Match are meant to deal with this [I1]. It is also not unique, but rather part of a Sketch Match [I4]. 
Although water was the guiding principle of the project, it was about area development, which is 
much wider than just water [I3]. For HKV the problem formulation was not as open as for DLG. They 
sometimes felt the need to remind DLG that the assignment was to do something about flood risk 
problems in the area [I5]. DLG noted that HKV sometimes pointed out that the project should 
provide solutions also for flood risks [I3].  

SOLUTIONS 

The Dutch team had also clear ideas about how the problems could be dealt with, creating more 
space for rivers and nature. The work plan reads that: 

“The recurring floods demand Romania to come up with a new and different water policy. In the short term, 
anti-flooding measures must be taken, with an eye for different land-use functions: for example, flood 
protection next to residential areas, nature, agriculture, shipping and other economic activities such as 
tourism”. […] “Traditional measures such as raising and reinforcing dikes are relatively expensive and offer 
little chance of being effective. Romania is also realising that water must be managed differently; in a way 
that gives back more room to the rivers and to nature” [D2].     

Based on their experiences, the Dutch team already expected some solutions, such as the 
restoration of a former meander of the Danube. As they knew that space for the river was replaced 
by agriculture, their initial reaction was to remove agriculture in lower areas. During the Sketch 
Match, it appeared that agriculture was very important in the area [I4]. They also discussed these 
ideas on beforehand during a pre-workshop in the Netherlands [I3, I4]. Especially for HKV, the 
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proposed solutions did not come as a surprise. Before the Sketch Match, they already considered 
possible solutions to be able to support the solutions with their calculation. One of the main 
differences was that the flood problems were not perceived as one of the main problems in the 
area. This meant that participants rather preferred an irrigation channel that could also be used for 
water storage than vice versa [Email 3 July 2009, I5]. One of the DLG experts says about the 
development of solutions: 

The first session (I was in a group with many mayors) seemed to be a lot of talking and little designing. At the 
end of the second day, my expectations were raising again. A lot had been designed and multiple solutions 

for the area were identified. That these solutions could also be integrated in one design was probably not 
understood by the participants. In December, they seemed to think that they had to choose for a certain 

solution. Whereas there are, of course, many possibilities for integration. Based on my experiences, I had 
foreseen already a few solutions, such as the re-use of an old river meander. It was nice that this could indeed 

be a solution [I4].       

The above shows that although the Dutch team had foreseen solutions, it was also uncertain for 
them whether their ideas could indeed provide solutions. This appeared to be the case and it was 
straight-forward for the Dutch team to integrate various directions into a final solution.      

PROJECT AND CONTEXT 

For the Dutch team, the project was initially closely connected to the REELD study:  

Starting point of the REELD-study is “…flood protection in combination with nature development, with 
sufficient attention for other functions and interests in the area. There is a need to further elaborate and 

detail the conclusions of the REELD study at area-level in Cat’s bend (pilot project). This project suffices this 
need by developing area development scenario’s, with participation of stakeholders and visualizations by 

means of 3-D GIS. The Dutch Room for the River approach will be taken as the starting-point …” [D1, own 
translation] 

What the project was really about and also how well the project fitted within the Romanian context 
was perceived differently by HKV and DLG. For HKV, the project was about contributing to the 
reduction of the water level. They expected that by taking measures in the area, the water level 
could be reduced with circa 15 cm [I5]; this was even more (Groot and Termes 2009). The problem is 
that the solutions do not fit within a certain framework, that there is no clear standard for water 
level reduction [I5] as exists in the Netherlands. For DLG, the project was about successful 
implementation of the Sketch Match [I2]. Many experts at DLG were uncertain whether the method 
could be successfully applied, especially given Romania’s hierarchical and top-down culture [I2, I3, 
I4]. One expert expected that participants would be timid and doubted if they would appreciate and 
understand the method. However, they appeared to be even more direct and open than participants 
in the Netherlands [I4]. Another expert noted that there is no culture of consensus decision-making, 
participation and consultation in Romania, like in the Netherlands, and was therefore afraid that 
participants would not dare to actively participate. Or that language would be a barrier [I2]. For each 
of these experts, the project proved that this kind of approach can work in Romania. One expert 
concluded that the method did not directly fit within the Romanian culture, but connected very well 
to the level of competence of the people [I4]. Another expert noted that the process was, in 
comparison with similar processes in the Netherlands, one of the better ones in terms of content, 
cooperation and input of actors involved [email 28 July 2009].    
 
The Romanian context was also perceived by DLG as something that was hard to understand and 
work with. One expert noted that as landscape architect he lacked sharpness and the feeling to 
really understand the dynamics of the process [I3]. Another expert mentioned that in the 
Netherlands politicians usually take the initiative to further elaborate a project, but was not sure 
how these things work in Romania [I2]. Another expert noted that it is hard to understand how 
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governance functions in Romania. The impression of this expert is that all decisions are taken at 
national level and that there is little trust in lower layers of government. This impression might also 
relate to political vacuum at the end of the project, or maybe it was also just MEF that gave this 
impression. In the Netherlands, these kind of projects would be organized as an inter-ministerial 
project, it is unclear to what extent this has been the case in Romania [I3]. Another expert noted 
that the time spend in Romania was too short to provide any real insights in the Romanian policy 
network [I4]. 
 
As a result of the project, Dutch experts gained a variety of new knowledge and insights on how to 
implement a project in Romania. In order to be effective in Romania, they believed that the 
following is particularly relevant: (1) choose your partners well, i.e. choose partners with which you 
already have a working relation or can develop one; (2) management of expectations, especially to 
be very concrete about you expect from your partners; (3) spend sufficient time in Romania [I1, I2, 
I4, I5]; (4) pay sufficient attention both to internal and external communication [I4]. Various Dutch 
experts mentioned especially the importance of making very concrete appointments with Romanian 
partners. At the same time, one expert also doubted whether this really matters; Dutch experts 
could still interpret written agreements different than Romanian experts [I5]. Another expert 
mentioned that all ‘hard’ written agreements were fulfilled by all project partners, the problem was 
rather that you sometimes had to ask for certain things multiple times. Next to funding, partnerships 
with partners who have a feeling with the project theme is of crucial importance [I2]. The 
development of cooperation is also emphasized by another expert, who argued that more internal 
discussion about the project would have been useful. There was only a small Sketch Match 
workshop with HKV before the actual workshop, it would have been better to organize something 
like this for the whole project team [I3]. This is shared by another expert, who stated that the project 
could have been organized more professional, for example, by organizing a pre-workshop in 
Romania [I4]. As regards the organization of a similar subsequent project in the Romanian context, A 
DLG expert believed that the following is important: (1) to involve all administrative layers, thus 
national, regional and local; (2) to expect a clear role of the project commissioner in defining the 
project framework and how content will be connected to resources, even if there are no resources 
available; (3) to involve NGOs, not as chairman or facilitator, but for their knowledge; and (4) to let 
the government provide a chairman, so that this role is connected with the responsible actors. Thus, 
to focus on the process: what are we going to do, who is involved, which resources are available and 
what is the next step [I4].  

4.2.2 Romanian experts 
PROBLEM AND CAUSES 

When the Dutch project leader visited Romania for the first time, he had exploratory meetings with 
DDNI, ECCG and Alma-Ro. Alma-Ro emphasized the problems with landownership (unequal 
distribution and a lack of communication between authorities and landowners) and the 
implementation of EU measures (lack of compensation measures). According to ECCG, the core 
problem in the area is floods caused by upstream water management. ECCG also emphasized the 
conflicting interests related to landownership and the fact that officials are often landowners. DDNI 
stated that landownership is problematic since the fall of communism [D6]. During the first project 
team meeting, landownership was again identified as the main problem in the area. Big farmers 
have the power to control and are benefiting from their huge parcels, whereas small owners are 
struggling. Especially since former lakes and floodplains were turned into agricultural land, which 
means that local communities have no income from fishery anymore. Other problems that were 
mentioned by the Romanian experts were: hydro-morphological alterations of the river bed, 
unequal access to resources, desertification (caused by climate change) and impacts on biodiversity. 
According to DDNI, most problems were induced by humans. For example, climate change is mostly 
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caused by land use changes [O1, D14]. DDNI perceived flood risks mainly as issues that are related to 
hydro-morphological change and connectivity [I9]. The problem analysis of the project team was 
used as a basis to further formulate the problem to be addressed in the project (see Figure 13).  

SOLUTIONS 

The experts involved did not explicitly discuss the potential solutions during their start-up meeting. 
In the presentation of DDNI during the first regional meeting, it appeared that they were very much 
on the same line as Dutch experts: creating more space for water. During this presentation they 
especially emphasized that hydrological works were only constructed (also with Dutch assistance) 
during the last decades. They also shared their experience with the rehabilitation of agricultural 
polders and that there are many examples of creating more space for water in the Netherlands [O2]. 
In the ‘Room for the River’ concept they see many parallels with the concept of ecological 
restoration, a topic they have been working on for years now [I9]. During one of the meetings, DDNI 
also stated that to them ecological aspects are more important than economic aspects [O2]. What 
was emphasized by various Romanian experts during the project team meeting, is that the solution 
should be sustainable and that economic interests should not prevail [O1]. Except for this boundary 
condition, the NGOs involved did not seem to have a very clear picture about potential solutions. To 
them the project was much more about stakeholder involvement. WWF-DCP mentioned that 
reconstruction was not the main objective of this project (although the results could be useful for 
this), it was rather about stakeholder involvement [I7]. In their facilitation, Alma-Ro also steered the 
discussions in this directions. They emphasized that ecology and economy should not be perceived 
as contradicting objectives, and that attention should also be paid to social issues and take future 
developments, such as climate change, into account [O3].     

PROJECT AND CONTEXT 

During the first meeting, the Romanian project team shared there expectations about the process  
and its outcomes. Process expectations related to the following topics:  

Spatial planning and development; use of tools (GIS and social); collaboration in data gathering and 
implementation of the process; an interactive, creative, integrative, well-organized and participatory process; 

facilitation of stakeholder dialogue; enthusiasm and commitment; and practical results [O1, D14]. 

Some of these expectations were focusing more on the process (within the project team and with 
stakeholders), whereas others were focusing on the content. In general, they were quite similar. This 
was not the case for the expected outcomes. Some expected that the project would just create a 
plan for the project area, others viewed the project as a pilot that would generate methods or 
principles for other areas along the Danube, that it would provide a direction for solutions for the 
whole Danube or even produce plans for all Danube floodplains. Some expected recommendations 
for follow-up, others expected a follow-up assignment. Some expected guidelines, others just to 
have a practical example. Some expected images of flood protection measures, others expected 
flood control. Some expected a tool for local decision-makers, others a significant change in 
approach of decision-makers. Following some discussion, the general perception was that Cat’s bend 
is a local project within a larger context. It was also agreed upon that the development of guidelines 
is beyond the project scope [O1, D14]. 
 
The project team also analyzed the risks of the project. Some of these risks were manageable by the 
project team itself. These risks include: stakeholder communication, involvement and participation; 
data gathering; connection with other projects; and project management (scope, time and money). 
Risks that could not be managed by the project team include: politics (instability and willingness); 
landownership; continuation (also in terms of funding) and data availability. One of the aspects that 
the project team was afraid of is that the project would be dominated by economic interests and 
that sustainability would be neglected. According to DDNI, the quality of hydraulic data might be a 
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problem, not the quantity. What could be more difficult is to gain access to socio-economic data. 
EECG perceived continuity as one of the main problems and emphasizes the need to connect the 
project to other ongoing projects. Further, it will be challenging to get stakeholders motivated to 
participate [O1, D14].  
 
For the Romanian experts involved, the Sketch Match methodology was one of the success factors of 
the project. Alma-Ro would certainly support the use of this method in the future, it is one of the 
purest forms of consensus-building. They were satisfied with the project itself and believed that the 
right stakeholders were invited. At the same time, they believed that a strong voice of NGOs has 
been missing, they could also have put pressure at the local and regional level to continue the 
project [I6]. The use of the Sketch Match methodology was one of the success factors according to 
WWF-DCP.  The visualization helped stakeholders to develop a vision for the area. What is very 
relevant in this respect is to have good and up-to-date maps (this was not the case now) and to take 
time for field visits and to discuss the problem within the project team. What was interesting for 
WWF-DCP was to see that even if a project is focused on stakeholder involvement, it can still 
generate results that are useful for reconstruction. Early involvement of stakeholders could also 
make WWF-DCP projects more sustainable in the future. They would therefore certainly support the 
use of this method again. As the facilitation and mediation skills are not available in Romania, they 
would approach the Dutch experts for this again. WWF-DCP is very satisfied with the project, also 
because it generated concrete results, which are also described in a brochure [I7]. For EECG the 
project itself was also successful, although they regret that there is no follow-up as they hoped for 
[I8]. According to DDNI, the project itself was of high quality that it is not continued is caused by 
political instability and unwillingness, which are things that cannot be controlled [I9]. 
 
By being involved in the project, Romanian experts developed a number of new knowledge and 
insights (some are already mentioned above). One of the experiences that is highlighted by several 
project team members is the strength of visualization using maps [I6, I7, I8]. An expert of DDNI was 
surprised that such brilliant results could be generated without using a computer, just by sketching 
[I9]. According to Alma-Ro, the use of maps is much stronger than the flipcharts it is using normally. 
Besides that it forces participants to focus on the problem, it also gives participants the chance to 
verify whether the facilitator understood them well and that participants can see the outputs of 
their discussions on maps. Alma-Ro learnt a lot about the way in which Dutch experts present 
outcomes and emphasize certain aspects. Examples are the visualization of ecology versus economy, 
to start with a discussion about problems and potentials (not just problems) and to organize a field 
trip (which was logical and important for the landscape architects) [I6]. ECCG learnt a lot about 
stakeholder involvement and project implementation. The clear presentation of solutions, the nice 
brochure, the perseverance and that this method works with local stakeholders [I8]. For DDNI, the 
participatory project approach provided a great perspective for flood risk management in Romania 
[O4]. One of their experts also noted that when HKV was working in Tulcea, they discovered that 
their way of working was different and that they learnt a lot from it [I9].  

4.2.3 Romanian stakeholders 
PROBLEM AND CAUSES 

During the first stakeholder meeting, various problem formulations are presented. One of the 
mayors noted that land is divided unequally, big landowners dry out the land and the local 
inhabitants are not in a position to change anything. There are more droughts, also as a result of 
climate change, and biodiversity is reducing. Another problem is that inhabitants do not like to be 
replaced, even after floods destroyed their houses, they will not move to protected areas if they 
have no income over there. Public participation in itself is also perceived as one of the problems, 
especially access to information and the lack of real consultation. The government itself was also 
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mentioned as a problem as it did not support the local inhabitants. MEF also mentioned that money 
is as always a problem and that there are hardly resources at MEF [O2].  
 
Many of these problems are discussed in more detail during the Sketch Match. Discussions are 
started about whether or not it has been beneficial that lakes were drained and whether it would be 
better to raise dikes or to create more space for the rivers (field visit). During the first workshop, a 
variety of problems were raised in various groups: 
1. Landslides, local people are not benefiting from lakes, a lack of fish, unemployment and poverty, 

droughts, irrigation and pastures are not well- used. 
2. Poorly developed irrigation 
3. Lack of combining agriculture with other functions 
4. Lack of transportation infrastructure, obstacles caused by Natura 2000, lack of financial 

resources and a lack of communication [O3]. 
 
Note that the embankment of the Danube for agriculture was not perceived as a problem but as a 
potential. Group 4 noted that the area is very suitable for agriculture, this was also the reason for 
the government to embank it. Group 2 strongly rejected that floods form a problem in the area. It 
was argued that floods in Grindu were not caused by surface water, but by groundwater [O3].      

SOLUTIONS 

During the first stakeholder meeting, various stakeholders already had a clear opinion about the 
directions for solutions. One mayor mentioned that wetland restoration is the best solution and that 
priority should be given to controlled flooding. Wetland restoration is also the solution preferred by 
another mayor. For the village of Grindu such a solution would mean that they become isolated 
during floods [O2]. There were also stakeholders that would like to restore lakes or heighten dikes. 
During the Sketch Match, two groups started to work directly towards concrete solutions, i.e. the 
development of an irrigation network and to connect the an old Danube meander with an existing 
lake. These ideas were later developed further. When the Dutch Room for the River concept was 
presented, several participants strongly objected the idea that this type of solutions could work in 
Romania. Objections included that it concerns bigger areas in Romania, that flood risks are lower 
and that there is thus less need to flood areas (others argue that flood risks are actually higher), that 
there are no food reserves and that it would be impossible to evacuate animals. A participant also 
raised the question why Dutch people first came to construct dikes and are coming now again to 
destroy dikes (which shows that they were sceptical [I5]). Another argument opposing creating more 
space for the river was that this should be done much more upstream. In addition to the three main 
directions for solutions (see also Figure 12), the workshops also resulted in many other smaller 
solutions, such as small-scale agriculture, enlarge the recreational potential (navigation and fishery), 
develop ecological corridors and reforestation (in flood plains and as wind screens) [O3].  
 
During small interviews at the end of the Sketch Match it appeared that most participants 
discovered new ideas. One person noted that he realized that agriculture can also benefit if more 
space for water is created as this could increase productivity of land. The idea to restore an old 
meander of the Danube was also very new. It was perceived as a good solution because it could 
provide small land-owners with new opportunities and create a green corridor. One participant also 
apologized for the initial focus on agriculture. He explained that Romanians are not against the 
environment, it just never brought any money, like agriculture did. Agriculture is therefore perceived 
as the only way to survive. He also added that the integrated sketch is a very good combination of 
both aspects. Another participant noted that stakeholder involvement is the key to solving the 
problems in the area, this was confirmed by other participants [I0].  
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During the stakeholder meeting in December, stakeholders were invited to reflect on the solutions. 
One of the mayors noted that he would like to know which solutions would be chosen. Another 
participant noted that he likes the idea of restoring the old meander. From a socio-economic point 
of view the idea is very good for tourism and economy and benefiting all communities. An engineer 
of NIHWM mentioned that the directions for solutions are nice, but should not be seen as the only 
possibilities. There are other alternatives and besides to ‘creating more space for the river’, people 
should also learn ‘to live with floods’. The design concepts are nice suggestions for solutions, but 
further research is needed and should take more aspects into account. Another expert mentioned 
that he disagrees with the idea of creating open irrigation channels as the area is vulnerable to 
salinization [O5].  

PROJECT AND CONTEXT 

One of the issues that was extensively discussed during the first stakeholder meeting was the 
question who should be involved to establish a successful project. One mayor had been involved in 
several projects which generated outcomes that did not fit with existing legislation and therefore 
emphasized the need to involve legal experts. According to MEF, the project should not be about 
politics, however, there should be people involved with decision-making power. One of the mayors 
answered that local representatives have no decision-making power as there is no real 
decentralization. As local representatives have no access to financial resources, they directly depend 
on the political willingness of Bucharest. Another person wanted to have clarity about what kind of 
body (county council, inhabitants or economic officials) will take final decisions, so that it is clear 
who should be involved. Another mayor just wanted a guarantee that they will be really involved 
and that the process will not develop similar as Natura 2000 implementation, on which local 
stakeholders had no influence at all [O2]. 
 
The participants of the Sketch Match expected that the process would contribute to some kind of 
development, i.e. nature development, socio-economic development or sustainable development 
[O3]. Some of the participants had, however, little confidence that their contribution would be used 
in the project. During the small interviews, one of the participant noted that he thought the Dutch 
team had their own ideas and plans and just wanted to enforce these ideas. This was not the case, 
they presented the ideas of the participants in their final presentation. About the contribution of the 
project in solving the problems, most participants believed that involvement of local stakeholders is 
the key to solving problems in the area. The method provided many solutions, but does not help in 
selecting the solutions to be implemented [I0]. Alma-Ro assisted with the interviews and noticed 
that several of them were really surprised that the results reflected what they had said. During the 
first half of the Sketch Match, you could also actually feel that participants were sceptical. They 
suspected that these strange people would simulate participation and than manipulate the results to 
force certain solutions [I6]. During the stakeholder meeting, one participant stated that the Sketch 
Match was very successful, it provides a bottom-up perspective, connects people and makes 
everybody happy [O5].   
 
As discussed in the above section, Romanian participants doubt whether the Dutch ‘Room for the 
River’ concept will work in Romania. One of the participants mentioned in the end that it is based on 
a Dutch area with different problems than the ones in Romania. On the other hand, participants also 
mentioned that the Dutch are more advanced, so that they could therefore contribute to the 
Romanian context [I0]. Although all stakeholders supported the idea to further implement the 
solutions, they also had several doubts about their implementation. Before taking a decision, one of 
the mayors would first like to discuss all solutions in more detail. Another person foresaw many 
problems with the implementation of a new channel as this would cross the lands of many people 
and with the management of irrigation channels. An expert doubted whether the hydraulic experts 
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did pay sufficient attention to ice formation and the stability of the river. Another expert doubted 
whether the solutions would not impose problems for harbours in Ukraine and for navigation [O5].  

4.2.4 Synthesis  
The initial problem formulation was based on exploratory meetings of Dutch experts to Romania. 
This formulation was taken as an initial starting-point. When the Dutch team further explored the 
problems in the area with Romanian experts and stakeholders, they soon discovered that there were 
other more pressing problems in the area. The Dutch experts decided to take this knowledge and 
insights into account, which led to a gradual shift of the project focus. Still, many of the solutions 
that were foreseen by the project team, were also part of the generated directions for solutions. 
Even though not all stakeholders agreed upon the idea of reducing flood risks by creating more 
space for the river, they all accepted the presented directions for solutions. One reason for this is 
that stakeholders discovered that the solutions also benefited developments in other fields, it 
created win-win situations. The other reason is that the ideas of stakeholders were reflected in the 
results.  
 
The project design was fully based on experiences with similar projects in the Netherlands. Whether 
the approach would also work out in Romania was highly uncertain, both for Dutch and for 
Romanian experts. Romanian stakeholders were sceptical about participation in general. During the 
project, these uncertainties were gradually reduced. To all experts, the application of the Sketch 
Match proved that such methods are useful in Romania. The implementation of the project gave 
both Dutch and Romanian stakeholders much new knowledge and insights in how to effectively 
implement a project in Romania. Although Dutch experts gained a better understanding in the 
Romanian context, many aspects still remain unclear. To stakeholders the project proved that the 
involvement of local stakeholders is the key to solving the problems in the area. Although the 
solutions were accepted, there were also questions about the validity of the knowledge base and 
how solutions could be implemented.     

4.3 Resources: capacity to act and sources of power 
Resources provide actors with the capacity to act and may – in a relational setting – be used as 
sources of control (power). As this power largely results from what is attributed to an actor by 
others, we pay specific attention to how other actors perceived the resources involved. Our 
description distinguishes between the following resources: involvement (human resources), 
knowledge (information and expertise), funding (financial resources) and power to get things done 
(institutional resources in the form of roles and responsibilities). 

4.3.1 Dutch experts (including third parties) 
INVOLVEMENT AND COOPERATION (HUMAN RESOURCES) 

The division of work between HKV and DLG was that DLG had about three times more hours in NL 
and HKV had about 50% more hours to spend in RO [I2]. From DLG about seven persons participated 
in joint activities in Romania, only one of these persons – the process supervisor – participated in all 
project activities (except for the preparations in the Netherlands). As the project leader left DLG in 
the beginning of December, he handed the project lead over two their international coordinator. 
The design workshops involved four landscape architect (one also being process supervisor) and the 
project leader. During the last mission, the project leader was replaced by a colleague of Romanian 
origin. In addition to the persons that visited Romania, about three persons have been involved in 
preparatory activities in the Netherlands. The changing composition of the DLG team was sometimes 
confusing for HKV [I5]. The role of DLG was to take care of overall project management and for the 
content and progress of the Sketch Match [D3]. Looking back, both DLG and HKV observe that DLG 
experts did not spend enough time in Romania [I1, I5]. The limited time in Romania that has been 
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available was mainly used for the content [I2]. One expert noted that the limited time made it 
difficult to develop work relations, which is essential [I1]. Another expert noted that landscape 
architects would normally have an intake, together with a process manager, at the commissioner. 
This intake is meant also to identify what the Sketch Match will be about and was not organized in 
the project [I2]. In terms of human resources, the project developed slightly different than expected. 
The preparations in the Netherlands took more time than expected [D22]. The number of landscape 
architects to facilitate the Sketch Match increased, which was possible as the communication expert 
could not participate [I3, I2]. Further, the brochure was almost fully developed at DLG, which was 
not expected [I2].  
 
HKV was involved with two consultants in the field of water management. Both experts participated 
during the design workshops. They also decided during the project that one of them would 
participate during the start-up meeting [I5], that they would have two missions to Romania instead 
of one longer mission [D22] and that one of them would participate in the evaluation meeting [I5]. 
HKV and DLG are both positive about this change of plans, one DLG expert perceives it as one of the 
success factors of the project [I3]. Looking back, HKV even thinks that they should have gone even 
earlier to Romania [I5]. That HKV spend a considerable amount of time at DDNI was also appreciated 
by employees of DDNI, who felt that they could really work with them side by side [I9].  

KNOWLEDGE (INFORMATION RESOURCES AND EXPERTISE) 

The Dutch experts involved all had relatively little experience with the implementation of projects 
abroad. The process manager had some experience with projects abroad, including the 
implementation of a Sketch Match in Ethiopia. Of the other persons involved, the communication 
expert and one landscape architect had personal bonds with Eastern Europe [I1, I2, I3, I4]. During 
the last meeting a DLG expert of Romanian origin participated. As international company, there is 
more experience at HKV with international projects. However, the experience of the experts 
involved was limited to a project in Hungary and an assignment in Vietnam [I5]. According to a DLG 
expert, you could still feel that the HKV experts were more internationally experienced, they had a 
better antenna for things and adapted more easily [I3]. 
 
In the work plan, DLG presented itself as an agency with “extensive experience in developing and 
coordinating regional processes and interactive planning processes.” […] “For spatial planning 
processes that request the contribution of a broad group of stakeholders, DLG has developed the 
Sketch Match method” [D2]. The role of DLG in this project focused on one of their strengths, which 
is in the phase between planning and implementation. The Sketch Match is one of the methods that 
was specifically designed for it [I2]. The experts involved in the execution of the Sketch Match were 
all highly experienced, they could easily shape the process as it is part of their routine [I3]. For the 
other project team members, the methodology in combination with the expertise of DLG was one of 
the main success factors of the project [I5, I6, I7, I8]. One expert noted also that with other foreign 
partners it would have remained more theoretical, the Dutch approach was very practical. The 
working atmosphere was creative and everybody was able to contribute, no stakeholders or topics 
were ignored [I8]. The expertise of landscape architects was more than just designing, they were 
also some kind of mediators [I6]. An expert of DDNI said that he was amazed by the fact that no 
computers were used, that everything was done by hand, and that this generated brilliant results 
[I9]. This visualization aspect made the method very strong, as the participants can directly verify 
whether he was well understood and what the outputs are of discussions [I7]. This kind of expertise 
is not available in Romania, but definitely needed [I6, I7]. According to DLG the method fit extremely 
well with the skills of the participants [I4]. The results of the small interviews with Sketch Match 
participants reveal that they are also very positive about the Dutch involvement. Participants 
mentioned that they were good process managers, involved all stakeholders, accepted all opinions 
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and solutions, enhanced creativity, were very calm, able to see the bigger picture, had a vision and 
were passionate [I0].       
 
In addition to the Sketch Match method and the experienced landscape architects, DLG also 
provided a project leader who led and managed the project in close cooperation with the 
communication expert. They also prepared a stakeholder analysis prior to the Sketch Match, based 
on information of ECCG and the observations of the project leader [I1, I2]. HKV mentioned that 
project management must have been difficult sometimes [I5]. The communication with Romania 
was not always easy for the project leader. Given his little experience, he would actually have 
needed more support from his own organization [I1]. DDNI noted that the project leader made large 
investments. What was a particular good management is that the project leader came to Romania 
before the project and presented the Sketch Match method. The physical distance made 
coordination during the project sometimes hard [I9].  
 
HKV was presented in the work plan as an independent international consultancy with “experience 
in analysing regional characteristics, building and using hydrologic and hydraulic numerical models 
and analysing the numerical model results. HKV has contributed to various Room for the Rivers 
projects by calculating and analysing the hydraulic effects of proposed measures” [D2]. Given their 
extensive experience in this field, it was no problem to develop a new basic hydraulic model instead 
of using an existing model. In the end, they also contributed considerably to the GIS component of 
the project, prepared the maps and visited potential locations for the Sketch Match. The expert 
involved in GIS was not very experienced in this, but had some back-up from colleagues in the 
Netherlands [I5]. According to DDNI, HKV had another approach from which they learnt a lot. DLG is 
very satisfied about the way in which HKV did the hydraulic part and that they also took care of the 
maps [I1, I3]. During the Sketch Match, HKV also tried to explain the relation between the measures 
and flood risk reduction. This raised many questions and participants had difficulties to understand 
the relation between the measures and water level reduction [O3]. Afterwards, one participant 
noted that the relation between hydrology and floods was not sufficiently clarified during the 
project [I0]. 

FUNDING (FINANCIAL RESOURCES) 

Financial resources for this project were provided by the Dutch funding agency Partners for Water. 
These resources were used to pay the Romanian experts for their contributions [I2]. It also covered 
most of the costs of the Dutch experts, although DLG and HKV also complemented this budget with 
their own resources as they spend more hours on the project and/or travelled more often to 
Romania [I5, D22]. Small amounts were also requested in some cases for information resources, 
such as hydraulic data, cadastral data or the hydraulic model [I3, personal communication]. 
According to the Dutch team, the project was financially very challenging. The little budget and 
hours were very little, according to DLG [I2]. The budget was very tight, especially as we also wanted 
to prepare a report [I5]. One of the problems was also that translation was not budgeted, this 
meant, for example, that there was no project budget left to translate the brochure [I1]. More 
budget was also needed for accommodation and catering [D22]. The Partners for Water budget was 
crucial to get this project done. As export of their expertise is not core-business of DLG, projects are 
based on the availability of resources [I2]. As consultancy firm, HKV would never cover the full costs 
of such projects, even though they may generate some spin-off. During the regional meeting, one of 
the participants even congratulates DLG for raising project funds, which was of vital importance 
[O5]. 
 
As regards follow-up of the project, the Dutch team initially expected that “money will become 
available, especially from the EU, for water projects in Romania in the coming years …” [D2]. They 
mentioned the implementation of the EU Water Framework Directive and EU funds such as Interreg, 
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Life+, Regional Development Fund and Cohesion Fund. The Global Water Partnership programme of 
the World Bank was also mentioned as a possibility. These resources will be mobilized by the end of 
the project by giving presentations to potential funding agencies [D22]. These agencies, 
representatives of the EU Commission and of the World Bank, were invited but did not show up for 
the last meeting in Bucharest [O6].     

POWER TO GET THINGS DONE (INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES) 

There were several ways in which Dutch experts were able to get things done. First, as Dutch 
organizations they had access to Partners for Water funds, which allowed them to undertake a 
highly innovative project. Second, they had expertise that was not yet available in Romania, for 
example, related to the Room for the River concept [I9] and with the application of interactive 
planning methods [I6, I7]. The Dutch experiences with these methods were not just used during the 
project, but also used for follow-up suggestions [I1, O5, O6]. Third, they could open up existing 
routines through their project approach. They decided, for example, to involve NGOs as partners in 
the project, which is very unusual in Romania. By doing so, they helped to raise the profile of NGOs 
and created positive cooperation experiences between a non-governmental and a governmental 
organization [I8]. Fourth, they could easily approach and influence high-level decision-makers. In the 
beginning of the project, they were in direct contact with the State Secretary of MEF. Afterwards, 
they tried to exert an influence on decision-makers via the Dutch embassy [I2, emails 11 January 
2010 and 14 July 2010]. During the last regional meeting, a participant noted that it would be a good 
idea to discuss continuation in cooperation with the Dutch embassy as they might be more 
influential than the Romanian partners. Alma-Ro reacts that Romanians cannot rely on the Dutch 
lobby in solving their own problems [O5]. Alma-Ro and ECCG both stated that the Dutch government 
can put pressure on the Romanian government ECCG [I6, I8]. The position of DLG is that the initiative 
should be on the Romanian side [I2, I3]. Until now, the project was not wanted enough by Romanian 
authorities with decision-making power. Looking back the institutional embedding was insufficient, 
there was a lack of an administrative sense of urgency, a mandate and commitment, on which Dutch 
experts could have anticipated [I3]. Another expert noted that it is very hard to estimate what could 
be expected, for example, of MEF as project commissioner [I2]. This shows that the power of Dutch 
experts to get things done is also limited by their lack of understanding of the Romanian context (see 
also 4.2.1).  

4.3.2 Romanian experts 
INVOLVEMENT (HUMAN RESOURCES) 

On the Romanian side, the involvement of various parties (from most days to least days) was as 
follows: DDNI, ECCG, Alma-Ro and WWF-DCP. According to the project leader, initially NARW was 
expected to play an important role during the project and would be the main counterpart. Because 
of the little response of NARW, it was decided to cooperate closely with DDNI, with which there 
were good contacts from the beginning [I1]. The initial expectation (of the NL team) was that “DDNI 
will be the counterpart contributing to data research, hydraulic modelling and programming of 3-D 
GIS models” [D2]. This role was than extended, the supplement reads that: DDNI is the main 
counterpart of DLG and HKV, its project leader is together with the project leader of DLG responsible 
for the progress of the project. Together with HKV, they take care of the technical aspects of the 
project, they facilitate and execute hydraulic calculations and 3-D visualizations [D3]. Their role was 
thus extended from contributing into facilitating and executing, and they were appointed as project 
leader. Which experts at DDNI would provide this expertise was, however, initially not exactly 
known.  
 
During the project, five researchers of the Information Systems Department were involved: one 
senior researcher was involved as project leader, two researchers conducted the interviews for the 
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socio-anthropological study and two researchers were involved in GIS mapping and providing data. 
Furthermore, they were involved in the organization of the meetings, i.e. to make invitations, to 
explain the project to participants and to convince them to come, to discuss the project with mayors 
in order to select participants. HKV was further supported by one expert at the Systems Modelling 
Department, whom played a role in providing input for the use of the hydraulic model [I9]. Most of 
their experts involved participated in all project activities, only during the last meetings their 
participation was limited (see also Annex B). The project leader was unable to attend the evaluation 
meeting in Galaţi.   
 
Their actual role during the project did not meet all expectations of other project team members. 
DDNI was more awaiting and observing, took less initiative than expected. For example in the 
preparation of maps [I1, I3]. Others got the feeling that they were not really involved and might not 
have been as active as needed in lobbying for the project [I6]. Also during the evaluation meeting in 
Galaţi, they were expected to have more input. They were also expected to play a role in securing a 
connection between this project and the project to the Danube Floodrisk project [I8]. One expert 
noted that it was unclear what the work package of DDNI involved, i.e. for what kind of activities 
they were actually responsible. The division of tasks was not very clear and transparent as it was not 
communicated to project partners [I8]. Another expert noted that they were arranging practical 
things, i.e. organizational and administrative tasks, such as organizing meetings and taking 
stakeholders to the meetings with their transportation means [I7].  
 
As regards the role of the NGOs WWF-DCP and ECCG, the NL team expected that “on the process 
side (support of interactive sessions, communication activities), the NGOs World Wildlife Fund 
Romania (WWF) and Eco-Counselling Galati can play a role as adviser and process co-supervisor” 
[D2]. ECCG was involved with their president and vice-president, who were both certified 
translators, and with two regular employees. During project preparations, WWF-DCP was involved 
with their Programme Director, during the project itself their Freshwater Programme Coordinator 
was involved. To WWF-DCP, being involved as advisor was not a very clear role, it meant to them 
that they were not directly involved. This role was new to them as they are usually implementing 
projects [I7]. ECCG also played a smaller role than it would usually play, which was also because they 
were very busy in that period with another project and had an overload of work. On the other hand, 
they also felt that they could not increase their involvement as they signed a contract and there was 
no funding to be more involved. Looking back, ECCG mentioned that it should have been more 
active, more pushy and delivering reports [I8]. The process was now missing a strong voice from 
NGOs. This is also caused by the fact that NGO involvement was not always effective. ECCG was 
mostly involved in organizational aspects and translation, which meant that they could contribute 
less to the process [I6]. According to DLG, ECCG has been important for the network and 
organizational aspects, but added less from an ecological perspective [I1]. One of their experts 
explained that in a subsequent project, he would involve NGOs more for their knowledge and give 
them a less active role as chairman and facilitator [I4].  
 
The NGO Alma-Ro was approached to be involved in the project after the project proposal was 
submitted. They were approached for process facilitation and expected to play an important role in 
the execution of the Sketch Match [D3]. Alma-Ro was involved with the president of their 
organization and one employee. Besides that they facilitated the Sketch Match, they also facilitated 
parts of project team meetings and the regional evaluation meeting. They did not know exactly what 
to expect from their facilitation of the Sketch Match. This is why they considered to participate in a 
Sketch Match in the Netherlands before, which was not feasible (i.e. difficulties with reaching the 
locations and a lack of time). Eventually, the Dutch landscape architects took care of more aspects 
than they expected. At the same time, Alma-Ro itself was also more involved than expected [I6]. 
During the plenary sessions of the design workshops, they were taking a leading role  and tried to 
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steer discussions into certain directions (e.g. integrate various aspects and long-term consequences) 
[O3]. 

KNOWLEDGE (INFORMATION RESOURCES AND EXPERTISE) 

The work plan stated that “Romania has little experience with concrete applications of this method 
in spatial design, either with interactive planning processes or with the involvement of stakeholders 
in policy development. Hence, the involvement of Dutch expertise on this point is extremely 
important” […] “Ideally the consortium would provide on-the-job training to Romanian staff, while 
the Romanian partners would guarantee the contribution of the necessary regional knowledge” 
[D2]. This shows that the Dutch team realized that there was actually a need for capacity-building as 
Romanian experts had no experience and could mostly contribute regional knowledge.  
 
DDNI was expected to have “extensive knowledge and experience in the modelling of water 
systems” [D2]. DDNI itself explained that its expertise was mainly based on experiences gained 
during the REELD study and during the international project ‘Integrated Management of European 
Wetlands’. For the former study, it developed a 3-D model and a hydraulic model using Sobek 
software (both aspects were finalized when this project was initiated). In the latter project, it gained 
experience with socio-anthropological studies. These experiences were later also used in the 
development of a master plan for the Danube Delta. As they had these experiences, they proposed 
to include GIS analysis and a socio-anthropological study in the project proposal. The GIS analysis 
formed the basis for the hydraulic modelling of HKV, the socio-anthropological study was used to 
identify the main conflicts and problems in the area [I9]. The results of the socio-anthropological 
study were shared with the Dutch team in an email summarizing the five main conflicts in the area 
[email 29 May 2009]. One of the Dutch experts mentioned that these interviews were meant to gain 
more insights in the problems in the area, but were poorly integrated with the project [I2]. The 
Dutch team also had higher expectations of the contributions by DDNI to the GIS and modelling 
components. There was a digital terrain model (3-D GIS) and a hydraulic model and they had about 
three experts who could work with GIS and a hydraulic expert. However the 3-D model had a very 
high resolution, which made the maps difficult to handle and to print. Eventually some maps were 
printed in the Netherlands and some by HKV in Tulcea, Romania. Part of the hydraulic model was 
given to HKV, but the calculated and measured water levels did not match. This is why HKV decided 
not to use it. On the basis of the project experiences, HKV concluded that DDNI contributed little in 
terms of GIS and hydraulic expertise [I5]. DLG expected that DDNI would contribute with maps and 
technical expertise. It was eventually mostly involved in organizational aspects and they provided 
raw data, such as maps, elevation data and aerial photographs [I1]. It is, however, questionable 
whether this could not have been provided by another institute [I2]. WWF-DCP attributed mostly 
organizational and administrative aspects to DDNI [I8]. DDNI further assisted with translating when 
necessary, especially during the Sketch Match [O3]. Experts also noted that DDNI has been very 
important for the local perspective; they know the local situation and the stakeholders [I7, I8]. DDNI 
itself explained that it knows the area very well as they visit the area a few times per year [O3]. They 
also played an important role in the delineation of the project area [I1].  
 
The expectation was that WWF-DCP and ECCG “have a solid knowledge of the region, both in terms 
of knowledge of the terrain as well as strategic knowledge of the actors and administrative 
relationships” [D2]. ECCG itself said that they are very familiar with the mindset of the people in the 
area and know about the relations between local and national authorities. They were involved in 
one participatory design project before and are working a lot on wetlands and inland navigation. As 
NGO they have an active role in the river basin committee for the Prut river and in the management 
of the Danube River Basin [I8]. This information was made available during the project, but has not 
been used directly for the project [O1, O4]. ECCG contributed less ecological knowledge than 
expected by DLG. They have been important for their network (they prepared the first stakeholder 
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analysis), organizational skills (organizing meetings and arranging locations) and for translation [I2]. 
ECCG has a lot of knowledge about the project area and was therefore important for the local 
perspective [I6, I7]. Therefore it was a pity that they were so occupied with organizational tasks and 
could contribute less expertise [I7]. The project scope and their role in the project was very new to 
WWF-DCP. They were (and are) actively involved in Lower Danube Green Corridor, but this 
programme is really focusing on floodplain reconstruction, whereas the approach of this project was 
much more open and participatory. They perceived that their contribution was more in promoting 
the project at national level. They gave the project brochure, for example, to NARW and to other 
NGOs [I7]. Other experts did not mention their contribution in much words; they were more on the 
background than expected [I1, I2, I4]. One DLG expert added that during one of the design sessions, 
WWF-DCP contributed knowledge about Natura 2000 (EU birds and habitat directives) [I3, O3].  
 
Alma-Ro was presented as an NGO which is specialized in providing a chairman or facilitator for 
administrative or political meetings [D3]. During project preparations they provided background 
information on the meaning of bureaucracy and public administration in Romania. About how things 
work, what the role is of NGOs and how to involve public authorities. They have extensive 
experience in facilitation, they were involved in many participatory processes in the field of 
environment. The Sketch Match method was however completely new to them. As their focus was 
on facilitation, they did not want to get involved in organizational aspects [I6]. They facilitated the 
project and did this even better than expected [I1]. They had the right feeling about the execution of 
the Sketch Match [I3]. They understood what it was about [I4]. They facilitated the Sketch Match 
really well, only their contribution during the last meetings was a bit disappointing [I5]. Alma-Ro 
itself was also not satisfied about these meetings, which were poorly organized. There was, for 
example, no translation foreseen, which appeared to be necessary [I6].  
 
Positively surprised were some of the Dutch team about the capacity (ready wit) of the NGOs ECCG 
and Alma-Ro, which was ‘refreshing’ [I4]. They were also the ones who best understood the 
potential of participation and the method used [I2]. Their role was one of the success factors [I3]. 
HKV mentioned that knowledge about nature has been lacking. There was, for example, no 
knowledge available of Natura 2000 (the EU bird and habitat directives) at ECCG or DDNI. HKV also 
stated that its calculations could have benefit from more hydraulic knowledge and more knowledge 
about the soil (e.g. groundwater and salinization aspects remained unclear) [I5]. 

FUNDING (FINANCIAL RESOURCES) 

The Romanian experts did not contribute financial resources, they only received financial resources. 
Unlike Dutch experts, they also did not report that they used financial resources of their own 
organizations to cover unexpected project expenses. This was probably also beyond their 
possibilities as none of the organizations involved did have the financial capacity for this. Soon after 
the project, the financial situation of ECCG became so poor that two of their three employees got 
unemployed. At the same time, they were asked by the government to contribute to projects, such 
as Danube Floodrisk, without receiving any financial compensation. The lack of funds is also one of 
the reasons that ECCG could not do much about the continuation of the Sketch Match. What makes 
implementation of EU funded projects complicated is that both governmental and non-
governmental organizations lack the financial resources for co-funding of projects (usually about 10-
15%) [I8]. DDNI also shared during the project that they are affected by the economic crisis and were 
not receiving food tickets anymore [O3]. A Dutch expert also noticed that financial resources were a 
bottleneck. DDNI employees refused, for example, to make any advance payments as they were 
afraid that payments would not be reimbursed. This expert also noted that DDNI had to close down 
its office for two months because of the financial situation [I5]. According to DDNI the small amount 
of money involved in this project was also the main reason that they hesitated to participate [I9]. 
During the last project team meeting, ECCG mentioned that EU funds might be available for 
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implementation of the project and suggested to establish a fundraising team. DDNI mentioned that 
they are also still waiting for funds for the implementation of the REELD study [O4].  

POWER TO GET THINGS DONE (INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES) 

Romanian experts all had some resources that could be used as sources of power. According to 
WWF-DCP, the implementation of this type of projects crucially depend on actors that know what 
can be done from a Romanian perspective, these are actors that understand the local situation and 
know about national policy. The project team was in this sense a very good mix of people [I7]. ECCG 
and DDNI were particularly relevant for their knowledge of the area and local stakeholders [I6, I7]. 
ECCG also used, for example, its contacts with the County Council of Galaţi to arrange the 
accommodation of the first meeting for free. Their role in various networks also gives them access to 
basin-wide information [I8]. HKV observed that the mayors in the area seemed to appreciate and 
trust DDNI. The organization gathered and transported stakeholders and was indispensable for 
practical aspects [I5]. Note that this kind of activities, discussing the project with stakeholders and 
convincing them to come, were only executed before the Sketch Match. After the Sketch Match, 
DDNI had no separate contact with local stakeholders anymore [I9]. ECCG had contacts with local 
stakeholders in the area about other topics, but not about this project [I8].  
 
During the last project team meeting, two directions for follow-up were discussed. One direction 
was the implementation of suggested measures, which requires resources for implementation. The 
power to influence this mostly attributed to other stakeholders (local, regional and national) [O5, I6, 
I7, I8, I9]. Although ECCG also mentioned that it is up to the project team to keep the momentum, 
for example by establishing a fundraising team. If the project team is not supporting local 
stakeholders nothing will happen under the given conditions of political and governmental instability 
[O5]. Later, ECCG mentioned that it expected more of DDNI in this field. Together with the 
representative of MEF, it could ensure a connection with Danube Floodrisk in order to ensure 
continuation. They could, for example, initiate a meeting with decision-makers of MEF [I8]. The 
reaction of MEF is also that the implementation of suggested measures could be one of the pilot 
projects in Danube Floodrisk. The initiative for this should be with DDNI, which is in charge of these 
pilot activities [meeting 23 April 2010]. In the opinion of DDNI, its potential role in follow-up could 
be in preparing detailed studies for various components [D26]. It would like to execute a subsequent 
feasibility study, but depends for on the willingness of politicians to commission it. DDNI is currently 
project partner in Danube Floodrisk and, among others, responsible for the implementation of three 
pilot projects, which will start in 2011. It is planning to use the experiences gained during the Cat’s 
bend project, for example, by organizing something like a Sketch Match [I9]. Alma-Ro approached 
the former State Secretary – who initiated the project and is currently a Member of Parliament – 
about the project. In this position, the person could also not assist in further implementation of the 
project [I6]. 
 
The other direction for follow-up that has been discussed is that the project provides a new 
perspective on flood risk management and public participation. Romanian experts saw various 
possibilities to influence the adoption of such new perspective. DDNI mentioned that they could use 
this perspective on flood risk management in other projects they are involved in [O4]. It considers to 
use the experiences of the project, especially with the Sketch Match, in Danube Floodrisk and in 
other future projects [I9]. ECCG mentioned that it can promote this approach to flood risk 
management in all kind of networks and projects it is involved in (ICPDR expert group, NGO summit 
at EU level, Danube Floodrisk and navigation projects) [O5]. Alma-Ro believed that more NGOs 
should get involved so that they can put pressure on national authorities to adopt this kind of 
approaches to public participation. Alma-Ro could play a role in promoting the method among NGOs 
as they are organizing a forum of  environmental NGOs in Romania [O5]. EECG also expected that 
WWF-DCP could embed the knowledge and experiences of the project in a larger project, such as 
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the LDGC programme [I8]. Alma-Ro suspected that WWF-DCP and ECCG are the strongest 
environmental NGOs in Romania [I6]. WWF-DCP stated the approach is interesting for them to apply 
in subsequent projects and that they also spread the brochure among NGOs and at NARW [I7]. The 
Romanian experts thus mainly see possibilities to raise awareness about the approach and to apply 
the ideas in future projects. Alma-Ro stated that NGOs are the ones that tend to move things and 
strive for transparency, they are often able to change a perspective [I6].  

4.3.3 Romanian stakeholders (including third parties) 
INVOLVEMENT (HUMAN RESOURCES) 

The involvement of stakeholders was as follows. MEF was as project commissioner invited for all 
meetings (including project team meetings). The start-up and evaluation meeting aimed at informing 
and consulting actors with administrative responsibilities. The Sketch Match was meant to actively 
involve people who can contribute local information and knowledge, are open-minded and have 
some understanding of the physical system [O2]. In terms of numbers of participants, the local 
councils (especially of Tulcea County) were most actively involved in the project, followed by 
agencies in various fields. For a detailed overview, see Annex B. Overall, the attention for the project 
diminished, during the start-up all invited participants were represented, during the workshops 
some invitees did not show up and during the last meetings many invitees did not show up. Alma-Ro 
stated that good communication and a good amount of lobbying is crucial to get stakeholders 
involved. As organizers you need to put a lot of effort in these things, e.g. make phone calls and ask 
for written confirmations [I6]. For the Sketch Match, DDNI put a lot of effort in this and received 
written confirmations of all participants. In the end, a few persons did not attend the sessions at all, 
some because of an emergency or because they were ill. The absence of a few people was unknown 
[O3]. One of the Dutch experts especially regrets that participants did not attend all the time, this is 
usually requested from participants in the Netherlands [I3]. In general, the project team was 
satisfied with the participation of the local stakeholders, to have mayors involved, business men and 
persons without any specific interest [I7, I8]. Dutch experts especially perceived the openness of the 
Sketch Match participants as one of the success factors of the project [I4, I5].     
 
Key stakeholder was MEF, who was commissioner of the project. Throughout the project, an advisor 
of MEF participated in meetings with the project team and with stakeholders (except for the last 
project team meeting and the last stakeholder meeting). According to this person, the role of MEF 
would mainly be in implementation of the project [O1]. The first stakeholder meeting was also 
attended by one director of MEF [O2]. In the programme of the Sketch Match it was planned that 
this director would also speak at the start and closure [D21]. As he did not show up, the participating 
advisor spoke a few words on his behalf at the closure of the meeting [O3]. For the last meeting at 
national level, three directors of MEF were invited, but none of them actually participated [D30, O6]. 
The advisor of MEF, who organized the meeting, already told the project leader of DLG on 
beforehand that the timing of the meeting was far from ideal (there was no government in place). 
For DLG, it was no option to postpone the meeting as it had to finalize the project for Partners for 
Water [personal communication 11 December 2009]. According to the Dutch team, it was a pity that 
the State Secretary left just before the start-up. Positive is that still one director attended the first 
stakeholder meeting and that the advisor attended the Sketch Match. The latter was not important 
from a substantive perspective, but probably for the participants. This advisor was also very willing 
to organize the last meeting [I1]. Another observes that MEF was enthusiastic but choose not to play 
a dominant role during the project and is also not taking an active role in implementation [I2]. 
During the last project meeting, Alma-Ro mentioned that it is a pity that there was no State 
Secretary present during any of the meetings and that there was also no one from the Ministry 
during the last project team meeting and regional stakeholder meeting [O5]. The last national 
meeting in Bucharest was disappointing for the whole project team. WWF-DCP mentioned that 
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given the importance of MEF in implementation, it expected some decision-makers of MEF, such as 
directors or a State Secretary to be present, during the meeting in Bucharest [I8]. Alma-Ro observed 
that they declared their willingness to participate, but that the project is at the same time perceived 
as a project of the former State Secretary. It does not accept any ownership of the project results 
[I6].   

KNOWLEDGE (INFORMATION RESOURCES AND EXPERTISE) 

The most important sources of information for preparing the design concepts have been the 
participants of the workshops. As most of the participants were working or living in the area, they 
had a lot of practical knowledge of the area. This did not only concern the present political, socio-
economic and natural system, many participants also had a lot of knowledge about how the 
situation used to be. They know who owns the lands, who employs the people, how well-
consolidated the dikes are, which natural resources are available, where the pumping stations for 
irrigation are located, what kind of agriculture exists, the transportation network and so on. For a 
detailed description of the kind of knowledge that was contributed during the workshop, see the 
workshop report (Vinke-de Kruijf 2009a). The type of information that is contested most often 
relates to the profitability of various economic activities, especially various types of agriculture and 
fishery [O3]. In addition to the information that was contributed by stakeholders during the Sketch 
Match, HKV also approached RWB-Prut and RWB-Siret for some hydraulic data. 
 
An expert of DLG mentioned that the availability of knowledge in Romania was not disappointing, 
they had a clear view on how they could technically deal with the issues that were discussed [I3]. 
HKV had been missing some specific knowledge on the environment, river hydraulics and the sub 
surface (e.g. groundwater and salinization) [I3].  

FUNDING (FINANCIAL RESOURCES) 

During the project itself, the availability of financial resources imposed some problems as the project 
budget did not include translation and insufficient budget for catering and accommodation needs. 
The Dutch team expected that this could be provided locally, but funds of local representatives 
appeared to be little [D22]. The County Council of Galaţi provided some support by taking care of the 
location of the first stakeholder meeting, a museum in Galaţi. ECCG accommodated meetings of the 
project team [I9]. The last meeting in Bucharest was accommodated by MEF [O6].  
 
As regards continuation of the project, DLG mentioned that billions of EU funds will become 
available for water projects in Romania [D1]. However, already during the first project team 
meeting, a lack of funding was mentioned as one of the main bottlenecks for further project 
implementation. Practical problems were also expected if owners had to give up their land. It was 
noticed that there is not enough money in Romania to compensate owners for this [O1]. During the 
first stakeholder meeting, funding is again one of the topics for discussion. One of the mayors stated 
that local authorities financially depend on national authorities, especially on their political 
willingness. The representative director of MEF concluded the meeting with the notion that MEF 
only received a very small share of the national budget, which means that it is hardly possible to 
continue any project that is not externally funded [O1]. Only one month later (March 2009), the 
Romanian government approached the IMF for a loan to cope with the consequences of the 
economic crisis. This loan was approved in May 2009. However, even with this assistance 2009 and 
2010 were extremely difficult years for Romania (IMF Survey Online 2009).  
 
During the last meetings, the availability and accessibility of funds became again one of the main 
topics for discussion. NIHWM mentioned that it would be interested to be part of the 
implementation team and that it could also access EU funds for this. A local representative 
mentioned that funds are mostly distributed via national authorities and that local authorities hardly 
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benefit from these funds [O5]. During the last meeting, the participating mayor stated that he hopes 
that the project can be implemented with EU funds and that he supports the idea that local 
communities also contribute with some funds to the project implementation [O6]. WWF-DCP 
expected that local authorities are eligible for EU funds that are allocated to the implementation of 
Natura 2000 [I7]. According to ECCG, there was very little it could do in terms of follow-up as it has 
no funds at all. Local authorities also lack funding to continue the project. Governmental 
organizations also have less incentive to initiate EU projects as the extra bonuses for being involved 
in EU projects have been cut. Just like NGOs, they also struggle with co-funding requirements. The 
actor that should start raising funds is MEF. The actual problem is not a lack of funds, although many 
actors are complaining about this, but the lack of coordination between various governance levels 
and of information. Governmental actors have difficulties to connect information and lack capacity 
[I8].  

POWER TO GET THINGS DONE (INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES) 

This research did not include any interviews with Romanian stakeholders afterwards. Hence, our 
analysis whether the right actors were involved mostly depends on the judgment of the Romanian 
experts. Of these experts, especially ECCG and DDNI had an important role in selecting the 
stakeholders to be involved. According to ECCG with the involvement of mayors and business 
representatives, the most influential local stakeholders were involved [I8]. According to DDNI also 
the right stakeholders have been involved [I9]. WWF-DCP was mostly critical about the lack of 
involvement of decision-makers of MEF during the last meeting [I7]. According to Alma-Ro, the list of 
invited stakeholders was very complete and included a wide variety of different stakeholders. In the 
actual participation of stakeholders a strong voice of NGOs was missing. It would have been better if 
more NGOs would have been involved from regional level, to be successful you need to work at local 
and regional level, NGOs could put pressure on these levels [I9]. ECCG noted that there are only a 
very small number of environmental NGOs in the area [O4]. This means that this kind of resources 
were just not available.  
 
The project itself concerned the development of a plan and was commissioned by MEF. Local and 
regional authorities also played an important role during the project. The question is what kind of 
authority would have the power to implement such project. During one of the first meetings, the 
advisor of MEF already shared that MEF will mainly have a role in implementation, but that this 
aspect will be difficult [O1]. During the first stakeholder meeting, the discussion also concentrates 
often on the division of roles and responsibilities between local versus national authorities. 
According to local authorities there is no real decentralization, they therefore depend on the 
political willingness of national authorities to get things done. The representative of MEF warns that 
MEF itself is also having very limited funds because of the economic situation [O2]. In their 
evaluation forms about the Sketch Match, DDNI stated that the initiative for follow-up should be at 
the Ministry, ECCG stated that follow-up should be secured by any actor who gets paid for this, MEF 
stated that the right persons should do something with the information at the right time. MEF can 
contribute to follow-up by applying the same methods in similar situations [D23, D26, D27]. In the 
brochure and during the last meeting, the representative of MEF did not pay any attention to the 
question of  follow-up [O6] (DLG 2009). The reaction of MEF in the evaluation form shows that the 
use of the Sketch Match is controversial. Various interested persons and policy makers do not agree 
with this kind of processes [D27]. According to DDNI, there is a controversy between the owners of 
agricultural land versus local inhabitants and ecology-oriented actors. Politicians tend to support 
economic interests, which are connected to the ownership of agricultural land [I9].     
 
When the continuation of the project is discussed in the project team, various stakeholders are 
mentioned as having the power to get things done. It is concluded that the next step is about 
funding, which could come from the national budget, EU funds or other sources. ECCG argued that 
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local stakeholders should start doing something with their own resources instead of waiting for the 
national government. At the same time, was observed that they need support in raising funds. It also 
suggests to cooperate with the private sector, as is done at ICPDR level. DDNI mentioned that 
support should be raised at national level when looking for resources for implementation. Some EU 
funds are only accessible for water authorities, but others, such as the ones focusing on biodiversity 
are also accessible to others. According to Alma-Ro, NGOs and the national association of 
municipalities could play a role in further dissemination of the participatory methods used [O4]. 
During the regional meeting, the representatives of NIHWM stated that their institute could play a 
role in implementation as they are eligible for EU funds. The most concrete opportunity is very soon, 
for this opportunity a letter of interest has to be prepared within one week. It expected that co-
funding (15%) could be arranged by MEF, MAI and local councils. A mayor suggested that the 
communities in the area establish an association for cooperation, so that they have a stronger 
position. Another mayors emphasized the importance of a lobby at MEF. One of the participants 
stated that the organization who initiated the project, MEF, should also continue with it. That no one 
of MEF was present at the meeting led to confusion of this participant [O5]. During the last meeting 
in Bucharest, DLG emphasized that stakeholders are enthusiastic and would like to continue. This 
was confirmed also by one of the mayors who participated in the meeting. Alma-Ro strengthened 
this point by emphasizing that stakeholders involved want and expect that the results will be 
implemented. Local and regional authorities would like to establish an association. Support of the 
national government and MEF is, however, indispensable. MEF is the focal point, but support from 
other ministries is also expected. NGOs could play an important role in supporting the ideas on 
stakeholder participation. WWF-DCP added that the project is important both for local stakeholders 
as well as for national authorities in relation to the implementation of the EU directives on water 
and floods [O6]. The general opinion of various actors was that both local and regional stakeholders 
have the power to do things, especially if they establish a joint association. Support of national level, 
with MEF as focal point, is indispensible also for co-funding. According to DDNI, there is a saying in 
Romania that everything needs a stamp of the Parliament [I9].   

4.3.4 Synthesis 
The role of various actors in the project diverged in several cases from what was expected by the 
actors themselves and by other actors. The Dutch team invested more in terms of human resources 
than it expected. Further, HKV played an unexpectedly important role on GIS-related aspects of the 
project. Based on previous project experiences, DDNI attributed itself considerable expertise in the 
fields of 3-D GIS and hydraulic modelling. The expertise contributed by DDNI in these fields was less 
than expected by the Dutch experts. One possible explanation for this is that the gradual increasing 
role of DDNI in this (facilitating and executing instead of contributing) was not well communicated 
with DDNI. Another possible explanation is that DDNI interpreted the level of expertise differently. 
The impression of DDNI was that the 3-D GIS component was limited to providing a basis for the 
hydraulic modelling activities of HKV, whereas the Dutch team also planned for 3-D GIS interactive 
visualizations. During the project, WWF-DCP was more on the background than expected. It 
perceived that its role was more at the national level, once the project was finished. The role of 
ECCG also differed from what was expected, it contributed relatively a lot to organizational aspects. 
The only actor that more or less fulfilled its expected role was Alma-Ro. Note that it was also not 
very clear to all experts what kind of role was expected from other experts as this was not 
communicated. 
 
All resources are potentially sources of power. Whether or not this is the case depends not only on 
attributions by others, but also on its relative importance and potential substitutability. The Dutch 
access to funds, its unique expertise (not available in Romania) and easy access to high-level 
authorities were in this sense sources of power. What they could not contribute was the context-
specific expertise that was needed to implement the project. This includes the access of ECCG and 
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WWF-DCP to the policy network, the access of DDNI and ECCG to the local population and the 
experience of Alma-Ro in facilitation of participatory processes. Unique was also the openness and 
local knowledge of the Sketch Match participants. What seems to be beyond the capacity of all these 
stakeholders is to take the initiative in implementation of the project results. It is widely agreed 
upon that this is only possible if national, regional and local authorities pool their resources. Local 
actors suggested to establish an association with local and regional authorities to pool their 
resources. However, they also need support at national level. No promise in such direction was given 
during the last meeting, which was also understandable as there was no government at that 
moment.   

4.4 Cooperation and interaction between actors involved 
This section presents an overview of the interaction between actors involved and the developments 
in the relational domain. These developments are not directly connected to one of the actor 
characteristics, it is rather a ‘common resource’ that emerges directly from the interaction process 
itself. The last subsection summarizes the main findings on cooperation and interaction between 
actors involved.   

4.4.1 Communication and interaction  
INTENSITY OF INTERACTION 

The project involved a number of interactions between NL actors, between members of the RO-NL 
team and between all actors involved. An overview of all contact moments is presented in Table 2 
(for more information, see also Annex B and Annex C). The NL team met about 4-5 times in the 
Netherlands. Two of these meetings involved representatives of Partners for Water; these meetings 
were also recorded in minutes [D3, D7]. In addition, there were regular bilateral contacts between 
various NL team members [I3, I5]. The RO team had no separate meetings and hardly any bilateral 
contact moments. Only ECCG and DDNI reported that they had bilateral contacts about the project 
organization [I8, I9]. The total project team (NL and RO) had two official meetings, which took place 
when NL experts visited Romania [O1, O4]. Besides this, there were two meetings during the Sketch 
Match, which did involve parts of the project team (on the evening before the first and the second 
day). HKV further visited Romania for two separate missions, a report of the first mission was 
prepared in Dutch [D27]. During these visits they mostly worked at the office of DDNI, but they also 
visited ECCG [D27, I5]. The project leader regularly communicated with various project team 
members by phone and email [I1]. Emails about the planning and content of next meetings were 
send by the project leader to all project team members [e.g. D10-D13, D18-D21, D29-D31].   

Table 2 – Overview of the contact moments during the project 

Group Interaction  
NL team Circa 5 meetings and bilateral contact 
RO team No separate meetings or significant further contact 
NL & RO team 3 times (start-up, design workshop, evaluation 
Experts HKV and DDNI 3 times (start-up and during HKV visits in April and June) 
Local/regional authorities and 
stakeholders  

3 times in changing constellation (start-up, design workshop and 
evaluation) 

National authorities Evaluation (and some during start-up and workshops)  
  
Stakeholders were invited at three points in time: for the start-up, the Sketch Match and the 
evaluation meeting. The start-up and the evaluation meeting were both organized at an afternoon 
(13:00h – 17:00h) in Galaţi. The Sketch Match consisted of two whole days of working sessions 
(including a field study, three design workshops and various plenary sessions). On the morning of 
third day, the landscape architects worked on summarizing the results. There was a plenary 
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presentation of their summary and a lunch afterwards. Participants could stay overnight, which 
three participants actually did, and were served breakfast, lunch and dinner. Except for ECCG, all 
project team members stayed overnight in Măcin.      

COMMUNICATION DURING INTERACTIONS 

Dutch experts are satisfied about their communication in the Netherlands. Communication between 
NL and RO experts was always in English, but was not always sufficient. According to Dutch experts, 
it might have been good to discuss expectations about internal communication [I2] and to pay more 
attention to internal and external communication [I4]. Communication with Romanian partners was 
in some cases difficult because of long response times or incomplete answers [I1]. It was further 
mostly initiated by Dutch experts [I8, I1]. Romanian experts mentioned that it was unclear how 
communication lines were organized during the process [I6]. It was also unclear how the action plan 
would be implemented as this was not communicated [I8].  
 
The NL project team initially expected that stakeholder meetings would also be in English. This 
appeared to be unfeasible. Hence, meetings with stakeholders (regional and national) were 
translated (Romanian-English). During the regional stakeholder meetings, there was simultaneous 
translation by experts of ECCG (who had experience in this). The majority of the Romanian 
stakeholders did not use the headsets for translation [O2 and O5]. The national meeting in Bucharest 
was planned to be in English, but translation was necessary and provided by DDNI and Alma-Ro [O6]. 
During the Sketch Match, translation was mostly provided by ECCG and DDNI, Alma-Ro assisted 
when necessary [O3]. During the sessions, language barriers played a role. According to Dutch 
experts, you could not easily have informal conversations [I5] and had less grip on the process as not 
everything was translated [I3]. For some Dutch experts, language did not really form a barrier as 
they understood quite well what was said in Romanian [I4, I5]. One of them even got the impression 
that the translation did not always  correspond to what was actually said in Romanian [I5]. As 
regards communication with Sketch Match participants, various experts noted that they were open-
minded [O4, I4, I5]. This was also asked from participants; the project team asked for participants 
that not only had some knowledge and understanding of the topic, but were also open-minded [O2]. 
Dutch experts noted that the flexible and open approach of the project team also played a role in 
this[I1, I5]. One of the participants mentioned that the Dutch team was very interested and 
understood the ideas and proposals of the participants [O1]. What various Romanian experts doubt 
is to what extent MEF also gained an understanding of the process [I6, I9]. Alma-Ro suggests that it 
might have been good to arrange some explicit communication between Dutch and Romanian 
governmental organizations [I6]. The final project brochure was afterwards distributed among 
various organizations. There were both an English and a Romanian version, the latter was translated 
by ECCG [I8 and I2]. 

4.4.2 Developments in the relational domain 
On the basis of literature, we expect that relational experiences have a direct influence on the 
willingness to trust. This section therefore pays attention to whether actors already cooperated with 
each other before, how they perceived the cooperation during the project and to what extent they 
would like to cooperate in the future again. A distinction is made between the relations between 
Dutch experts, Romanian actors involved and vice versa.  

DUTCH EXPERTS: DLG AND HKV 

None of the experts involved of HKV and DLG had been cooperating with each other before. One 
DLG expert had not even heard about the firm HKV before [I4]. Another expert noted that HKV and 
DLG never cooperated on the Sketch Match before, but on projects in which, for example, two 
hydrologists were cooperating with each other. DLG implemented Sketch Matches before with other 
parties, but not with HKV [I3]. Experts in both organizations experienced that they had a different 
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way of working. A DLG expert noted that HKV was internationally more experienced and could adapt 
easier. At DLG they had less international experience and they were more careful and uncertain 
about how to approach an organization abroad. As HKV had no experience with the Sketch Match 
there was a need to prepare this also within the Dutch project team [I3]. The Sketch Match was 
indeed very new to HKV. During the preparation phase, HKV experts got the impression that it was 
mainly talking [Email 3 July 2009, I5]. Other aspects that surprised HKV were, for example, that 
during various meetings new experts of DLG got involved and their emphasis on process 
expectations and the need to manage expectations [I5]. Afterwards, both HKV and DLG were very 
positive about their cooperation. An HKV expert noted that the main success factor was the 
landscape architects of DLG. HKV was very enthusiastic about the Sketch Match and about DLG [I5]. 
According to HKV, both organizations agree that they would like to do similar projects again [Email 3 
July 2009]. For DLG, the project certainly forms a basis for cooperation in subsequent projects [I2, 
I3]. 

ROMANIAN EXPERTS: DDNI, ALMA-RO, ECCG AND WWF-DCP  

The three NGOs involved knew each other pretty well. According to ECCG, they had experience with 
the other NGOs in previous joint projects (a project on disaster networks with Alma-Ro and on 
navigation with WWF-DCP). ECCG proposed to invite WWF-DCP and Alma-Ro in the project [I8]. 
Alma-Ro noted that they cooperated well with ECCG in the past. They also knew WWF-DCP from 
other activities; Alma-Ro meets WWF-DCP regularly and also delivered a training for them [I6]. 
According to WWF-DCP, their contacts with ECCG are more intense than with Alma-Ro. They never 
did a joint project with Alma-Ro. With ECCG they are cooperating more closely as both are working 
in the field of water management in Romania [I7]. Alma-Ro is currently involved in the establishment 
of an environmental focus of NGOs Romania. This is meant to enhance cooperation between NGOs; 
it means that about sixty environmental NGOs, including WWF-DCP and Alma-Ro, became 
colleagues of each other [I6]. Cooperation between NGOs and the involvement of NGOs was seen as 
something positive by all of the NGOs. Alma-Ro stated it has been very important to involve NGOs as 
they are open-minded, can understand this type of processes and can put pressure on the 
government. With the involvement of WWF-DCP and ECCG, probably the strongest NGOs have been 
involved [I6]. ECCG also believed that WWF-DCP can play a role in continuation of the process [I7]. 
During the project, the NGOs had no meetings with each other about the project. In retrospect, 
ECCG noted that this would have been a good idea, ECCG could have met WWF-DCP, for example, to 
discuss the project [I8]. The NGOs involved were already having relationships with each other and 
the project probably did not change very much in this relationship.   
 
For ECCG and Alma-Ro it was the first time to cooperate with DDNI. According to ECCG, they 
communicated with DDNI before, but they were never partners in a project. They see each other 
regularly as both attend meetings about wetland restoration or the Danube. Probably they first got 
in contact during a field trip for the LDGC programme. ECCG is positive that DDNI was very open to 
exchange views with NGOs. This is exceptional as governmental organizations do normally not see 
the added value of NGOs. In turn, ECCG also accepted their authority in the area as experts on the 
local situation. DDNI and ECCG communicated a few times about the project, which made ECCG feel 
supported and appreciated, as there was communication, confidence and respect. In addition for the 
regular project meetings, they had no face-to-face meetings, although ECCG was invited for field 
trips. ECCG was, however, disappointed about the visibility of DDNI in the period before the Sketch 
Match and in the evaluation meetings. They also expected that DDNI would play a role in securing 
the project. And despite that there was some communication between them, ECCG sometimes 
wondered about the role of DDNI in the project [I8]. Alma-Ro never cooperated with DDNI and did 
not have any contact with them besides the project team meetings. They suspect that it would not 
have been easy to cooperate more closely with DDNI or MEF. They did not get a clear impression of 
the intentions of DDNI or whether they knew what should be done to get stakeholders involved [I6]. 
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WWF-DCP interacted and cooperated with DDNI before, for example about the feasibility study for 
nature reconstruction works and for projects in the Danube Delta. WWF-DCP perceived them as an 
important research institute for the Danube. In this project, they were very relevant for including the 
local perspective as they know the area very well [I7]. For DDNI the involvement of Alma-Ro came a 
bit as a surprise as they were not part of the initial project proposal. They did not know this NGO 
before, but developed good relations with them during the project. From their perspective Alma-Ro 
facilitated the process very well and is very capable in the field of public participation. DDNI, WWF-
DCP and ECCG were already involved in the preparatory phases of the project. With ECCG, DDNI 
cooperated also during the project in the organization of meetings. With WWF-DCP, DDNI already 
cooperates for about twenty years. They had joint projects (among others about the ecological 
restoration of polders in the Danube Delta) and the project leader also attended courses at WWF 
Germany [I7]. The above shows that whereas the NGOs involved were already used to cooperate 
with each other, this was not the case for DDNI, ECCG and Alma-Ro. The project changed their 
attitudes towards each other mostly in a positive sense. The two clearest examples are that DDNI 
gained trust in the abilities of Alma-Ro in the field of public participation and that ECCG discovered 
that DDNI as a governmental organization was open to cooperation with NGOs.  

DUTCH EXPERTS ABOUT ROMANIAN ACTORS INVOLVED 

At the beginning of the project, the Dutch team did not know any of the Romanian experts. A 
colleague of DLG cooperated with Alma-Ro before and recommended to involve them [I1]. HKV only 
cooperated with NIHWM before, which was one of the participants of the stakeholder meetings [I5]. 
One of the DLG experts noted that trust was developed during the project [I4]. HKV noted that even 
though participants were sceptical, they eventually gained trust in the process [I5]. Dutch experts 
had different opinions about the extent to which this project forms a basis for subsequent projects. 
HKV mentioned that this is not really the case, they would only consider further cooperation with 
Alma-Ro or with NIHWM. Although the personal contacts of HKV with DDNI were good, the actual 
performance of DDNI did not meet the expectations of HKV [I5]. Dutch experts also noted that the 
performance of DDNI raised questions about their expertise and motivation [I3, I4, I5]. Based on 
their project experiences, Dutch experts have little confidence in any future cooperation with DDNI 
[I1, I2, I3, I4, I5]. 
 
All Dutch experts mentioned that they would like to cooperate with Alma-Ro in other projects [I1, I2, 
I3, I4, I5]. One DLG expert noted that there was a chemistry with them from the beginning [I3]. One 
of their experts in particular really understood how the Sketch Match process worked [I3, I4]. DLG 
would also involve them for pragmatic reasons. One expert noted that you certainly need an 
organization, like Alma-Ro, that connects politics and practice [I3]. Another expert noted that you 
need a partner who understands the idea of participation and the methods used. ECCG and Alma-Ro 
have this understanding in Romania [I3]. Another expert noted that he established a basis for 
cooperation with ECCG and Alma-Ro, and also with MEF [I1]. In the opinion of others, ECCG was 
sometimes just too much focused on their own interests and lacking bottom-up and integrated 
thinking [I3, I4]. WWF-DCP stayed at the background during the project [I1, I2, I3, I4, I5]. One expert 
noted that they would need some extra training so that they could better deal with certain issues, 
DLG could maybe have a role in this [I3]. One expert further noted that has trust that some 
individuals can learn how to deal with this kind of issues. However, he has no trust at all in the 
Romanian institutions [I4].  

ROMANIAN ACTORS INVOLVED ABOUT DUTCH EXPERTS 

All Romanian experts did not cooperate with these specific Dutch organizations before, but are 
positive about the cooperation [I6, I7, I8, I9]. DDNI was familiar with the Netherlands and with Dutch 
expertise. They would like to cooperate with both DLG and HKV again, as they liked the way of 
working of both very much [I9]. The chemistry that DLG experienced with Alma-Ro was mutual. 
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Alma-Ro felt a bit uncertain about the late preparations for the Sketch Match. This was eventually no 
problem as the Dutch team was very flexible and they both were speaking in the same terms. 
Cooperation was therefore easy, which enabled the facilitators also to discuss fast and act upon 
group dynamics. The cooperation worked well and they would definitely involve the landscape 
architects again in a similar project [I9]. WWF-DCP would also support the idea to involve Dutch 
experts again in similar projects as they have unique expertise [I7]. ECCG was impressed about how 
the Dutch team implemented the Sketch Match, especially that it was very practical, which would 
probably not have been the case for other foreign partners [I8].  
 
The Romanian experts shared during stakeholder meetings that they were happy with the Dutch 
involvement. DDNI mentioned that the Dutch are experts in the field of flood risk management [O2]. 
They also tried to reduce the scepticism among Romanian stakeholders about the involvement of 
Dutch experts and their expertise (see sub-sections 4.2.3 and 4.3.1). During the first day of the 
Sketch Match, Alma-Ro noted in their reflection that the Dutch experts proved during the workshops 
that they were not arrogant, as was suggested during the field visit, they were really supportive 
instead [O3]. Also during the last stakeholder meeting, Alma-Ro noted that the Dutch team did not 
come up with pre-defined solutions, but that they facilitated a joint working process [O5]. One of the 
participants stated that there was a great difference in the Dutch and Romanian way of thinking, but 
that he is very happy with the results and that he had been involved in the project [O6]. During the 
last meetings, there were critical comments on the calculations of HKV [O5]. For HKV this was 
perceived as a sign of interest and appreciated it. They also enjoyed it when one of the participants 
specifically asked them during the workshops to calculate the effects of a certain solution. This 
meant that they noticed that the calculations were of added value [I5]. Eventually, all interviewed 
Sketch Match participants confirmed that the involvement of Dutch experts was of added value for 
the process [I0]. 

4.4.3 Synthesis 
This section shows that the project also had an effect on aspects that are not directly connected to 
one of the characteristics of actors involved. This effect is hardly visible for, for example, the 
Romanian NGOs that cooperated with each other before. Most of the other experts involved had no 
relationship with each other before the project. What probably forms an important prerequisite for 
the establishment of a basis for further cooperation is that actors actually worked together. Dutch 
experts, for example, do still not know whether they would like to cooperate again with WWF-DCP. 
ECCG communicated several times with DDNI, which established a relationship that did not exist 
before the project. In case of clear expectations of another actors’ contributions, the willingness to 
cooperate largely depends on the extent to which the other actor performed below, according to or 
above these expectations. This is, for example, the reason that Dutch experts would like to 
cooperate with Alma-Ro again, but not with DDNI and maybe with ECCG. On the Romanian side, it 
was unknown what to expect from the landscape architects and their expertise. On the basis of the 
process, they concluded that their expertise was very relevant, but not available in Romania. They 
gained trust in the capacity of these experts and seriously consider cooperation with them again.  
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5 Further examination and evaluation  
This chapter reflects on the implementation, results, short-term follow-up and effectiveness of Cat’s 
bend project. Section 5.1 reflects on the implementation of project activities, actor involvement and 
the integration of expertise. Section 5.2 provides an overview of the project results. It distinguishes 
between collective results, results in the motivational, cognitive and resources domain, and results 
related to the application of Dutch expertise. Section 5.3 presents the expected and actual follow-up 
activities of the project on the short-term. This information is used to examine the effectiveness of 
the project in relation to actor-specific goals, project-specific goals and programme goals. To what 
extent certain characteristics of the process and its outcomes contributed to the achievement of 
these goals is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. The general theoretical background of this 
chapter is presented in subsection 1.4.3.  

5.1 Project implementation 
This section concentrates on the process, i.e. the variables between input and output. It pays specific 
attention to evaluative questions, such as, to what extent were process elements implemented as 
planned and to the quality of its implementation on the basis of judgments of experts involved. It 
concentrates on the following aspects of the process: (1) implementation of project activities; (2) 
actor involvement; and (3) integration of expertise.  

5.1.1 Implementation of project activities 
PREPARATIONS AND START-UP 

During exploratory meetings between DLG and MEF, it was decided that a joint project would focus 
on flood risk management. A project proposal for Partners for Water was submitted in September 
2007. The first project activities started about one year later, which was about three years after the 
first project preparations started. The first meeting would initially take place in the end of 2008. As 
there was insufficient time to send all invitations on time, the start-up meetings were aborted and 
postponed to 2009 [email 18 December 2009]. The plan was that two Dutch experts would come to 
Romania to spend one day in the region and one day in Bucharest. It was eventually decided to visit 
Romania with three experts and to spend two days in the region. To compensate for the 
participation of one extra expert, a mission by one expert to Romania to prepare the area interviews 
was left out. DLG further experiences that the preparation of the participatory process took more 
time than expected, which meant that it was difficult to stay within the project budget [D22]. Among 
the expected outcomes of each of the first two project phases (project preparations and Sketch 
Match preparation) were a process and decision document [D2]. These documents were never 
prepared. The main result of the start-up meetings was that more insight was gained in the actual 
pressing problems in the region. Based on this result, the project scope was widened [D22]. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SKETCH MATCH 

One of the main project activities was to actively involved various stakeholders in a series of design 
workshops. The design of these workshops was based on the Sketch Match methodology, which was 
developed by DLG. During the preparations of the Sketch Match, various activities were 
implemented differently as planned. Firstly, it was decided to organize a pre-workshop in the 
Netherlands as HKV had no experience with the method at all. One expert noted afterwards, that it 
would have been good to organize such a pre-workshop also in Romania [I4]. One Romanian expert 
confirmed this need; the process eventually went pretty fast and there was very little time for 
preparing the Sketch Match [I7]. Another expert explained that the number of days in Romania were 
very limited. These days were therefore mostly used for the content, which was good as this also 
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resulted in a good Sketch Match [I2]. A preparatory workshop was thus not given priority because of 
the limited time available in Romania.  
 
One of the expected substantive inputs of the Sketch Match were the results of the area interviews. 
To be more time efficient, these interviews were prepared in cooperation between DDNI and DLG 
via email. DDNI executed the interviews as was planned and also prepared a questionnaire. DDNI did 
not manage to prepare a report (as was agreed), but sent a short summary by email [email 29 May 
2009]. One DLG expert mentioned that the idea to execute these interviews was initially not in the 
project plan. They were added to gain more insight in the actual problems in the area. In the end, 
the interview results have hardly been used (at least by the Dutch team) [I3]. A DDNI expert noted 
that the interviews helped to understand the main conflicts and problems in the area and were 
useful as a preparation for the Sketch Match [I9]. However, the very brief report made the 
interviews hardly useful for the other experts .  
 
During the start-up, it was initially decided that the Sketch Match would be organized on 18-20 May 
2009. These dates were postponed with one Month because of full agendas of Dutch project team 
members [email 30 March 2009]. Potential locations for organizing the Sketch Match were visited by 
HKV during their first mission in April. One of the issues was that the budget did not include 
accommodation and catering costs as it was expected that local authorities could cover these costs 
[D22]. Eventually, the sessions were organized in a lyceum (with adjacent accommodation), which 
was not in use because of summer holidays. The Dutch experts further expected that DDNI would 
prepare the maps that would be used as a basis. Eventually, HKV played a major role in this [I1-I5].  
   
Both experts and stakeholders had their doubts about the use of the Sketch Match method in 
Romania (see section 4.2). Despite these doubts, the Sketch Match itself was almost fully 
implemented as planned. One difference was that not there was a need for translation, as it was not 
feasible to organize the workshops in English. Translation was not budgeted for and done by 
Romanian experts involved [I2, D22, O3]. Another difference is that it was decided to involve one 
more landscape architect, which allowed for a larger number of participants. Eventually, not all 
invitees showed up and not all participants attended all workshops. Hence, the number of groups 
was still reduced from four to three groups [I2, O3]. The involvement of an extra landscape architect 
has probably been good as this was perceived as their involvement was perceived as an important 
success factor [I5, I8]. To implement the Sketch Match as planned has also been a good choice, as all 
participants agree that it was a huge success and had high-quality results.  

HYDRAULIC MODELLING AND 3-D GIS VISUALIZATION 

In addition to the participatory process, the project also included a technical component, which was 
the calculation and visualization of the consequences of various flood protection scenarios. The basis 
for these component was the development of a hydraulic model based on the Sobek model that was 
developed by DDNI to support the REED study [D2]. According to HKV, the model they received did 
not generate credible outcomes (calculated and measured values did not correspond). As HKV 
experts were unable to solve this, they decided to calculate the consequences with a very basic Excel 
model [I5]. The advantage of this approach was that HKV could run the model during the design 
workshops [D28]. According to an HKV expert, the created model and the available data were 
sufficient to estimate the consequences of various scenarios. However, if they did spend less time on 
the development of GIS maps, they would have had time to develop a better model. It is, however, 
not really an issue as any model would be elaborated further during follow-up [I5]. 
 
The project plan describes that the results of the hydraulic model would be visualized in GIS-based 
interactive 3-D models, with which DLG is having experience [D2]. This component was eventually 
abandoned. The progress report reads that the visualizations specifically aimed to visualize flood risk 
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scenarios. As the project scope was widened, these visualizations would provide a too narrow 
presentation of the results [D28]. Reactions of HKV and DLG sketch a slightly different picture. One 
DLG expert noted that he had doubts about this component from the beginning; to make such 
visualizations requires a very good digital terrain model, which might not be available [I3]. An HKV 
expert explained that the digital terrain model was available. The problem was that the resolution 
was very high, which made the files difficult to handle. The combination of various maps to create a 
map of the region created a file that was very large. To reduce the resolution of the model appeared 
to be difficult as well [I5]. The expert interviews also revealed that DLG expected that HKV would 
take care of this component [I2]. The experience of HKV experts in this field was limited and they 
had expected DDNI to take care of the visualizations. Only during the project, HKV experts 
discovered that DDNI experts had also limited GIS expertise [I5]. DDNI appeared to have had the 
impression that the 3-D GIS component was just about providing a 3-D model as a basis for the 
hydraulic model [I9]. Eventually, the 3-D GIS data was only used as a basis for the hydraulic model 
and for the area maps. Besides that the visualizations became less important after widening of the 
project scope, they were probably also not prepared because experts involved had less GIS expertise 
as expected. The lack of visualization with 3-D interactive models never really formed a problem as 
the scenarios were visualized by the landscape architects.  

EVALUATION AND DISSEMINATION 

The last phases of the project included the preparation of a project presentation and brochure, an 
evaluation meeting with Sketch Match participants and presentations to decision-makers, potential 
financers of follow-up projects and other relevant organizations [D2]. The initial plan was to have 
two missions: one for evaluation of the Sketch Match and one for the presentation of results. 
Already at the beginning of the project, it was decided to combine these activities in one mission. As 
the project started later as expected, it was also decide to leave out a presentation at the World 
Water Forum [D22]. The plan to give a presentation at the ICPDR was also left out.  
 
At the start-up meeting, it was agreed that the evaluation meeting would be in the end of June. As 
the Sketch Match was postponed, it was agreed with the Sketch Match participants to organize the 
evaluation meeting in September 2009 [O3]. After the design workshops, the landscape architects 
therefore directly started to prepare the project brochure [I3]. However, as DLG experts were very 
busy in September, the month passed without any activity [I1]. In October, a project evaluation form 
(to be filled out by Romanian experts) and the draft of the brochure was sent around. In the same 
period, it was also decided to organize the project closing meetings in December [Emails 2 and 9 
October 2009]. The person involved of MEF later asked to postpone the last meeting because the 
Romanian government collapsed. This was not possible as the project had to be finalized for 
Partners for Water [O6]. The initial plan was that the meeting would involve officials, such as the 
State Secretary of MEF and a director of NARW. Also because of the political crisis, none of these 
decision-makers was present at the last meeting. Various experts involved noted that the timing of 
the last meeting was wrong [I4, I9] as it took place in a political vacuum [I3, O4]. On the other hand, 
it was also noted that it is hard to say whether it would have made a difference if the meeting would 
have been earlier or later. It is always hard to select the right moment for these things [I9]. During 
the meetings, the project brochure was disseminated. Although the budget did not include the 
translation of the brochure into Romanian, DLG eventually decided to print an English and Romanian 
version [I1]. The latter has probably been a good choice, as many Romanians have difficulties to 
understand an English text.    

5.1.2 Actor involvement 
This subsection reflects on the involvement of experts and stakeholders. For details about the 
involvement of various actors, we refer to section 4.3 and to annexes B and C.  
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DUTCH EXPERTS 

The project involved experts from the governmental organization DLG and the consultancy firm HKV. 
As regards the involvement of DLG, the persons that participated changed several times during the 
project, the number of visits to Romania reduced from five to three and the Sketch Match involved 
more landscape architects. In addition, the project leader stopped working at DLG and could 
therefore not complete the project. The participation of HKV experts was very consistent throughout 
the project. What changed in their involvement was that they decided to go earlier to Romania. For 
this, they divided one long mission into two separate, shorter missions. They also joined the last 
mission, which was not planned [D22 and D28]. In total, seven experts of DLG visited Romania to 
participate in meetings and workshops. The project leader also visited Romania once before the 
project started. This visit was really appreciated by DDNI [I9]. At least one expert of HKV always 
attended the interactive activities. In addition, two HKV experts also spend some time working at 
DDNI. A DDNI expert mentioned that these periods during which HKV and DDNI experts were 
working side-by-side were very enlightening [I9]. Several Dutch experts noted that to actually spend 
sufficient time in Romania is highly important [I1, I3, I5].  

ROMANIAN EXPERTS 

The participation of various Romanian experts during the project was as follows. Of DDNI about six 
people have been involved in organizational and technical activities, circa four of them participated 
in meetings and workshops. One person of ECCG was involved in organizational activities, three 
persons participated in meetings and workshops. Two persons of Alma-Ro were involved in the 
facilitation of meetings and workshops. One person of WWF-DCP was involved in meetings and 
workshops (note that another colleague has been involved during project preparations). DDNI was 
the main counterpart, but their actual contributions were less than expected. Various Dutch experts 
concluded that next time they would pay more attention to the development of working relations 
and to be very clear about what you expect from counterparts {I1, I2, I4, I5]. The other parties 
involved were all NGOs. One NGO noted afterwards that strong voice of NGOs has been lacking, 
even though the strongest NGOs (ECCG and WWF-DCP) were involved [I6]. One underlying problem 
is that there are relatively few NGOs in the area (e.g. compared to central Romania) [I8]. Next, WWF-
DCP did not have a strong voice during the project. This might also be explained by the fact that the 
role of WWF-DCP was unclear to their representative [I7]. ECCG was occupied with many 
organizational things during various meetings and workshops and was very busy in the project 
period [I9]. One of the problems in the project design might have been that NGOs were expected to 
play a double role: to articulate interests and to organize the project. One of the Dutch experts 
noted that it might be better to involve NGOs for their knowledge and not for the organization of the 
process [I4].     

STAKEHOLDERS 

For our analysis of stakeholder involvement, we distinguish between actors at national, regional and 
local level. The project was started with the support of the former State Secretary of MEF and a civil 
servant of MEF. As beneficiary, MEF was closely involved in the development of the project plan (see 
2.3.1). However, following legislative elections in November 2008, this executive was replaced. The 
newly appointed has never been involved in the project. During the project, MEF was mainly 
represented by a civil servant, who recently became responsible for international cooperation. In 
addition, one director attended the first stakeholder meeting (see 4.3.3). Civil servants and 
executives of MEF and other Ministries were especially invited for the last meeting. Only a few of 
them were actually represented, which was understandable as there was no government. No actor 
at ministerial level eventually committed oneself to the project results. This might also be related to 
the fact that the REELD study itself is controversial: the study was never implemented, even though 
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the governmental decision for this was already taken (see also 2.1.3). The reaction of the MEF 
representative insinuates that there is also no support for the project in Cat’s bend [D27].  
 
NARW is another national actor that was expected to be actively involved with representatives of 
national level and basin level (RWB Prut and RWB Dobrogea-Litoral) [D1]. The project leader 
explained that NARW would initially be the main counterpart. As DDNI was more eager to 
participate, they eventually became the main counterpart. The project leader tried to get them more 
involved, but the contacts were kind of difficult [I1]. During one of the first project meetings, the 
Partners for Water advisor noted that it was important to involve NARW more, for example, by 
establishing an advisory board. It was also noted that planning was the responsibility of NARW and 
could possibly create tensions [D7]. During the first meeting, NARW delegated its representation to 
RWB-Prut. This branch has been actively involved in the project; it participated during meetings, 
during the design workshops and provided data. RWB-Dobrogea Litoral participated during the first 
stakeholder meeting, but were not interested to participate in the design workshops. NARW also has 
under its authority NIHWM, which was represented at the start-up and evaluation meeting (regional 
and national). Their representatives had various ideas for potential follow-up. In an interview, one of 
their directors noted that the project could be implemented with funds of SOP ENV – axis 5. Both 
NARW and NIHWM are eligible for these funds (DDNI not) [meeting 22 April 2010].  
 
The project plan foresees that the following regional actors would be involved: the prefectures and 
regional EPA of Galaţi County and Tulcea County [D1]. Note that the interest of both counties is 
totally different. The idea is to create more space for the river in Tulcea County, so that the safety of 
Galaţi improves. The project area is probably also selected on request of the Prefecture of Galaţi 
(during the preparations there has been a meeting at the Prefecture, which was also attended by the 
State Secretary [I9]). The Prefecture, the County Council and EPA of Galaţi were both represented 
during the regional meetings. Note that once the project started, the Prefecture and the President of 
the County Council were both just replaced. During the first regional meeting, Tulcea County was 
represented by its Prefecture and County Council. EPA of Tulcea partly participated in the design 
workshops and attended the last regional meeting. In addition, civil servants of both County Councils 
participated in the design workshops. Although regional actors participated in the process, their 
involvement was rather passive.  
 
Most actively involved were local actors of Tulcea County. Various mayors played an active role 
during the regional meetings and the design workshops. A selection of actors that work and live in 
the area was further actively involved in the design workshops. They were also the ones that 
expressed their commitment to the project results. According to DLG experts, the institutional 
embedding of the project differed in various ways from the Netherlands. In the Netherlands, design 
workshops usually include more representatives of various layers of government, in this case 
participation was mostly limited to the local level. The project would further have been organized as 
an inter-ministerial project. Politicians usually take the initiative to safeguard further continuation 
upon the project results [I2, I3, I4]. A DLG expert concluded that the project commissioner should 
have been more clear about the framework of the project, the project should have involved actors 
from all administrative layers and should have focused on the next step (including resources) [I4].  

5.1.3 Integration of expertise 
PROJECT CONTENT (SUBSTANTIVE EXPERTISE) 

According to the work plan, the project would be implemented mainly by DLG and HKV. Substantive 
contributions are expected from ECCG and WWF-DCP (knowledge about the area) and DDNI (data 
research, hydraulic modelling and 3-D GIS models). The work plan also includes ‘expert consultation 
and feedback’ moments for the modelling activities [D2]. This probably refers to feedback by water 
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managers, but this does not become completely clear from the plan. These feedback moments were 
not executed as explicit as they are in the project plan.  
 
That the project would focus on flood risk management was during the project preparations agreed 
upon by DLG and MEF. It was later decided that the project would especially focus on the 
development of a regional spatial plans, which would be supported by hydraulic calculations and GIS 
visualizations. During the first meetings in Romania, it soon appeared that floods form rather a 
minor problem (at least in this area) in the perceptions of other Romanian actors involved. According 
to Romanian experts, more important problems are landownership, hydro-morphological 
alterations, unequal access to resources and desertification [O1, D14]. Romanian stakeholders added 
especially problems related to agriculture and the socio-economic situation of the area. It was even 
argued that floods were no problem in this region and that it did not make sense to solve flood 
problems in the region. What stakeholders hoped for was a plan that would contribute to the 
development of various domains (nature, social and economic) in the region [O3]. Based on their 
first visit to Romania, Dutch experts already had some ideas about possible solutions. What they did 
not realize is that agriculture was that important to stakeholders in the area [I4]. During the Sketch 
Match, it was therefore decided that one group would focus on creating more space for the river, 
another group on irrigation for agriculture and another group on various other topics [O3]. Although 
the project scope was widened, it was eventually still focused on creating more space for water in 
the area. Especially HKV emphasized the need to stick to the latter topic as this was also the 
assignment of the project team [I3, I5].    
 
The spatial plans that were developed integrated substantive knowledge of various experts and 
stakeholders. The development of substantive outcomes was guided by substantive knowledge of 
HKV and DLG. HKV contributed especially technical know-how, i.e. how to model and calculate the 
effects of potential solutions on the Danube water level and how to prepare maps. DDNI supported 
them in these fields. Both DLG and HKV contributed with ideas about how to deal with water 
management issues. These ideas were mostly inspired by their Dutch experiences with creating 
more space for the river. The experts involved had no context-specific expertise on the problem and 
potential solutions in Romania. This expertise was provided by Romanian experts and stakeholders. 
Of the experts involved, especially DDNI and ECCG had context-specific knowledge about problems 
and conflicts of interest in the region. The basis of the regional spatial plans was developed during 
the Sketch Match on the basis of context-specific knowledge of local and regional stakeholders. They 
had extensive knowledge about the current and historical situation, including the main conflicts of 
interest. Knowledge on water management in the region was mostly contributed by RWB Prut. 
WWF-DCP contributed some knowledge on ecology (see also 4.3). Note that MEF was only involved 
in formulating the project and did not play a role in the development of substantive outcomes. 

PROCESS MANAGEMENT (PROCEDURAL AND POLITICAL EXPERTISE) 

One of the explicit goals of the project was to develop the integrated spatial plans in cooperation 
with regional stakeholders. This includes the application of procedural expertise (the organization 
and management of the stakeholder activities) and  political expertise (dealing with the policy 
network). Invitations for the meetings were prepared by DLG and than translated and distributed by 
DDNI. Experts of DDNI also made sure that stakeholders confirmed their participation and arranged 
transportation for Sketch Match participants if necessary. Project team meetings were organized by 
ECCG, which also organized the location of the start-up meeting. DDNI, HKV and ECCG have been 
involved in selecting a location for the Sketch Match. The final location was suggested by DDNI, 
which also made most practical arrangements. The location and catering of the last regional meeting 
were organized by DDNI and ECCG, respectively. The last meeting (the one at the national level) was 
fully organized by MEF. 
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During the meetings, DDNI was usually welcoming stakeholders and providing materials, ECCG was 
translating and DLG and Alma-Ro were facilitating. The set-up of the meetings was based on the 
Dutch-based experiences of DLG with the application of the Sketch Match method. The method was 
a form of general procedural knowledge and used to design and organize the process. None of the 
actors involved had any experience with the application of the method and DLG had no experience 
with applying the method in Romania. Because of this lack of experience, DLG decided to involve 
Alma-Ro, an NGO with extensive experience in facilitation of stakeholder participation in Romania. In 
practice, it meant that DLG provided the general format of the meetings and facilitated the working 
groups during the Sketch Match. Alma-Ro facilitated the plenary sessions during the Sketch Match 
and various plenary discussions during project team meetings and regional meetings.  
 
Connecting the project to the policy network means that the right actors had to be involved at the 
right moment. The general outline of the participatory process was prepared by DLG on the basis of 
their experiences with stakeholder participation in the Netherlands. To determine what kind of 
stakeholders had to be involved in the Romanian setting they were drawing on the context-specific 
expertise of various organizations. A first stakeholder analysis was prepared by ECCG, which had 
knowledge of the policy network at various levels (i.e. Prut river basin, national level and Danube 
river basin level). DDNI made the selection of stakeholders to be interviewed and stakeholders to be 
involved in the Sketch Match. The latter selection was also done in consultation with mayors of the 
region. As regards follow-up of the project, DLG experts shared their Dutch experiences and 
Romanian experts and various Sketch Match participants shared what would be possible in Romania. 
The overall pattern is that the Dutch general procedural and political expertise was providing the 
framework, which was filled out mostly by context-specific expertise by Romanian experts. The role 
of Romanian stakeholders was slightly increasing towards the end of the project.       

ROMANIAN ACTORS ABOUT DUTCH EXPERTISE 

From the beginning of the project, Romanian experts perceived Dutch expertise as something highly 
valuable. As section 4.1.2 (on motivations) shows, all experts involved wanted to learn from it. The 
main expert involved of DDNI once heard about the ‘Room for the River’ approach during a Dutch-
Romanian event and also visited the Netherlands once. In his perception, this approach was closely 
related to the concept of ecological restoration DDNI had been working with. The concept was very 
useful in Romania, during the 2006-floods, you could actually observe that there was not enough 
space for the Danube. What the Sketch Match involved was unclear to DDNI, but they got a better 
understanding of the method when the project leader visited Romania and gave a presentation 
about it. They were interested to learn about it as they expected it could be very useful tool in the 
field of spatial planning in Romania [I9]. The interest of the NGOs involved was mostly to learn from 
Dutch experts about the implementation of the Sketch Match as a participatory method [O1].  
 
Some of the Romanian stakeholders were also interested to learn about the Dutch approach to flood 
risk management. However, as 4.1.3 and 4.2.3 show, they also doubted the intentions of Dutch 
experts and the usefulness of Dutch expertise. Some expressed that they expected the Dutch team 
to use them to create more space for the rivers. They were afraid that this would take their incomes 
or result in isolation of their village [O1, O3]. They wondered if Dutch experts wanted to give their 
created polders back to the river, just as they did in their own country. [I5]. Another expert was 
positive about Dutch expertise (based on experiences with another Dutch-Romanian project), but 
foresaw problems with getting all stakeholders involved [O2]. Stakeholders further wondered 
whether the ‘Dutch’ solutions could be applied in Romania as circumstances were so different [O3]. 

5.2 Project results 
This section presents an overview of the results of the project. A distinction is made between 
collective results (including tangible products, negotiated knowledge and results in the relational 
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domain) and actor-specific results in the motivational, cognitive and resources domain. Specific 
attention is paid to results related to the application of Dutch expertise.  

5.2.1 Collective project results 
TANGIBLE PRODUCTS 

The most concrete project outcome is the project brochure, which presents the background, course 
and outcomes of the project (for an impression, see Figure 14). The core of the brochure is the 
presentation of an integrated plan consisting of three scenario’s that resulted from the design 
workshops. The brochures were distributed among participants during the last evaluation meetings. 
Once the project was finished, the brochures were distributed further by project team members. 
Another concrete result was the hydraulic study by HKV, which was printed in the form of a report 
(in English). This study was available upon request to stakeholders. 

 
Figure 14 – The cover of the Romanian version of the project brochure (on the left) and the last page of the English 
version of the brochure (on the right) 

NEGOTIATED KNOWLEDGE BASE 

The two main substantive outcomes are: (1) the visualization and description of three design 
concepts; and (2) the calculated effects of these design concepts on the water levels of the Danube. 
The practical relevance of these outcomes depends on the extent to which their knowledge bases 
are agreed upon, context-specific and scientifically valid (Hommes et al. 2009). At the end of the 
design workshop, the scenarios were presented and all participants confirmed that these results 
indeed represented what was elaborated during the design workshops. Also during the evaluation 
meetings, no actors rejected the created results. However, there was also no actor with decision-
making power that committed itself to the result. It is thus rather a knowledge base that is passively 
agreed upon by actors involved, but lacks the commitment of decision-makers. As local stakeholders 
have been actively involved in the creation of the knowledge base, it had a strong contextual 
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relevance. The quality of the created knowledge base, especially the consequences calculated in the 
hydraulic study, was criticized during the last meeting by Romanian experts of NIHWM [O5]. An 
interviewee of DDNI described the project as a pre-feasibility study, which has to be succeeded by a 
detailed technical study [I9]. The scenario’s are thus a form of context-specific, passively agreed 
upon but not yet scientifically valid knowledge.  

RESULTS IN THE RELATIONAL DOMAIN 

At the beginning of the project, there were only a few relations between various experts (for more 
details see 4.4.2). DLG and HKV had been involved in joint projects, but not these projects were with 
different persons and on different topics. One of the project results is that DLG and HKV would both 
like to continue their cooperation on this topic. The Romanian NGOs involved knew each other 
pretty well and the project did not change much about this relationship. The same applied for DDNI 
and WWF-DCP. What was unique for Alma-Ro and ECCG is to cooperate with a governmental 
organization. ECCG valued that this project provided the opportunity for this, especially since it also 
raises the profile of NGOs. All experts that were not familiar with Alma-Ro (DDNI, DLG and HKV) 
highly value their expertise in the field of public participation. All Dutch experts would therefore like 
to cooperate with them in subsequent projects. Some DLG experts would also consider further 
cooperation with WWF-DCP or ECCG. Romanian actors would especially like to cooperate with DLG 
in any participatory project. In conclusion, the projects created various positively valued 
relationships that could provide a basis for a subsequent project.     

5.2.2 Results in the motivational domain 
DUTCH EXPERTS 

Following the project, at least two experts of DLG are personally very motivated to continue their 
work in Romania. One of them hopes that the project is a basis to further shape international 
cooperation [email 28 July 2009]. This expert already discussed the potential for spin-off with other 
actors that could support these ideas. In the impression of this expert, WWF-DCP just needs some 
additional expertise to deal with certain problems. DLG could play a role in capacity-building. Alma-
Ro is very interested in the method of working, if DLG would support them for some time, they could 
further continue with the project [I3]. Another expert mentioned that it would take relatively little 
effort to organize a subsequent session and that the landscape architects of DLG could even go in 
their own time [I4]. The organizational position of DLG is that its experts are open to requests from 
the region, but the initiative should come from Romania [I2, I3]. HKV experts did not become 
particularly motivated to be involved in any follow-up of this project. Other projects in Romania 
would rather be based on results of other projects [I5].  

ROMANIAN EXPERTS AND STAKEHOLDERS 

Various Romanian experts have become motivated to continue in some way with the project results. 
In terms of implementation of this project, DDNI would be specifically interested in the execution of 
the feasibility study [I9]. WWF-DCP would be willing to support to local stakeholders with 
implementation [I7]. The project further motivated WWF-DCP, Alma-Ro and DDNI to apply the 
interactive approach in future projects. As they lack the expertise for this, they seriously consider to 
approach Dutch experts again [I6, I7, I9]. All Romanian experts became also motivated to 
disseminate the project results.  
 
A remarkable project result is the enthusiasm at local level. Various stakeholders were very sceptical 
at the project start, but became highly motivated to support further implementation of the project 
results. This motivated is rooted in the belief that the solutions will contribute to the socio-economic 
development of the area. At the same time, local stakeholders assess that they lack the capacity to 
implement the project outcomes on their own. It is widely believed that continuation of the project 
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is only possible with support from national level. The motivation to support the project has not been 
created at national level [O5, O6]. One DLG expert noted that the Sketch Match usually generates a 
lot of enthusiasm and energy, it gets people involved. This personal involvement is fundamental but 
also very fragile [I4]. If the project does not lead to implementation, it will only lead to more distrust 
towards the national government and towards participatory initiatives.  

5.2.3 Results in the cognitive domain 
In the cognitive domain, we see that various actors involved changed their assumptions about 
problem-solving, stakeholder involvement and project implementation.    

DUTCH EXPERTS 

The cognitions of Dutch experts developed in several ways. First of all, they gained new insights in 
the problems in Romania, for example, that regional economic development and improvement of 
the micro-climate were just as important, if not more, as flood protection (DLG 2009). They also 
learnt that agriculture was much more important in the area than expected [I4]. To HKV the 
application of the Sketch Match was totally new and they learnt that it can be a very powerful tool in 
planning. DLG experts were familiar with the tool, but discovered that the method was also very 
useful in Romania. Experts especially mentioned that Romanians were very open to this way of 
working and that the matched their level of competence [I2, I4, I5]. Another result is that the Dutch 
team started to gain more understanding in how to be effective in Romania. For an overview of the 
lessons learnt on project implementation, see 4.2.1.  

ROMANIAN EXPERTS AND STAKEHOLDERS 

One of the effects of the project is that various Romanian experts gained new knowledge on the 
application of participatory methods. Various experts mentioned, for example, that they learnt 
about the huge potential of visualization on maps [I6, I7, I8, I9]. Several experts mentioned that the 
project contributed to a new framing of their daily work. One expert noted that the participatory 
approach provides a totally new perspective on flood risk management [O4]. A very concrete 
example of learning beyond the project scope was also given by the WWF-DCP expert: although the 
project aimed at stakeholder involvement, it also created useful results for nature conversation and 
reconstruction. This kind of approach could be really useful for WWF-DCP, since stakeholder 
involvement and support contributes to the success and sustainability of projects. WWF-DCP could 
therefore use this experience to change its approach in the future [I8]. The potential of this 
approach in creating win-win solutions was also realized by various stakeholders. For example, MEF 
emphasizes that this project teaches that it is possible to integrate different points of view (DLG 
2009). One of the Romanian stakeholders mentioned that the idea of restoring the old meander was 
very new and very attractive, as it could benefit various interests. Another remarkable result is that 
nearly all interviewed stakeholders conclude that stakeholder involvement is the key to problem-
solving the area [I0, O5]. This is remarkable as they initially did not believe that the ideas and 
interests of stakeholders would be taken into account.     

5.2.4 Results in the resources domain 
DUTCH EXPERTS 

On the basis of their experiences, Dutch experts involved first of all gained new knowledge on how 
to implement and organize water projects in Romania (see 5.2.3). In addition, DLG mentioned that 
the project can be included as a reference project in their project portfolio [I4]. One HKV expert 
mentioned that you usually need an international curriculum vitae to become involved in 
international projects. This is not necessary for Partners for Water projects, which means that the 
project helps to create a basis for other international projects [I5].   
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ROMANIAN EXPERTS AND STAKEHOLDERS 

Just like Dutch experts, Romanian experts and stakeholders also gained new knowledge during the 
project (see 5.2.3). A particular relevant result is that it contributed to the capacity of Romanian 
stakeholders to solve their problems in the area in an integrated and participatory manner (a result 
of cognitive developments). Another result is that the project raised the profile of NGOs, by involving 
them as partner next to a governmental organization [I8]. In addition, local stakeholders also 
proposed to start pooling local and regional resources by means of establishing an association. The 
project further increased the capacity of all actors involved in this field.  

5.2.5 Results related to the application of Dutch expertise 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

The only specific remark about project management was made by DDNI. They praised the project 
leader for its large investments and in particular for visiting them before the project started. What 
made coordination sometimes hard is the physical distance [I9]. There were some remarks about the 
organization of the project, such as unclear communication lines in Romania [I6], a lack of 
communication and transparency about division of tasks [I8] and an unclear process [I7].       

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE 

As regards the hydraulic expertise contributed by HKV, DDNI mentions that it liked their method of 
working very much. They learnt a lot from them, especially during the time HKV spend in Tulcea [I9]. 
During the Sketch Match process, HKV was approached several times by participants with questions 
about effects of certain solutions [O3]. This shows that their expertise was acknowledged. At the 
same time, stakeholders also questioned the hydraulic modelling results. Some had difficulties to 
understand how a downstream measure could contribute to upstream reduction of the water level 
[O3]. According to a participant the Dutch team could not explain these aspects sufficiently [I0]. 
Actors with expertise in water management posed critical question about what kind of hydraulic 
model was used and if aspects, such as long-term effects, the hydraulic gradient, the effects of ice, 
effects on the stability of the river and so on, were taken into account [O3, O5].  

PROCESS FACILITATION 

What all Romanian actors were very impressed about was the expertise of the landscape architects. 
The expertise of these people, in combination with the methodology, was perceived as one of the 
most important success factors of the project [I5, I6, I7, I8]. The reactions of the Romanian experts 
involved are: it was more than just designing, they were also half mediators [I6]; with other foreign 
partners it would have remained more theoretical, the Dutch approach was very practical [I8]; 
without any computer, just by hand, they were able to generate brilliant results [I9]; the 
visualization aspect is very strong [I7]. Remarkable is that most stakeholders also concluded that 
Dutch experts came with good intentions and that their expertise was of added value. They 
expressed that Dutch experts were good process managers, involved all stakeholders, accepted all 
opinions and solutions, enhanced creativity, were very calm, able to see the bigger picture, had a 
vision and were passionate [I0]. The usefulness of such participatory methods in Romania is 
emphasized by all members of the project team and by MEF as well.         

5.3 Follow-up activities and expectations 
This section elaborates on expectations about follow-up and the actual follow-up activities that have 
been undertaken until now (December 2010). This analysis is limited in the sense that it only 
includes the follow-up activities that we were informed about (via emails and meetings or during 
interviews). 
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5.3.1 Expectations and recommendations 
All actors involved agree that the project should have some follow-up. There is, however, no 
agreement about who should initiate this follow-up and how.  

DUTCH EXPERTS 

During project preparations, Dutch experts already formulated several expectations about follow-up. 
It was expected that the implementation of the directions for solutions would benefit the socio-
economic situation (e.g. by means of flood risk reduction, optimization of land use or tourism 
development). The work plan reads that “possible follow-up projects along the Danube River are the 
obvious next step” and that EU funds will become available for the implementation of this specific 
project [D2]. The project brochure reads that “although it is impossible to sketch a detailed action 
plan for the implementation of the SketchMatch ideas in the Cat’s bend region, we try to formulate 
a few general recommendations based on similar experiences elsewhere” (DLG 2009 p. 22). These 
recommendations include: connect national policies (top-down) to local stakeholders (top-down); 
integrate flood management with climate change adaptation; connect upstream and downstream 
flood management solutions; integration of socio-economic aspects in flood risk management; apply 
the Sketch Match as a tool at various levels; and ensure follow-up of the project results. As regards 
follow-up of this project, the brochure reads:  

“The SketchMatch for the Cat’s Bend area resulted in an extensive dialogue and shared awareness of 

problems and solutions. It is important to consolidate and extend this awareness in the near future. Regional 
and national authorities have to make clear which elements of the proposals they will or will not adopt, 
based on clear argumentation. They have to indicate how they will continue to include local stakeholders in 
the following stages of planning and implementation of measures in the area. This is an important 
prerequisite to create and maintain the generated local support in the near future.” (DLG 2009 p. 23)  

According to Dutch experts, the suggested measures could reduce water levels on the Danube with 
10 cm. However, to considerably reduce the water level the project should be repeated another 
hundred times [I1]. One of the main bottlenecks is that Romania has no concrete objectives for the 
reduction of the water level. This means that the created directions for solutions do not fit with any 
framework [I5]. Another expert notes that the project lacks the necessary institutional embedding 
[I3]. In the Netherlands, the initiative to safeguard the implementation of solutions, is usually with a 
politician, apparently such initiator is not available in Romania [I2]. Another expert notes that NGOs 
could also have a role in follow-up [I3]. DLG itself available for support, but the initiative should 
come from Romania [I2, I3]. Both HKV and DLG hope for some continuation of the project, but leave 
the initiative to Romanian actors.  

ROMANIAN EXPERTS AND STAKEHOLDERS 

That the initiative for follow-up should come from Romania, is also acknowledged by Romanian 
actors [O5, I8, I9]. One expert notes that it was very clear from the beginning that the project did not 
include follow-up; the project should not be blamed for this [I8]. The following actors are expected 
to be able to contribute to further implementation: local and regional authorities, national 
authorities (MEF in particular) and DDNI. It is widely agreed that for the first group, support from 
national level is indispensible [O4, O5, O6]. The reaction of the person involved of MEF is that follow-
up requires dissemination of information and good lobby [D27]. The head of DESM states that the 
project should be used as one of the pilot projects in Danube Floodrisk. As DDNI is in charge of these 
pilot projects, they should take the initiative in this [meeting 23 April 2010]. DDNI was also seen by 
ECCG as key actor, next to MEF, in securing project continuation [I8]. DDNI sees possibilities to use 
the results of the project in the pilot projects of Danube Floodrisk (to be implemented in 2011). 
However, this is not the same as implementation. DDNI would like to undertake the feasibility study, 
which is the next step towards implementation. It can only do so if an authority (MEF or the County 
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Council) commissions such as study. Politicians are to blame for the fact that this is not happening, 
they are afraid to take measures for ecological restoration because of the huge interests in 
agriculture. DDNI also notes that the results of the REELD study were also never implemented [I9]. 
This idea about implementation is confirmed by WWF-DCP and Alma-Ro. According to WWF-DCP, 
the initiative of a project follow-up should be with MEF. Local councils should make an effort to 
promote the project. Whether there will be follow-up depends on political willingness [I7]. 

5.3.2 Implemented follow-up activities 
INDIVIDUAL FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES 

As projects often contribute to the development of relationships and trust, some kind of small-scale 
follow-up activities are to be expected. An interviewee of DLG reported, for example, that DLG wrote 
a letter of recommendation for Alma-Ro [I3]. Another tangible impact are the publications about the 
project: a book chapter and report by this researcher, a conference presentation by DLG, a 
publication in the journal H2O and the dissemination of brochures in Romania and the Netherlands.  

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN 

None of the project team members perceived that their organization had the power to initiate the 
implementation of the project. Still, various organizations tried to push the implementation of the 
generated plan. Alma-Ro approached the former State Secretary about the project [I6]. WWF-DCP 
promoted the project at NARW and among other NGOs [I8]. ECCG promoted the project within their 
network [I8]. Remarkable is that the organizations that work in the area, DDNI and ECCG, also did 
not approach the local stakeholders afterwards about the project [I8, I9]. Also on the Dutch side, 
DLG did together with the Dutch embassy an attempt to push for follow-up. After the project was 
completed, DLG prepared a letter for the newly appointed Dutch ambassador to take, together with 
the brochure, with her during official acquaintance visits. The letter states, among others, that the 
Dutch team was available for support [I2]. In July 2010, water levels on the Danube River near the 
project area raised to critical levels. The high water levels on the Danube and its tributaries formed a 
direct threat to the city of Galaţi. In the first week of July, authorities announced that controlled 
floods in the area were to be expected to protect Galaţi City (Grigoras 2010). The solutions 
generated in the NL-RO project were considered and discussed. In the same week, also a visit of the 
Dutch ambassador to Galaţi was scheduled. Given the flood threats, the meeting focused on floods 
and the results of the NL-RO project in this field (Galati County Council 2010). DLG was informed 
about the events and decided to send another letter to the Minister at MEF in which they were 
bringing the joint project to its attention [emails 16 and 20 July 2010].   
 
During her visit of Galaţi, the Dutch ambassador promised to invite Dutch experts in the field of 
flood risk management to Galaţi. This resulted in a two-day visit of about twelve Dutch experts to 
Galaţi on 29 and 30 September 2010. Follow-up of the Cat’s bend project was one of the topics 
discussed. According to the President of the County Council of Galaţi further implementation of the 
project should be integrated with a project at national level, under the auspices of the new 
‘Authority for Floods and Water Management’ at MEF. Only by creating more space for water along 
the entire Lower Danube river, it would be possible to considerable decrease flood risks in Galaţi 
City. This is a long and difficult process, especially because of the huge interests in agriculture. To 
create more space for the river will therefore probably take much longer in Romania than in the 
Netherlands. DLG is advised to get in contact with the head of the Authority for Water Management 
and Floods at MEF [researchers’ observations, Dutch mission on flood risk management, Galaţi, 30 
September 2010].  
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5.4 Effectiveness of the intervention 
This section evaluates the intervention from a goal achievement perspective, i.e. to what degree did 
the project contribute to the generation of intended results. We distinguish between goals at the 
actor-specific level, the project-specific level and the programme level.   

5.4.1 Achievement of actor-specific goals 
DUTCH EXPERTS 

The reason that DLG is involved in international projects is to its knowledge and experience. The 
experts involved in this project were especially interested in the extent to which the Sketch Match 
(developed by DLG) could also create useful results in Romania. All experts involved share the 
opinion that the Sketch Match has been successfully applied in this project. In this sense, the goals of 
DLG have been realized. For HKV this project was a potential basis for the generation of commercial 
projects. Furthermore, they were especially interested in combining their hydraulic expertise with 
participatory approaches. The project did not create a direct basis for subsequent projects, but 
through the project HKV was able to maintain parts of its network in Romania and to enlarge the 
international experiences of its employees. The cooperation with DLG was very successful in the 
sense that both organizations complemented each other very well. The experts of HKV are in this 
sense satisfied with the project results. Despite that most of their specific goals have been realized, 
HKV and DLG both regret very much that there is no agreements on the implementation of the 
results.  

ROMANIAN EXPERTS 

Reasons of DDNI to participate in the project include to learn about the concepts and methods used 
and to apply expertise gained during previous projects. The project was very successful in their 
opinion as the concepts and methods used proved to be very useful. They are considering to apply 
these methods in new projects. However, they are also disappointed that the project did not result 
yet in any concrete follow-up, such as a feasibility study. 
 
The main goals of Alma-Ro were to support the Dutch team and to learn about new participatory 
methods. They enjoyed their cooperation with the Dutch partners, received positive feedback from 
Dutch partners and participants and learnt a lot. The only part of the project they are not satisfied 
with was the last meeting in Bucharest and about the role of MEF.  
 
The main initial goal of ECCG was that the project would generate concrete results, so that it could 
become an example. They are very satisfied with the substance of the project, especially that it 
generated such successful results. They did not express any specific goals regarding their own 
participation, but this is one of the aspects they are less satisfied with.  
 
The goal of WWF-DCP was also to learn about the application of participatory methods. The project 
was effective for them in the sense that their representative learnt how you can use certain 
techniques to organize stakeholder participation. They are very satisfied that the project generated 
very concrete results (especially the brochure).  

ROMANIAN STAKEHOLDERS 

The initial goal of MEF was to elaborate on the results of the REELD study. During the project, MEF 
mainly emphasized that they hoped that the project would be integrated and participatory. The 
Sketch Match was in this sense very effective, it brought people together and integrated viewpoints 
and knowledge. Afterwards, the representative of MEF stated that the project was a true success 
(DLG 2009). 
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The specific goals of local and regional stakeholders diverged depending on their specific interest or 
background. Most stakeholders, however, hoped that they could contribute to or influence the 
process outcomes [O3]. Reactions of participants show that this objective was met during the 
project; participants really had the impression that their interests and ideas were taken into account 
[O3, I0, O5]. This objective was not meet beyond the project scope; participants were afraid that the 
project will just remain a plan [O5].         

5.4.2 Achievement of project goals 
The overall objective of the project was to develop – in cooperation with regional partners – 
integrated, regional plans for the Cat’s bend region on the basis of the flood protection scenarios 
that were defined in the REELD study [D2]. This objectives was divided into three goals, each having 
certain specific results. The achievement of each of these goals is discussed in more detail below.   

REGIONAL SPATIAL PLANS INCLUDING FLOOD SCENARIOS 

The first specific project goal was to work out flood protection scenario’s in detailed integrated, 
spatial designs. The plan was to develop three to four (realistic and practical) regional spatial plans 
and to visualize these plans with 3-D GIS [D2]. This goal was partly realized: three design concepts 
were elaborated, each of them based on a different flood protection scenario and harmonising 
various user functions. The consequences of these scenarios were calculated with an hydraulic 
model, but not visualized with 3-D GIS. Instead of this, they were visualized by the landscape 
architects in 2-D. This means that the overall goal of developing a few integrated spatial plans for the 
region was achieved, the actual results were only visualized in a different manner.  

COLLECTIVE SCENARIO’S AND FOLLOW-UP PLAN 

The second specific goals was to create support among stakeholders for these plans, by actively 
consulting and involving them. This would result in the following concrete products: collectively 
developed scenarios and a step-by-step plan for follow-up actions [D2]. The latter result, a concrete 
follow-up plan, has not been developed. As we showed in section 3.1, various stakeholders have 
been informed, consulted and actively involved during various project phases. Participants of the 
Sketch Match also confirmed that the results reflected what has been discussed in various working 
groups [I0, O3]. One of the main questions is whether the actors that have been involved during the 
process also represented all relevant stakeholders. Subsection 5.1.2 already showed that not all 
actors that were identified as relevant stakeholders have actually been involved. Two NGOs 
mentioned that the actual participation of NGOs could have been better [I6, I8]. Dutch experts have 
mostly doubts about whether institutional actors have been sufficiently involved [I2, I3, I4]. We 
further reflect on the institutional embedding of the project in Chapter 6. What has surely been 
achieved is that participants involved developed collectively developed scenarios.   

STRENGTHEN COOPERATION IN THE AREA 

The project also aimed to contribute to the strengthening of the cooperation between regional 
partners. Specific results that were aimed at were a positive cooperation experience and the 
presentation of the project results to internal and external target groups [D2]. The project involved 
two regional organizations as experts (DDNI and ECCG) and a wide variety of regional actors as 
stakeholders (see also Annex B). According to ECCG, the project contributed to the strengthening of 
their relationship with DDNI [I8] (see also section 4.4). Based on our observations during the 
meetings, we conclude that the project was a positive cooperation experience for the participants. 
This experience did, however, not result yet in any concrete follow-up actions. From DDNI and ECCG, 
we know that even before the project, they were already cooperating with a wide variety of local 
and regional stakeholders. The project itself did not really strengthen this cooperation; both 
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organizations did not initiate any cooperation related to the project once it was finished [I8, I9]. The 
presentation of the project results to an internal and external target group was less successful as 
was hoped for. Both the regional and the national meeting had less participants as expected [O5, 
O6]. We conclude that the project created a positive cooperation experience, but that it did not 
result in collective follow-up actions by regional partners.   

5.4.3 Achievement of programme goals 
This project was financially supported by the stimulation component of the programme ‘Partners for 
Water’. This component supports innovative water projects abroad for the purpose of contributing 
to the solving of water management problems and demonstrating the expertise of the Dutch water 
sector (Partners for Water 2008). This subsection reflects on the achievement of this goals in relation 
to the project.    

CONTRIBUTION TO SOLVING WATER PROBLEMS  

The specific manner in which this project aimed to contribute to international water management 
problems is by introducing an integrated, participatory approach. The idea was to integrate flood 
risk management issues with other domains, such as ecological restoration, socio-economic aspects 
and stakeholder participation. It aimed to pay special attention to creating support among local 
stakeholders. In this way it aims to improve plan-making processes [D1]. The project has been very 
successful in applying an integrated and participatory approach to flood risk management. According 
to DDNI, the project provided a totally new perspective on flood risk management [O4]. However, if 
the project is to make a real contribution to various issues in Romania, it requires some follow-up. 
This could be the implementation of the project results. As we showed in subsection 5.3.2, the 
recent flood threats in Galaţi (and the devastating floods around the country) renewed the attention 
for the project, and thus its potential impact. However, no concrete actions are to be expected on 
the short-term. As we showed in 5.2.5, various project team organizations consider to apply the 
approach that was used in upcoming projects. This is another potential impact of the project, which 
is not yet visible. On the basis of the short-term follow-up, we conclude that the project potentially 
contributes to the way in which flood risk problems are dealt with in Romania. However, it did not 
contribute to the solving of water management issues yet.  

GENERATION OF NEW PROJECTS FOR THE DUTCH WATER SECTOR 

One of the specific goals of this project was also to demonstrate Dutch expertise on integrated, area-
specific approaches to flood risk management problems. The project especially aimed to 
demonstrate the Dutch ‘Room for the River’ concept and the Sketch Match methodology [D1, D2]. 
The purpose of these demonstrations is to generate new projects for the Dutch water sector. During 
project preparations, DLG stated that it would be interested in applying its knowledge and 
experience in other Romanian projects. HKV was also interested to participate in future projects in 
this field in Romania [D3]. At the end of the project, DLG experts were personally still motivated to 
continue working in Romania. However, they also shared that there was little support at 
organizational level [I1-I4]. As section 5.3.2 shows, DLG tried to exert an influence on national policy 
makers to further elaborate on the project results. HKV and DLG also both attended a Dutch-
Romanian meeting on flood risk management in Galaţi in September 2010 (organized by the Dutch 
embassy). Representatives of both companies shortly presented the Room for the River concept and 
the Sketch Match methodology and expressed their interest to continue working in this field in 
Romania. The project clearly demonstrated the added value of Dutch expertise in this field and may 
form a basis for follow-up projects. However, it did not result in any follow-up project yet.  
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6 Reflection and discussion 
This chapter discusses the results of the case study analysis using literature from various domains, 
such as, communicative interventions, process management, consensus-building, participatory or 
interactive policy processes and pilot projects. The first section reflects on the process and outcomes 
of the intervention itself. Section 6.2 reflects on the interaction between project and context. The 
last section reflects on the effectiveness of the project and how this can be judged. For this, it also 
proposes a set of process and outcome criteria.  

6.1 Intervention process and outcomes 
This section reflects on the implementation of the process and generated outcomes. It starts with a 
short introduction of intervention strategies. It than elaborates on the involvement of project 
partners and stakeholders. It closes with a discussion on the generated outcomes.   

6.1.1 Introduction of intervention strategies 
To understand the manner in which Cat’s bend was approached, it is useful to distinguish between 
two – rather extreme – models: the instrumental versus the interactive model. The instrumental 
model assumes that an intervention is implemented by one steering actor that pre-defines goals and 
means (left side of Figure 15). This rather mechanical view on interventions is based on the idea that 
interventions can be planned and heavily inspired by rational decision-making theory. The 
interactive model assumes that interventions are shaped in close interaction with relevant 
stakeholders (right side of Figure 15) (Leeuwis and Van den Ban 2004). These models are also 
contrasted with each others as analytical versus participatory decision-making (Hommes 2008), 
technocratic versus sociocratic planning (Faludi and Altes 1994) or project management versus 
process management (De Bruijn et al. 2010).  

 
Figure 15 – Instrumental interventions in a single-actor setting versus interactive interventions in a multi-actor setting 
(adapted after Van de Riet 2003) 

Nowadays, it is widely recognized that it is often not feasible or desirable to plan innovations or 
change in advance. One reason is that the context of an intervention is often less predictable and 
controllable than expected. Circumstances may change over time and there may be all kind of 
unanticipated dynamics (Leeuwis and Van den Ban 2004). The other reason is that interventions are 
usually implemented in a multi-actor setting rather than in a single-actor setting (see Figure 15) (Van 
de Riet 2003). In the case of NL-RO projects, the actor setting at least includes Dutch experts and 
Romanian beneficiaries. Each actor involved usually has its own interests, objectives, perceptions on 
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the problem and potential solutions and own way of interpreting and valuing information (De Bruijn 
and Ten Heuvelhof 2008; Hommes et al. 2009). We also observed this divergence of perceptions and 
the dynamics of the project context in the case study. Therefore, there is often a need to approach 
an intervention as “a flexible process, in which goals and means are continuously adapted to ever-
changing circumstances, insights and emergent dynamics” (Leeuwis and Van den Ban 2004 p. 54). 
Although the instrumental model may not be feasible, the interactive model also has its drawbacks. 
Interactive approaches are often, for example, more time consuming, not always supported, fail to 
produce tangible or outcomes and bypass regular democratic procedures (Leeuwis and Van den Ban 
2004). The case study actually reflects elements of both models. The project was designed in a quite 
instrumental way, with DLG and MEF as steering actors that largely predefined the concept and 
method to be used. However, the intervention also engaged a wide variety of actors and was quite 
flexible on the content.  

6.1.2 Involvement of project partners 
As we explained in Chapter 1, NL-RO water projects are special type of interventions in the sense 
that external experts play a dominant role. In addition to these experts, they usually involve a main 
beneficiary and one or more local expert organizations. In the case study, the main beneficiary was 
MEF and four other organizations were contracted as expert. The idea was that the Dutch team 
could train the Romanian partners, whereas Romanian partners could contribute with their context-
specific knowledge [D2]. In this subsection, we reflect on the extent to which the project contributed 
to capacity-building and integration of context-specific knowledge.     
 
As we showed in section 5.2, the project contributed in two ways to the capacity of Romanian 
partners. First, it provided a new perspective on flood risk management (especially DDNI). Second, it 
provided a new perspective on stakeholder involvement (all partners). Various experts involved 
would like to apply the participatory method in future projects. However, they also noted that this 
would require involvement of Dutch experts as the expertise required for this method is not 
available in Romania. One of the Dutch experts stated that further capacity-building of NGOs would 
be one of the logical follow-up actions [I3]. The main beneficiary (MEF) also reported that the 
method was very useful for integrating knowledge and interests. One of the problems is that this 
kind of methods is not widely supported by policy-makers of MEF [D27]. The project thus 
contributed to capacity-building. However, further application of the concept and method would 
require additional training.   
 
One of the basic requirements for integrating knowledge is interaction. We are reflecting on the 
quality of interaction, using three elements of a framework that was developed to assess the 
intensity of participation: (1) involvement; (2) transparency; and (3) flexibility (Rasche et al. 2006; 
Krywkow 2009). Involvement refers to the level of interaction between various project partners. We 
distinguish between the following levels: information, consultation and active involvement (Rasche 
et al. 2006). The process design was basically prepared by Dutch experts in cooperation with MEF. 
Romanian experts were asked for feedback, but were not actively involved or consulted. One of the 
first times that Romanian experts were consulted about the project was during the visit of the 
project leader in September. Once the project was started, Romanian experts have been actively 
involved in selecting the stakeholders. The overall preparation of the scope, activities, time plan and 
budget of the project was mostly done by DLG. Romanian experts were informed about it and 
consulted during two project meetings. During the project team meetings, they were especially 
involved in defining the project scope and in generating ideas for follow-up activities. According to 
the project leader, the initiative for setting up activities was clearly with the Dutch partners [I1].  
 
Transparency refers to the degree to which partners were informed about the project and 
procedures, so that they are able to advocate their interests (Rasche et al. 2006). The interests and 
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core values of the project partners were very diverse as they represented different sectors. 
Examples of core values are political accountability (public sector), confidentiality of corporate 
information (private sector) and informing the public (interest groups) (De Bruijn et al. 2010). Several 
NGOs reported that they had very little idea the responsibilities and role of the other partners. 
According to one of the NGOs, the distribution of tasks was not transparent as it was not 
communicated. The NGO itself would normally communicate this, which is understandable as 
transparency is one of the core values of NGOs. Several NGOs reported difficulties in understanding 
their role. This lack of understanding probably also relates to a lack of transparency [I6, I7, I8]. MEF 
did not intervene actively in the process, which was probably related to political accountability. 
However, this was also not clear throughout the process. One of the Dutch experts mentioned that 
he would like to have more clarity about the role of the commissioner in the project and its follow-
up [I4].  
 
The third aspect we highlight here is flexibility, which is closely related to the timing of involvement. 
Were partners involved when major aspects of the process were still open for discussion? (Rasche et 
al. 2006). Although partners have not been closely involved in the project design they were still able 
to influence some of the major aspects of the project. The project partners could still influence, for 
example, on which problem the project would focus. Which stakeholders and how many would 
participate was also flexible. The timing of some project activities has also been flexible. However, 
this does not apply to the last meeting, which had to be organized before the end of 2009, even 
though MEF requested to postpone the meeting.     

6.1.3 Involvement of stakeholders 
One of the explicit goals of this project was to actively involve regional stakeholders. We reflect on 
this, using all six dimensions of a framework to assess the intensity of participation (Rasche et al. 
2006; Krywkow et al. 2007). We complement this framework with insights from literature on 
consensus-building processes (Innes and Booher 1999). The intensity of participation may be 
assessed using the following dimensions (Rasche et al. 2006). 

1. Involvement: information supply, consultation or active involvement? 
2. Equality: same opportunities for all stakeholders to participate? 
3. Transparency: access to relevant information for all stakeholders? 
4. Power sharing: formal influence on decision-making?  
5. Flexibility: involvement when relevant decisions are still open for discussion? 
6. Reach: participation of a few stakeholders or the broad public? 

  
Stakeholder involvement was organized in the case study as follows. The participatory process 
basically consisted of two meetings and a series of workshop. During the meetings, a selected group 
of stakeholders was informed and consulted about the implementation of the project and its follow-
up [O2, O5]. During the workshops, another group of selected stakeholders was actively involved in 
the development of spatial plans [O3]. DDNI mentioned that it also consulted mayors of the region 
about the selection of participants for the Sketch Match [I9]. The meetings included stakeholders of 
various backgrounds, but did not include any representatives of the broad public [O2, O5]. 
Representatives of the latter group were invited for the design workshops, but not all of them did 
show up. Especially during the design workshops, all participants had the possibility to contribute as 
the group was split into several smaller working groups [O3]. The overall purpose of the project was 
to involve relevant stakeholders in a very early stage of the planning process. There was no plan yet, 
all relevant decisions were still open.  
 
When reflecting on this process, we observe that it scores high on the dimensions involvement, 
equality, flexibility and reach (although the actual reach was a little less as intended). From a 
consensus-building point of view, the Sketch Match represents an example of a good consensus-
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building process: it really engaged participants, challenged the status-quo, fostered creative thinking 
and assisted to really explore the issues and interests. Another criteria of a good consensus-building 
process is self-organization, which means that it allows participants to decide on ground rules, 
objectives, tasks, discussion topics and working groups (Innes and Booher 1999). The project allowed 
for some self-organization in the sense that participants could influence the project scope. Another 
characteristics of good consensus-building is the incorporation of high-quality information (Innes 
and Booher 1999). The quality of information was pretty good, according to experts involved, 
although there were also comments on this aspect during one of the last meetings [O6].  
 
Clear weaknesses of the project were its power-sharing and transparency. The main issue was that it 
was unclear from the beginning how the process would influence the decision-making process. As a 
result, authorities (especially MEF as commissioner) could easily ignore the project results (which is a 
characteristic of low power-sharing). A good consensus-building process is driven by a purpose and 
task that is real, practical and shared (Innes and Booher 1999). The case study had a task that was 
practical and shared by the participants, however, it was not a real task as it lacked an adequate 
connection to formal decision-making processes. The project also scored low on internal and 
external transparency. Internal transparency was low as it was unclear how the project would 
influence decision-making. The progress and results of the project were also not shared with the 
public at large. The brochure was available, but no media was presented at the Sketch Match or at 
the last meetings.  

6.1.4 Generation of outcomes 
For environmental projects, a distinction is often made between impacts on environmental 
conditions (environmental outcomes or technical qualities) and impacts on social conditions (social 
outcomes or relational qualities). The first type of impacts usually refer to the implementation of 
measures that deal with an environmental problem. The second type of impacts refers to the 
capacity of stakeholders to deal with environmental problems (Koontz and Thomas 2006; Pahl-Wostl 
et al. 2007a; Mandarano 2008). Both types of impacts are discussed in more detail below.  
 
To understand the potential environmental impact of Cat’s bend project, it is useful to understand it 
as one of the stages or phases of an environmental project. An overview of all phases of an 
environmental project is schematized in Figure 16. The first phase concerns the preparation of a plan 
on the basis of which actors make a decision to continue or not. If actors decide to continue, further 
research may be needed and they need to agree on action (immediate outcome). Subsequently, a 
measure may be implemented (intermediate outcome) and result in changed environmental 
conditions (ultimate outcome) (Owens 2008). The case study did not aim to have a direct 
environmental impact; its aim was rather to develop a plan that could be used as a basis for further 
decision-making. This means that it had the ambition to have a policy impact. Policy impact refers 
here to the use of project results as an input for formal decision-making circuits or for new policy 
initiatives (Edelenbos et al. 2008). The case study had no policy impact as no decision was taken on 
whether to implement the project or not. 
 
Although the project did not have any direct policy impact, it still generated some relevant 
substantive outcomes. The project especially helped in problem-structuring, which is one of the first 
steps towards problem-solving. Problem structuring means that various actors actively participate in 
formulating the problem and its solutions. It is highly relevant for water projects, as they often 
address complex, unstructured problems for which the knowledge base is uncertain and disagreed 
upon. Solving water problems therefore benefits from a problem-structuring approach (Hommes et 
al. 2009). An important outcome of problem-structuring is the creation of ‘negotiated knowledge’ 
(Hommes et al. 2009). This is a knowledge base that is accepted by all actors involved (and therefore 
authoritative) as they were involved in its creation (De Bruijn et al. 2010). In other words, a 
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knowledge base that is relevant to all actors involved and for which all actors agree upon its validity, 
significance and meaning (Koppenjan and Klĳn 2004). In order to be useful, the knowledge base 
should further be context-specific and integrate practical stakeholder knowledge and expert 
knowledge (Hommes et al. 2009). The case study project was very successful in creating a context-
specific knowledge base on the basis of knowledge of experts and stakeholders. If a decision is taken 
to continue using the project results, the knowledge base could be validated further. 

 
Figure 16 – Flowchart schematizing various stages of environmental projects (adapted after:  Owens 2008 p. 69) 

In our analysis of the project results, we made a distinction between collective and actor-specific 
outcomes (see section 5.2). Besides substantive collective outcomes, the project also created various 
social outcomes that emerged from the interaction between actors involved. Actor-interaction 
processes may result in a wide variety of social outcomes, including: social, intellectual and political 
capital; joint learning and action; changes in practices and perceptions; new partnerships, 
collaborations, institutions and discourses (Innes and Booher 1999). We concentrated on those 
outcomes that are related to the changes of motivations, cognitions and resources of actors 
involved. These changes may contribute to problem-solving if actors involved arrive at a motivating 
goal, develop the required knowledge base and mobilize the necessary resources (Bressers 2004). 
Interaction may also contribute to the development of a collective resource: trust. This resource 
plays a role in stabilizing the cooperation (Bressers 2009). The motivations, cognitions and resources 
of actors involved have been used before to predict the likelihood of implementation. The results of 
this study show that decisions often get stuck in a lack of resources (while actors have relevant 
information and are motivated). This is especially the case when external resources are needed 
(Owens 2008). We also observe this in the case study. As regards problem-solving, actors involved 
became motivated to take action and a negotiated knowledge base was developed. However, this 
excluded actors with decisive resources for further problem-solving. Another relevant outcome 
would be the involvement of Dutch experts in new projects. Romanian experts are motivated to 
involve Dutch experts in future projects (for their expertise on participatory methods) and know that 
they are dependent on Dutch experts for this. However, they also have no resources in the form of 
projects yet. Positive relational experiences, as a basis for trust, played a role in this. Various experts 
involved regard the cooperation as a basis for further cooperation.        

6.2 Interaction between project and context 
This section discusses the interaction between project and context. The first subsection reflects on 
how the context influenced the process, especially in the form of changing circumstances. The other 
two sections reflects on how a project may influence its policy context. To have a policy influence is 
one of the explicit objectives of the Partners for Water programme (Partners for Water 2008). As the 
previous section showed, the case study did not have any policy impact. The second subsection 
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reflects on this by analyzing the project as a pilot project that lacks diffusion of its results. The last 
subsection analyzes the project as an interactive process that lacks institutional embedding.  

6.2.1 Influence of changing circumstances 
Literature shows that external developments, such as changing power relations or institutional 
structures, may influence a project. Their influence may be positive (e.g. providing new 
opportunities for cooperation) or negative (e.g. eliminate support) (Koppenjan and Klĳn 2004). One 
of our basic assumptions is that contextual factors exert an influence on the process through the 
motivations, cognitions and resources of actors involved. In other words, external developments are 
only influential if they affect actors involved. In analyzing what kind of contextual factors influence a 
process, we distinguish between: (1) the wider problem, political, economic, cultural and 
technological contexts; (2) the structural or institutional context; and (3) the project specific context 
(Bressers 2009). We will discuss the influence of changes in each of these contexts below.  
 
During the case study, several factors in the Romanian wider context have been changing and 
therefore influencing the project. One aspect that has been changing was the problem context. The 
project was initiated just after the Danube river just had extremely high water levels. When the 
project actually begun, a few years had past since this event. As a result, the sense of urgency among 
various stakeholders was low. According to some, the main flood risks had been reduced already 
since the last flood events [O2]. The location that was still not well-protected was the City of Galaţi. 
Naturally, there was also little willingness of downstream stakeholders to solve this issue by creating 
more space for the river in their region [O3]. When high water levels threatened Galaţi City again in 
2010, this immediately led to renewed attention for the project results. The perception of 
stakeholders on flood risks and their willingness to solve them is thus closely related to the 
occurrence of flood events. Research shows that flood risks are only overestimated shortly after the 
occurrence of a flood event, but these worries soon decrease afterwards (Baan and Klijn 2004). In 
the case study, we observe that during the project socio-economic issues were perceived as more 
pressing issues than floods. This misfit between project scope and actual problem perceptions 
(resulting from a changing problem context) was dealt with by widening the project scope. 
 
Changes also occurred in the political context of the project. Following the legislative elections in 
November 2008, a new government came in place (including a new State Secretary of Water 
Management). In the period between October 2009 and January 2010, no government was in place 
as a result of a political crisis. As the project was actively supported by the former State Secretary, 
but not by its successor, this decreased the institutional support for the project. What plays a role 
here as well is that following the floods of 2005 and 2006, the REELD study was supported by the 
parliament. The support for this type of measures apparently disappeared; the results of the REELD 
study were never implemented further. Our investigation of flood risk management in Romania 
(Vinke-de Kruijf forthcoming) shows that there is currently little political support for creating more 
space for the river in Romania. These changes affected the project in the sense that there was no 
involvement of national executives in the project. The governmental crisis might have had an 
influence on project follow-up as there was no government when the project was finalized. This is, 
however, not necessarily the case as the project results were also promoted afterwards. 
 
The economic situation of Romania also changed considerably during the project. In the beginning of 
2009, the economic growth of Romania stagnated as a result of the global economic crisis that 
started in 2008. Since 2009 all governmental organizations and activities are focused on cutting 
costs. As financial resources for the execution of the project were provided by Dutch actors, it did 
not directly affect the project. It could have been one of the reasons why the project is not having 
any follow-up. Changes in the cultural and technological context of the project did not have any 
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noticeable impact on the case study. In general, a cultural change is not to be expected within the 
relatively short duration of a project.   
 
As a result of changes in the wider context, the institutional context has also been changing. It 
resulted, among others, in changes in the policy network and problem perceptions. Another change 
is that since the project was initiated, Romania became a member state of the EU. This meant that 
when the project proposal was written, there was little knowledge on the availability of EU funds. In 
the end, it appeared to be more difficult to generate follow-up using EU funds than expected in the 
project proposal. According to NGOs and various stakeholders, EU accession also changed 
stakeholder involvement in the sense that it became mostly a formal obligation (reduction of real 
participation). In this sense, EU accession changed the circumstances of the project. As regards the 
project-specific context, the most significant change was probably that the REELD-study, on which 
the project would elaborate, did not lead to implementation (see subsection 2.1.3). Other specific 
inputs that were changed included adjustments in activities, project scope and time plan. Some of 
these changes were a response to changes in the wider and institutional context, other changes had 
rather practical or project-internal reasons.  
 
In conclusion, changing circumstances exerted an influence on the case study. Changes in the wider 
context influenced the institutional context. This affected the motivations, cognitions and resources 
of actors involved. It also led sometimes to adjustments of the project-specific inputs. The dynamics 
did not only affect the project itself, it also influenced its chances on follow-up. We further elaborate 
on this in the next section.   

6.2.2 Diffusion of the pilot project  
One of the specific characteristics of the case study was that it concerned a pilot project. The project 
proposal reads that the project is “a pilot for the development of spatial area scenarios using 
interactive design, hydraulic modelling and 3-D GIS visualization” [D1]. The pilot especially aimed to 
show the usefulness of the Dutch ‘Room for the River’ approach and the Sketch Match as a method 
for stakeholder participation. A successful implementation of this concept and method was expected 
to result in follow-up projects along the Danube and could also be used as an example for other 
countries [D1]. Pilot projects are often used in water management to test the applicability of 
innovative concepts, methods and technologies. The effectiveness of pilot projects depends on their 
specific goals and on the diffusion of its results, i.e. the integration of knowledge and lessons learnt 
in regular water management. Diffusion may concern scaling up (enlargement of scale dimensions) 
or dissemination (repetition at comparable scale). Note that one of the lessons may also be that the 
innovation is not working or too risky. In this case, there is a need to adjust the innovation before 
diffusion (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010). This did not apply to the case study, all actors involved agreed 
that the ‘tested’ concept (‘Room for the River’) and method (Sketch Match) actually worked in the 
Romanian context. On the basis of these results, one would normally expect some follow-up, which 
was not the case. Literature shows that pilot projects often have limited impact and suggests that 
this has the following reasons: (1) limited representativeness; (2) limited learning; (3) lack of 
institutionalization; (4) poor timing; and (5) wait-and-see attitude (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010).   
 
Limited representativeness means that the design, conditions and results of the pilot may not be 
applicable to other situations. Reasons may include that generated knowledge is too context-specific 
or that risks become too large when scaling up (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010). Limited representativeness 
partly explains the lack of diffusion of Cat’s bend project. The problem is not that the generated 
knowledge is too context-specific. On the contrary, the project showed that the applied concept and 
method were both very useful also in the Romanian context. The problem is rather that the project 
is not representative at all for water projects in Romania in general. The project was extremely 
participative, which is very unusual in Romania. MEF acknowledges that this made the project very 
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interesting, but that such approaches have very little support [D27]. Limited representativeness thus 
plays a role in the sense that Romania is not yet ready for this kind of participatory approaches. In 
addition, creating more space for the river at the expense of agriculture is still a very controversial 
issue in Romania (see also subsection 5.3.2).  
 
The second explanation, limited learning, implies that generated knowledge was not transferred to 
future users. One of the underlying reasons is that knowledge generated during pilots is often tacit 
and therefore difficult to transfer (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010). In the case of Cat’s bend, enthusiasm 
and understanding was generated among actors that participated in the project. Tacit knowledge is 
a highly personal form of knowledge and difficult to communicate as it is rooted in experiences. Tacit 
knowledge can only be transferred by means of socialization, i.e. direct communication and 
interaction between individuals (Nonaka 1994). In our case study, key decision-makers (for example 
of MEF and NARW) have never been actively involved in the project, also because they did not 
attend the last project meeting. Once the project was finished, they received the project brochure, 
but this way of communication is not effective to transfer tacit knowledge. As a result, the 
enthusiasm and the perceived success of the pilot was never successfully transferred to actors with a 
key role in policy and management.  
 
Many governmental bodies cannot just implement any option, but are restricted to a limited 
number of options. Lack of institutionalization implies that the innovation did not become an option 
on such list of options (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010). Cat’s bend project involved a process innovation 
(participatory approach) and conceptual innovation (Room for the River). Both aspects are not really 
innovative in the sense that creating more space for the river and stakeholder involvement are both 
part of Romania’s newest strategy for flood risk management (GoR 2010). Both are also promoted 
by various EU directives on water, such as the Flood Directive. Theoretically, there are therefore no 
problems to diffuse this innovation. What forms a problem is that executive organizations, such as 
NARW, lack the expertise to apply the concept and method. According to various Romanian experts 
involved, expertise to apply the Sketch Match is not available in Romania [I6, I8, I9]. This implies that 
Romanian institutions would need to approach Dutch experts for support. Romanian organizations 
are often not able to do so, also because Dutch expertise is relatively expensive.    
 
Poor timing means that by the time the pilot is finished, the policy climate no longer supports the 
innovation. Often there is no urgency to change existing practices (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010). We 
observed that the urgency to reduce flood risks in Cat’s bend region had been reducing and was 
raising only recently again. At national level, there has been a continuous sense of urgency to reduce 
flood risks since the floods of 2005 and 2006. A strategy for flood risk management on the short 
term and the medium and long term were developed in 2005 and 2010, respectively (see also 2.1.3). 
It is agreed that there is an urgent need to reduce flood risks. However, the pilot project has never 
been part of these policy developments. After the replacement of the former State Secretary, the 
project moved to the periphery of the national policy network. It concentrated on the local and 
regional policy network, where the urgency to reduce flood risks had been diminishing.  
 
Pilot projects may also lack diffusion because of a wait-and-see attitude. Probable reasons include 
that dissemination is only started at the end of the project, that diffusion is not budgeted for (it is 
expected to occur by itself) or the project is approached as a routine project (Vreugdenhil et al. 
2010). In the case of Cat’s bend, the project budget included various presentations and a brochure 
for sharing the project results. However, two of these presentations were left out (World Water 
Week and ICPDR) and one was unsuccessful (national meeting). The project plan also included some 
diffusion during the project in the form of expert feedback sessions. However, this activity has also 
never been implemented. As a result, the only effective attempt to diffuse the project results was 
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the project brochure. As we explained, this way of communication is less effective to share tacit 
knowledge.       

6.2.3 Institutional embedding 
Literature shows that, in order to be implementable, water projects should take the interests of the 
following actor groups into account: (1) actors that live and work in the area; (2) actors with 
responsibilities in the region; and (3) national administration and politics (Wesselink 2007). As 
subsection 5.1.2, Cat’s bend has been successful in taking the interests of local and regional actors 
into account. However, it has been less successful in the involvement of actors with a formal role or 
responsibility in flood risk management. This is not unique: experiences from the Netherlands and 
other European countries shows that it is often hard to create an adequate linkage between 
participatory processes and regular policy and decision-making processes. Reasons for this include 
the lack of involvement of institutional actors and fragmentation of decision-making (Hommes 
2008). We concentrate on the first issue, which includes the administrative, governmental and 
political embedding of the project. Our analysis is based on research on the embedding and policy 
impact of interactive policy making (i.e. participatory processes). Policy impact refers to the degree 
to which substantive outcomes of a participatory process are used as input for formal decision-
making processes or translated into new policy initiatives. An analysis of Dutch case studies, shows 
that if institutional embedding is well-organized, a participatory process is more likely to have a 
policy impact (Edelenbos et al. 2008). We therefore expect that poor institutional embedding is one 
of the reasons for the lack of policy impact of our case study. We discuss three types of embedding: 
administrative, executive and political (ibid).  
 
Administrative (or bureaucratic) embedding refers to the extent to which civil servants (quantity and 
quality of manpower) were involved in the project (Edelenbos et al. 2008). The project was prepared 
in close cooperation with one civil servant of MEF. This person was later replaced by another civil 
servant who only became very recently responsible for international cooperation projects [according 
to an informant of the Dutch embassy]. The head of the department for river basin management 
further participated during the first regional meeting. Overall, we observe that the civil servants that 
were involved had difficulties to play a constructive role in creating a linkage between the project 
and their organization. Besides the civil servants of MEF, the project also involved a wide variety of 
civil servants of national and regional governmental agencies and institutions (see Annex B). These 
persons were usually not at managerial positions in their organizations and were mostly involved for 
their substantive expertise.  
 
Executive (or governmental) embedding refers to the extent to which executives have an active role 
in the process (i.e. attend or participate in meetings) or are committed to the process (i.e. explicitly 
champion the initiative) (Edelenbos et al. 2008). Executives refer here to heads of governmental 
departments, such as such as a Minister, State Secretary, Prefect or County Council President. In the 
beginning, the project was actively supported by the former State Secretary. During the project, 
executive embedding was limited to local institutions (mayors). Various civil servants of the County 
Councils and Prefectures attended the regional meetings, but none of the Prefects of Presidents 
themselves. The executive embedding of the project was therefore limited to the local level.  
 
Political (or representative) embedding refers to the extent to which politicians identify a role for 
themselves in the participatory process, for example, by showing commitment to its outcomes or by 
explicitly requesting participatory processes for certain topics (Edelenbos et al. 2008). In the case 
study, no politicians have been actively involved. According to DDNI, no politician in Romania is likely 
to commit oneself to any action that may have a negative impact on agriculture. The reason is that 
agriculture involves huge economic interests [I9]. One of the participants explained that they favour 
agriculture more than ecology as agriculture generated some welfare in the region [I0]. The problem 
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is that only participants arrived at the conclusion that certain measures could benefit various 
interests, including agriculture. As these participants did not include any politicians or executives, it 
is questionable whether they are also ware of these potential to create win-win situations.   

6.3 Reflection on the effectiveness of the project  
This section reflects on the effectiveness of Cat’s bend project. First, we reflect on the application of 
goal achievement as a test of effectiveness. Subsequently, we propose a new evaluation framework 
that may be used to assess the effectiveness of NL-RO projects from a Dutch perspective.  

6.3.1 Goal achievement as test of effectiveness 
In section 5.4, we assessed the effectiveness of Cat’s bend in terms of achievement of actor-specific 
goals, project-specific goals and programme goals. The achievement of actor-specific goals was 
assessed by comparing the expectations of actors involved with their satisfaction. Our analysis 
showed that these aspects were not always related; some actors were satisfied, even when their 
expectations were not met, and vice versa. One explanation for this is that the goals of actors 
involved in multi-actor projects tend to change over time (cf. Koppenjan and Klĳn 2004). Another 
explanation is that actors are not always able or willing to make their goals explicit. Underlying 
reasons include that certain goals are difficult to explain, are assumed to be a general characteristic 
that is not worth mentioning, are meta-level goals or are hidden intentions (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010). 
Analysis of the Cat’s bend project confirms that objectives of actors involved tend to diverge, which 
makes it difficult to draw general conclusions (cf. Koppenjan and Klĳn 2004). What all actors have in 
common is that they hope that the project outcomes will be translated in some follow-up project or 
action. This indicates that the project was a successful project for the actors involved. Besides this, 
positive motivations are (next to information and resources) one of the prerequisites for further 
follow-up. In this sense, actor-specific judgments about the project are relevant indicators for 
distinguishing effective from less effective projects. 
 
One of the specific goals of the Cat’s bend project was to provide a basis for collective problem-
solving. Its specific goals included the development of a collective regional plan and a follow-up plan 
and the strengthening of regional cooperation. As subsection 5.4.2 showed, these goals were only 
partly realized. As section 5.1 showed, the project was also not fully implemented as planned. Some 
of these adjustments probably had a positive effect on the realization of the project goals (e.g. the 
widening of the project scope was probably necessary to develop collective scenarios). Others are 
likely to have had a negative effect (e.g. the reduced involvement of NARW probably diminished 
institutional embedding). Besides this, we also observed that potentially fruitful adjustments 
(especially to deal with external dynamics) were not made (see section 6.2). The project was thus 
not implemented as planned and its intended outcomes did not fully match its actual outcomes.  
 
We also assessed the extent to which the project contributed to the realization of programme goals. 
We concluded that the project did not directly contribute to problem-solving as it had no policy 
impact. Dutch experts were also not involved in any similar projects, although Romanian experts 
seriously consider this. As we explained in subsection 1.4.3, the realization of programme goals are 
the ultimate success criteria of NL-RO projects. One of the problems is that programme goals usually 
refer to so-called distal outcomes. This means that they only become visible some time after the 
project has been finished (Scriven 1991; Rossi et al. 2004). 
 
The above shows that the evaluation of Dutch-Romanian projects can be problematic. Actors may be 
satisfied and project goals may be achieved, but they may still not have the desired effect. The same 
mechanisms also apply when evaluating planning processes. Plans are developed for the purpose of 
improving the quality of decision-making. When evaluating plans, conformance or non-conformance 
between a plan and its final outcomes (good or bad implementation) are usually not a useful test of 
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effectiveness. Evaluations should rather question on whether a plan has been used by actors 
involved in subsequent decision-making to justify decisions. This means that researchers should 
focus on the meaning of the plan to actors involved in subsequent decision-making processes (Faludi 
and Altes 1994). When applying these ideas to NL-RO projects, the focus of our evaluation should 
rather be on the potential meaning of the project to those involved in problem-solving and in the 
formulation of follow-up projects.  

6.3.2 Characteristics of effective projects 
Like regular water projects, NL-RO projects usually have the purpose of contributing to a problematic 
situation. What distinguishes them from regular water projects is that they are usually initiated and 
paid for by external organizations (Leeuwis and Van den Ban 2004). These external organizations are 
not only interested in problem-solving, but also in generating follow-up projects for the Dutch water 
sector. The actual solving of water problems and the follow-up projects are often not yet visible at 
the end of a project. Hence, we are looking for indications that predict the likelihood of these 
outcomes on the basis of project implementation and results. Inspired by literature on strategic 
planning, we suggest that conformance does not necessarily imply that a project has been a success. 
Evaluation should rather focus on the interaction and communication between plan-maker and 
actors involved in follow-up actions (its users). Who these users actually are is often uncertain during 
the planning process, however, a planner can still seek to anticipate on future actions (Faludi and 
Altes 1994). Evaluation of transdisciplinary research projects confirms the importance of stakeholder 
involvement. It shows that involvement (during project implementation and in follow-up activities) 
has a positive effect on, in this case, the decision-making capacity of stakeholders. This effect is 
mediated through impacts (project results), such as network building and the generation and sharing 
of knowledge (Walter et al. 2007). When applying these ideas to NL-RO projects, it means that the 
likelihood of achieving ultimate outcomes can be predicted on the basis of: (1) engagement of users 
in the process (implementation of project and follow-up activities); and (2) the motivations, 
cognitions and resources of users (results of project and follow-up activities). Users refer here to all 
actors with a role in subsequent actions related to problem-solving or follow-up projects. 

 
Figure 17 – Basic evaluation model to predict the likelihood of achieving programme goals 

As regards user engagement, NL-RO projects should – just like any other water project – take into 
account the interests of those living or working in the area (stakeholders) and of local, regional and 
national institutions (Wesselink 2007). This may be done in the form of information or consultation, 
however, it may be even better to really engage them. With engaging actors, we mean to really let 
them take part; to actively involve them so that they also develop some understanding. In the case 
study, the first group was successfully engaged. The main weaknesses were the lack of power 
sharing and that the process was not very transparent. This could have been improved if more 
attention would have been paid to internal and external communication. Communication was 
sometimes difficult because of the distance and language barriers. Organizing sufficient face-to-face 
contact and good translation helps to overcome these barriers. The involvement of institutional 
actors was initially good. External dynamics was one of the main reasons that this strategy did not 
work out. Institutional embedding is often a problem for pilot projects. The formulation of an explicit 
diffusion strategy may help to overcome this bottleneck (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010). In the case study, 
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diffusion strategies were explicitly mentioned in the project proposal, however, some were 
abandoned (e.g. several external presentations were left out) and some were ineffective (e.g. last 
meeting in Bucharest).  
 
The results of the case study confirm the importance of the design and implementation of strategies 
for institutional embedding and diffusion. However, they also confirm that external and internal 
dynamics may ask for reconsideration of a process design. This especially applies to water projects in 
transition countries, such as Romania, in which the institutional context is often highly dynamic. 
However, research on water projects in the Netherlands also highlights the importance of adaptive 
and flexible process management to deal with external developments (Vinke-de Kruijf et al. 2010). 
Organization research also confirms that in order to be effective in an uncertain environment, 
organizations should adapt their goals to changing demands and conditions (Patton 1997 p. 180). 
Literature on water management also promotes adaptive management as the most effective way of 
dealing with uncertainties. It should be recognized that “management strategies and even goals may 
have to be adapted during the process as new information becomes available…” (Pahl-Wostl et al. 
2007b p. 4). The uncertain environment of multi-actor projects may stem from: (1) substantive 
uncertainty related to the availability of information; (2) strategic uncertainty related to the actor-
interaction process; and (3) institutional uncertainty related to the diverging institutional 
background of actors involved (Koppenjan and Klĳn 2004). All three types of uncertainties are 
especially high for Dutch experts (usually the project manager), who usually have limited context-
specific expertise. In order to manage projects in an effective manager, Dutch experts therefore 
need to actively involve (Romanian) actors with context-specific knowledge about the problem 
situation, social processes and the institutional setting (Leeuwis and Van den Ban 2004). In addition, 
if actors are involved in the development of a knowledge base, they are also more likely to accept it 
(Hommes et al. 2009; De Bruijn et al. 2010). In the case study, we observe that the substance of the 
project was successfully adapted to new insights. The project was less effective when it comes to 
adaptation to changing circumstances, even though Romanian experts were closely involved. In 
conclusion, the following process criteria may be useful when evaluating NL-RO projects: 
stakeholder involvement; institutional embedding; communication; diffusion strategy; adaptive 
management; and integration of context-specific knowledge.   
 
So far, we evaluated the case study outcomes mostly in terms of effectiveness. Our assessment 
showed that actors were relatively satisfied, project goals were partly realized and programme goals 
might be realized in the future. As the previous subsection argued, evaluation of actor-specific and 
project-specific goals both generated ambiguous results. Hence, we focus our outcome evaluation 
on the realization of programme goals. As our case studies are real-time, it may be problematic to 
measure the realization of these – usually rather distal – goals. Hence, in addition to realization of 
programme goals, we are also looking for elements that predict the likelihood of realization. For this, 
we use a predictive model, which rooted in the Contextual Interaction Theory. The logic of this 
predictive model is that the likelihood of implementation (i.e. realization in our case) depends on the 
motivations, cognitions and resources of actors involved. If actors have all necessary resources and 
knowledge, cooperation is to be expected. This cooperation may be positive (motivated actors), 
passive (mix of neutral and motivated actors) or forced (dominant actor imposing an action). If a lack 
of information is the main issue, joint learning is to be expected. If dominant actors are not 
motivated, obstruction is to be expected (Bressers 2004). If actors cooperate with each other over a 
longer period of time, they may also develop a collective resource: trust (Bressers 2009). Trust 
becomes an important factor when cooperation is intensive and uncertainties are high. Trust may in 
these cases, for example, enhance information exchange and other forms of cooperation (Koppenjan 
and Klĳn 2004). The case study especially highlighted the importance that dominant actors (the ones 
with decisive resources) become motivated and agree upon the created knowledge base. We refer 
to such as knowledge base as ‘negotiated knowledge’, i.e. context-specific knowledge of which the 
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validity, significance and meaning is agreed upon (Van de Riet 2003; Koppenjan and Klĳn 2004; 
Hommes et al. 2009; De Bruijn et al. 2010). The case study also showed that relational experiences 
may contribute or not to a further willingness to cooperate. In conclusion, the following outcome 
criteria may be useful when evaluating NL-RO projects: realization of programme goals; motivated 
users; negotiated knowledge; capable users; and positive relational experiences.  
 
Table 3 presents an overview of criteria that are useful to evaluate NL-RO projects. They are written 
from the perspective of the funding agency. Hereby, we aim to emphasize that projects may be 
successful even if project goals are not met, and vice versa. The extent to which a project was 
implemented as planned and actor satisfaction are not explicitly taken into account. When analyzing 
process criteria, we suggest to pay attention to intended and actual process design and management 
aspects. Actor satisfaction may be incorporated in the motivations of actors involved.  

Table 3 – Process and outcomes criteria for evaluating NL-RO projects from the programme level  

Outcome criteria Process criteria 
• Realization of programme goals 
• Motivated users 
• Negotiated knowledge  
• Capable users 
• Positive relational experiences 

• Involvement of stakeholders 
• Institutional embedding 
• Communication 
• Diffusion strategy 
• Adaptive management 
• Integration of context-specific knowledge 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 
The central question of the overall PhD research is: “What is the role of Dutch expertise in the course 
and outcomes of Dutch-Romanian flood risk management projects and to what extent do contextual 
factors affect these projects?” This case study analysis aims to contribute to the answering of this 
question. This chapter presents the main conclusions of this case study, which is guided by several 
sub-questions. It further presents some recommendations to Dutch experts that have been involved 
in the case study projects or will be involved in any similar projects.  

7.1 Conclusions 
This section presents our main conclusions on research questions related to the relation between 
project and context, the project course and its outcomes, the dynamic interaction between actors 
involved and the project evaluation (see also the research questions mentioned in section 1.1).      

7.1.1 The project and its context 
One of our first questions reads: What is the specific context of this case study? As we explained in 
Chapter 1, the case study differs from regular interventions or water projects in several ways. Like all 
our case studies, the project was supported and initiated by Dutch experts and a Dutch funding 
agency. The proposal for this project was largely formulated by DLG in cooperation with MEF. The 
majority of the project costs were covered by Partners for Water. The main beneficiary was the 
Romanian Ministry of Environment (MEF). The project was implemented by a team with experts of a 
Dutch government agency (DLG), a Dutch consultancy company (HKV), a Romanian government 
agency (DDNI) and three Romanian NGOs (WWF-DCP, ECCG and Alma-Ro). Most of the project 
partners did not cooperate with each other before. The project especially aimed to apply Dutch 
expertise in the field of integrated and participatory flood risk management. Central were the Dutch 
concept ‘Room for the River’ and an interactive design method developed by DLG, the Sketch Match. 
The project especially aimed to involve a wide variety of actors in the development of regional 
spatial plans that represent various flood protection scenarios.    
 
We were further especially interested in: How did developments in the project context influence the 
project course and its outcomes? In Chapter 2, we described in detail the context of the project 
(physical, policy-planning and public-administrative). The project especially aimed to elaborate on 
the results of a study on the use of floodplains (REELD-study). This study was still ongoing when the 
project was initiated, but lacked political support to be implemented further. Other initiatives were 
ongoing, such as, the green corridor programme (initiated by WWF), the development of a national 
strategy for flood risk management and a flood risk project at the Danube river basin level. The 
project did not have any direct connection to these projects. One of the external developments that 
stands out is the changed political, and related institutional, setting. Elections resulted in changes in 
the persons involved of MEF. This had a major impact on the institutional embedding of the project. 
It is probably also one of the major reasons that the project lacked policy impact. On top of this 
comes the fact that the last major floods in the region were already some years ago when the 
project was implemented. Hence, solving these problems had no priority anymore. Therefore, it was 
decided to widen the project scope in order to incorporate socio-economic aspects as well.    

7.1.2 Project course and outcomes 
We were also interested in: How did the process evolve? The process included several visits from 
Dutch experts to Romania to prepare the project, several meetings between Dutch experts in the 
Netherlands, two meetings between Dutch and Romanian experts, three meetings with Romanian 
stakeholders and a three-day workshop during which the regional spatial plans were developed (see 
Annex B and C). Although the overall objective, including the concept and method used, remained 
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constant, various aspects of the project were implemented differently as planned. In this sense, the 
case study resembles most the interactive model, rather than the instrumental model, in which 
goals and means are adapted to new insights and changing circumstances. Non-conformance 
between project plan and implementation include the leaving out 3-D GIS visualizations, the 
development of an alternative  hydraulic model, the widening of the project scope and the reduction 
by DLG and enlargement by HKV of the number of missions to Romania. The project began later as 
planned and also during the project various activities were postponed. Some adjustments had rather 
practical reasons, others were deliberate choices on the basis of new insights.  
 
Two other sub-question were: How were substantive outcomes generated? What was the role of 
various sources of expertise?  The main substantive outcomes were the spatial designs for the region 
and the effects of various scenarios on the water level. The first outcome was generated in 
interaction between experts and stakeholders. Dutch experts and Alma-Ro guided the process, 
whereas stakeholders, DDNI, ECCG and WWF-DCP provided context-specific expertise. The second 
outcome concerned calculations by HKV experts that were supported by information provided by 
DDNI and others (e.g. RWB-Prut). Especially the first outcome was generated in a very participatory 
manner, involving a wide variety of actors (see also Annex B). Dutch experts mainly provided general 
expertise related to the models, concept and methods used. Romanian experts provided more 
context-specific expertise. Both expert groups contributed with substantive, procedural and political 
expertise. Stakeholders from the area were an important source of substantive and political 
expertise.         

7.1.3 Dynamic actor-interaction 
We formulated two questions about the actor-interaction process: What were the motivations, 
cognitions and resources of actors involved? How did they develop during the process of interaction? 
The project involved two Dutch actors, the government agency DLG and the international 
consultancy company HKV. At DLG, international projects are not part of their core-business. The 
project in itself fitted nevertheless very well with their organizational activities and the individual 
experts involved believed that they could really be of added value. In total, about seven of their 
experts were actively involved. The landscape architects involved were highly experienced in the 
implementation of the Sketch Match. DLG also took care of project management, process 
supervision and communication aspects. HKV was approached by DLG to calculate effects of 
measures, which fits with the core expertise of HKV. Romania is an important target country for HKV 
and their experts liked to work in Romania. Both Dutch partners framed the main problems in the 
area initially as a flood risk management issue, which could be solved by creating more space for the 
river. The successful application of the Sketch Match increased the motivation of DLG experts, 
whereas HKV experts were slightly disappointment about their cooperation with Romanian partners. 
DLG became motivated to assist Romanian actors in any follow-up; the initiative for this should 
come from Romania. HKV would especially like to continue their cooperation with other Romanian 
partners. Both organizations enlarged their knowledge on the problem, possible solutions and 
project implementation in Romania. They would like to cooperate on similar topics in the future.  
 
The project also involved four Romanian organizations as co-implementers. The project fitted well 
with previous projects and activities of government agency DDNI, which motivated them to 
participate. The NGOs involved were all working in the environmental domain. They were especially 
interested in the application of participatory methods. Regional NGO ECCG was very keen on solving 
flood problems in the area. DDNI provided the Romanian project leader and was also the main 
counterpart of HKV. They were involved with various experts, but could offer less expertise than 
expected by the Dutch partners. The NGO Alma-Ro facilitated the interactive process, which was 
done in a satisfactory manner. ECCG played a role in organization and translation and provided 
context-specific knowledge. This project was the first time that they actively cooperated with DDNI, 
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which was a positive experience. WWF-DCP had no concrete role in implementation; it participated 
and contributed with some ecological expertise. Romanian experts framed the problem slightly 
different as Dutch experts. They had their doubts about the potential of the project, also because 
they were not familiar with the participatory method used. They were all especially interested to 
learn about this. The project was a very positive experience; it motivated them to apply the concept 
and/or method again. For this, they also intend to involve Dutch experts again. Although they were 
also motivated to further implement the project, none of them perceived that they had or could 
mobilize the necessary resources for implementation. 
 
The third group of actors involved were the Romanian stakeholders. This includes the main 
beneficiary and commissioner of the project: MEF. The former State Secretary fully supported the 
project, but was replaced once the project actually began. Their involvement was very limited and 
their motivation mainly concerned to observe the participatory and integrated approach. Their civil 
servant involved was enthusiastic about the method used and its results, but also pointed out that 
there was little (political) support for this kind of methods. The project also consulted and actively 
involved a wide variety of local, regional and national stakeholders. At first, they were sceptical 
about the potential of the project and its influence on decision-making. Those stakeholders that 
participated in the Sketch Match became very enthusiastic about Dutch expertise and motivated to 
implement one or more spatial designs. They proposed to pool resources at the local level, but 
argued that support from the national level was indispensible for any follow-up. The case study thus 
clearly shows how interaction and communication led to changes in the motivations, cognitions and 
resources of actors involved. It also shows that a good process can really lay a basis for further 
cooperation.  

7.1.4 Evaluation 
By analyzing the case study, we also aimed to answer: What was the effectiveness of the project and 
which factors contributed to this? This question was answered in a rather iterative manner. Inspired 
by literature on evaluation, we started with a further examination of the process and its outcomes 
and evaluated the project in terms of effectiveness (see Chapter 5). As regards the process, we 
concentrated on conformance between project design and implementation and quality of 
implementation on the basis of expert judgment. The examination of outcomes focused on 
collective outcomes and actor-specific outcomes. To evaluate effectiveness, we adopted a 
mainstream evaluation criterion, which is the conformance between goals and outcomes. As we 
discussed in section 6.3, this method was problematic. Realization of actor-specific goals is an 
ambiguous exercise as actor-specific goals change over time and often remain implicit. We further 
concluded that project goals were only partly realized, but that this is no necessary indicator of 
success. We therefore conclude that evaluation should focus on the realization of the wider 
intervention goals. These are, in the case of NL-RO projects, the following programme goals: (1) 
contribution to problem-solving; and (2) the generation of new projects for the Dutch water sector. 
As these goals are often not visible at the end or shortly after the project has finished, there is often 
a need to focus on the likelihood of realization. On the basis of literature, we arrived at a set of 
process criteria and outcomes criteria that can be used to assess the likelihood of realization. 
 
In conclusion, we propose to define the effectiveness of a project as the extent to which it 
contributes to the realization of programme goals (i.e. problem-solving and new projects). As we 
study our case studies real-time, the actual effectiveness of a project is often still (partly) unknown 
at the time of analysis. However, on the basis of the case study results and literature, we are able to 
define which factors probably contribute to the effectiveness of a project. We divided these factors 
into process criteria and outcome criteria. We conclude that the likelihood of realization relates to 
the following process criteria: stakeholder involvement, institutional embedding, communication, 
diffusion strategy, adaptive management and integration of context-specific knowledge; and to the 
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following outcome criteria: realization of programme goals, motivated users, negotiated knowledge, 
capable users and positive relational experiences (see also Table 3). The term users refers here to 
actors with a role in (future) problem-solving or follow-up projects.  
 
Application of the process criteria to the case study shows that it scored well on stakeholder 
involvement and integration of context-specific knowledge (including adaptation to new substantive 
insights). Institutional embedding and a diffusion strategy were both well-designed, but poorly 
implemented. This also relates to a lack of adaptation to changing circumstances. As regards 
communication, we conclude that there was a lack of transparency, relatively little contact moments 
between various project partners and poor internal and external communication about the process. 
Application of the outcome criteria shows that none of the programme goals have been realized 
until now. Negotiated knowledge was developed and stakeholders became motivated. These 
motivated and knowledgeable stakeholders proposed to start pooling resources. No support for 
further follow-up was created with one of the most dominant users with decisive resources (MEF). 
Positive relational experiences may have laid a basis for further involvement of Dutch experts by the 
Romanian experts involved.            

7.2 Recommendations 
This section presents some recommendations to the Dutch water sector on how it can increase the 
effectiveness of its international water projects. First, we present some specific recommendations in 
relation to the implementation and follow-up of this (and similar) projects. Second, we elaborate on 
some general lessons that we learnt from the analysis of this case study.   

7.2.1 Project-specific recommendations 
As we explained in subsection 6.2.3, the aim of this project was to develop a basis for further 
decision-making. One of the weak points of this project is that the substantive outcomes did not 
have any impact on policy-making or decision-making. In section 6.2, we showed that it failed to 
diffuse the results of the pilot and to embed the project institutionally. On the basis of literature in 
these fields, we formulated the following recommendations. 
 
First, for pilot projects to have an impact (enlargement of the scale or repetition at comparable 
scale) it is crucial that diffusion becomes an explicit goal of the project. This involves that diffusion 
strategies are budgeted for and put in place already in an early stage (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010). 
Second, to overcome problems related to limited learning or representativeness, pilot projects 
should try to involve future users as much as possible (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010). Actors that could 
contribute to diffusion should develop the knowledge, motivation and capacity for this during the 
pilot. Third, if diffusion is expected to take place via the policy or decision-making circuits, pilots 
should actively involve civil servants, executives and politicians, so that they can connect the project 
to formal decision-making procedures (Edelenbos et al. 2008). Research shows that it may be useful 
to organize specific meetings with institutional actors to discuss the progress of the project 
(Edelenbos 2005; Vinke-de Kruijf et al. 2010). Fourth, in order to increase the validity of the pilot 
results, it may be useful to work on scientific and professional publications (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010). 
Fifth, as the project context is often dynamic, pilot projects should maintain a certain flexibility so 
that they can be adjusted to these developments (Vreugdenhil et al. 2010). We observed in the Cat’s 
bend project, for example, that political changes may have a considerable impact on the projects’ 
institutional embedding. Hence, the project team should continuously reflect on the embedding of 
the project in relation to its diffusion. Sixth, once diffusion strategies are clear and embedded in the 
project, they should also be transparent to the experts and stakeholders involved. For transparency 
reasons, it is also highly important that there is sufficient and understandable  communication 
between actors involved. This means, that Dutch experts should spend sufficient time in Romania 
and take care of translation.   
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7.2.2 Lessons learnt 
Analysis of the case study also raises the question: Which lessons can the Dutch water sector learn 
from the case study about the effective application of Dutch expertise abroad? During interviews, 
Dutch project team members came up with several suggestions, including: 
- Even though the Romanian and the Dutch historical and institutional context are very different, 

participatory methods (like the Sketch Match) can really work in Romania. Visual methods match 
with the Romanian level of competence and are fit to engage stakeholders. 

- It is hard to understand how governance functions in Romania, the time spend in Romania was 
too short to provide real insights in this. This means that you need a partner that understands 
these   

- You should choose you Romanian partners well. It is preferable to have a working relation 
already. If this is not the case, you should develop a working relation (this means spend 
sufficient time with you partners).  

- If new methods and concepts are used, the Romanian counterparts should receive a proper 
introduction. In the case study, this could have been done by organizing a pre-workshop for all 
project partners (it was now only done for Dutch partners). 

- You should be clear about what you expect from your beneficiary and project partners. This 
means that you have to pay attention to the management of expectations. Dutch experts should 
arrive at clear agreements with their counterparts about what is expected from them. The main 
beneficiary (commissioner of the project) should be clear about the framework of the project 
and follow-up.  

- In the case of a similar planning project, a project should involve all administrative layers. A 
chairman should be provided by the government, whereas NGOs should be involved for their 
knowledge.  

 
Although projects like this case study (i.e. international water projects that are supported by Dutch 
experts and with Dutch funds) differ from regular environmental projects, they also have many 
aspects in common. In this sense, they should also be designed in line with the four elements that 
characterize good process management. These elements are: (1) an open process; (2) protection of 
core values; (3) incentives for progress and timing; and (4) substantive quality (De Bruijn et al. 2010). 
Inspired by literature and the case study results, we also defined six specific criteria for the effective 
design and management of Dutch international water projects (see also Table 3). These criteria 
stipulate that a well-organized project: (1) take into account the interests of relevant stakeholders; 
(2) involves civil servants, executives and politicians from relevant government levels; (3) guarantees 
transparency through sufficient and adequate communication channels and means; (4) enhances 
diffusion by means of an explicit strategy; (5) adapts to new insights and changing circumstances; 
and (6) guarantees the integration of context-specific knowledge. These criteria are based on the 
notion that, in order to be effective, projects should really engage their users, i.e. actors with a role 
in problem-solving or in follow-up projects. Our main recommendation to the Dutch water sector 
reads therefore to concentrate during project design and implementation on the engagement of 
users.          
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Annex A – Overview of case study material 

Project documents 
The table below provides an overview of the documents that were prepared by the project team. In 
addition, minutes have been made by the observers. The minutes prepared by the observers were 
generally not distributed, except for a report about the Sketch Match meeting. Other 
documentation, including the final report prepared by HKV and the brochure prepared by DLG are 
listed in the references.      
 
Doc. 
No. 

Document name Date 

D1 Project proposal final (NL) 6 September ‘07 
D2 Project work plan (NL and EN) 6 September ‘07 
D3 Project proposal supplement (NL)  6 November ‘07 
D4 Time plan (NL) 7 July ‘08 
D5 List of potential stakeholders (EN) 28 October ‘08 
D6 Report meetings in RO on 16, 17 and 19 September ‘08 (NL) 17 November ‘08 
D7 Minutes meeting NL project team (NL) 17 November ‘08 
D8 List of potential stakeholders updated (EN) 18 November ‘08 
D9 Addresses of participants start-up meeting (EN) 12 January ‘09 
D10 Invitation letter start-up meeting (EN and RO) 12  and 21 January 

‘09 
D11 Invitation letter to participants start-up (RO), including:  List of invited 

persons start-up meeting (EN); Project summary for start-up meeting 
(EN); Information on Sketch Match methodology (EN) 

21 January ‘09 

D12 Time plan updated (EN) 3 February ‘09 
D13 Agenda start-up meeting project team (EN) 12 February ‘09 
D14 Flipchart notes of project team meeting (EN) 12 February ‘09 
D15 List of participants start-up (EN) 13 February ‘09 
D16 Draft questions for stakeholder interviews (NL) 15 and 28 April ‘09 
D17 Report visit HKV Tulcea 26 April – 5 May ‘09 (NL) 8 May ‘09 
D18 List of confirmed participation Sketch Match (EN) 3 June ‘09 
D19 Draft program Sketch Match 3 June ‘09 
D20 List of attendees Sketch match 15 June ‘09 
D21 Invitation letter to participants of the Sketch Match (EN), including: 

Agenda workshops; List of participants; Map with location of 
workshops; Invitation letter (RO) 

15 June ‘09 

D22 Progress report 1 (NL) 15 June ‘09 
D23 Evaluation form filled by ECCG  19 Augustus ‘09 
D24 Evaluation form for Romanian partners 9 October ‘09 
D25 Concept of brochure (EN) 9 October ‘09 
D26 Evaluation form filled by DDNI (EN) 13 October ‘09 
D27 Evaluation form filled by MEF (EN) November ‘09 
D28 Progress report 2 (NL) 24 November ‘09 
D29 Agenda evaluation meeting (EN) 9 December ‘09 
D30 List of invited institutions national meeting (EN) 11 December ‘09 
D31 Agenda national meeting (EN) 11 December ‘09 
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Overview of interviews 
The project plan included a socio-anthropological study, which consisted of some interviews with 
people in the area. For this, DDNI prepared a questionnaire, which was filled out by 6 persons, and 
interviewed 14 persons living in the area. This study was undertaken in the period between the 
start-up meeting and the design workshops. At the end of the design workshops, eight participants 
of the Sketch Match were interviewed about the method used, the involvement of Dutch experts 
and about the development of new ideas. These interviews were carried out in Romanian by three 
project team members and by one of the observers, Anca Pintilie. Once the project was finished, the 
author conducted interviews with nine members of the project team. The purpose of these 
interviews was to understand how the members of the project team looked back on the project. All 
interviews were semi-structured and in depth, with a length varying from 90 to 150 minutes. The 
interviews with Dutch respondents were in Dutch and with Romanian respondents in English. Draft 
versions of all interview reports were send to interviewees for review. We also intended to interview 
the participant from the MEF, but we did not manage to make an appointment.  
 
Int. 
No. 

Organization Role Place and date 

I0  Sketch Match participants Măcin, 23 June ‘09 
I1 DLG Project leader (until December ‘09) Utrecht, 10 Nov. ‘09 
I2 DLG Communication expert Arnhem, 10 Feb. ‘10 
I3 DLG Landscape architect Ede, 10 February ‘10 
I4 DLG Process supervisor/landscape architect Utrecht, 11 Feb. ‘10 
I5 HKVCONSULTANTS Consultant water management Amsterdam, 12 Feb. ‘10 
I6 Alma-Ro Process facilitators Bucharest, 24 Feb. ‘10 
I7 WWF-DCP Advisor Bucharest, 24 Feb. ‘10 
I8 ECCG Advisor Galaţi, 3 March ‘10 
I9 DDNI Project leader  Fetesti, 24 Sept. ‘10 

Direct observations 
During all project activities, observations have been done by Joanne Vinke-de Kruijf (JVdK) with 
assistance from Anca Pintilie (AP).  
 
Obs. 
No. 

Activity Date Location Time Observers 

O1 Start-up meeting PT 12 Feb. ‘09 Galati 
(ECCG) 

9:30u - 15:30u JVdK & AP 

O2 Start-up meeting 
stakeholders 

13 Feb. ‘09 Galati 13:00u – 
17:00u 

JVdK & AP 

O3 Design workshops 22 - 24 June ‘09 Macin Two full days 
and 1 morning  

JVdK & AP 

O4 Evaluation meeting PT 9 December ‘09 Galati 
(ECCG) 

9:00u  - 11:30u JVdK & AP 

O5 Regional evaluation 
meeting  

9 December ‘09 Galati 13:00u - 
17:00u 

JVdK & AP 

O6 National evaluation 
meeting 

11 December 
‘09 

Bucharest 9:30u - 13:00u JVdK 
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Annex B – Participation in project activities 
Activity: Start-up  Workshops Regional National   

Date: 13 Feb. '09 22-24 June '09 9 Dec. '09 11 Dec. '09 

Organization/participants:  Fully  Partly   

NL-RO implementing project team:     
 Alma-Ro 2 2  1 2 
 DDNI 5 5  2 2 
 DLG 2 5  3 3 
 ECCG 4 2 1 1  
 HKV 1 2  1 1 
 MEF (project team) 1 1   1 
 WWF-DCP 1 1   1 

National gov. organizations:      
 Border police      1 
 RALD (river adm.)     1 
 MEF (others) 1    1 
 NALI (land reclamation)  1  1 1 
 NIHWM 1   3 1 

County level:      
 Galaţi Council 2 1  3  
 Galaţi Prefecture 1   1  
 Tulcea Council 1 1    
 Tulcea Prefecture 2     

Local Councils:      
 Grindu 1 1  1 1 
 I.C. Bratinu 2   2  
 Isaccea 1     
 Jijilia  1  1  
 Luncavița 1  1   
 Măcin   1   
 Smardan 1   1  
 Tulucesti 0 1    
 Văcăreni 1 1 2 1  

Regional gov. agencies:      
 AAPI (agr. payments)   1   
 ADS (state domains)  1  1  
 Border police (regional)   1 1  
 EPA-Galaţi 1   1  
 EPA-Tulcea   1 1  
 NALI-Tulcea (land recl.)   1 1  
 RALD Galaţi (river adm.) 1     
 RWB Dobrogea-Litoral 2     
 RWB Prut 2 1    

Other stakeholders:      

 Dutch Embassy 1    1 
 Local inhabitants  1 1   
 Agribusiness  3  1  
 NGO - Luncavita   1   
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Annex C – Interaction within the project team 
The table below summarizes the interaction between the NL part and the RO part of the project 
team. The number of persons who attended the meeting is presented between brackets. All joint 
NL-RO meetings were organized in Romania (no members of the RO project team visited NL, Alma-
RO intended to do this to prepare for the design workshops, but did not go either in the end). The 
RO members of the project team did not have any separate meetings in Romania. The NL team had 
about 5 meetings in the Netherlands [I2 and I5]. This includes at least the following meetings: 
- A meeting (Delft, 6 Nov. ’08) at Partners for Water about the project proposal with DLG (2) and 

HKV (1); 
- Project meeting (Utrecht, 17 Nov. ’08) with DLG (6), HKV (2) and an advisor of Partners for 

Water; 
- Preparation workshop for the design workshops with DLG (circa 4) and HKV (2).  
We have no information about the other meetings of the NL team.   
 
Date Location Organizations and nr. of persons involved 
2006-
2008 

Bucharest, Galaţi DLG (2) pays visits Romanian (three times) and meets with MEF, 
ECCG and WWF-DCP. 

16-21 
Sept. 
‘08 

Bucharest, Galaţi 
and Tulcea 

Project leader of DLG (1) meets with project team members of 
DDNI, ECCG and Alma-Ro and visits a seminar organized by DDNI. 

11-14 
Feb. ‘09 

Galaţi DLG (2) and HKV (1) visit Romania for a project team meeting (all) 
and the start-up meeting (all). NL team also visits with ECCG the 
project area.   

26 April- 
5 May 
‘09 

Tulcea and Galaţi  HKV (2) visits DDNI to prepare the hydraulic calculations. They also 
visit ECCG to discuss the location of the design workshops, visit the 
project area and contact RWB Prut for data. 

16-27 
June ‘09 

Tulcea and Măcin HKV (2) visits DDNI to prepare and reflect on the design workshops 
and participate in the workshops in Măcin.  

20-25 
June ‘09 

Măcin 
 

DLG (5) organize and facilitate the design workshops together with 
Alma-Ro, the other project team members participate (all).  

8-12 
Dec. ‘09 

Galaţi and 
Bucharest 

DLG (3) and HKV (1) meet with the project team (all) and participate 
in the regional meeting and the national meeting.  

 


